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ABSTRACT 
Methods of predicting the dynamic forces are developed for the cases of 
vehicles negotiating vertical and lateral track irregularities. 
The bounds of validity of various models of the track are evaluated, from 
single degree of freedom, lumped parameter models to the case of a two layered 
beam on elastic foundation with a moving dynamic load. For the case of the 
lateral response of a vehicle negotiating a track switch, a finite element model of 
the track is also developed. 
The vehicle model developed for-the vertical case contains all the rigid 
body modes of a four axle vehicle for which primary and secondary suspension 
can be included with viscous or friction suspension damping. Solution of the 
vehicle/track interaction problem for these non-linear models is obtained by 
numerical integration, vehicle and track being connected by the non-linear 
wheel/rail contact stiffness. The most significant forces are shown to arise from 
the interaction of the unsprung mass and track resilience, with the vehicle 
modes also making a significant contribution, particularly in friction damped 
cases. 
For the lateral case use is made of an existing model of transient vehicle 
behaviour containing the wheel/rail contact non-linearities, to which track 
resilience is added in order to predict the track forces. The model is used to 
predict the forces which would be anticipated at discrete lateral irregularities 
such as those to be found at track switches. Once again the interaction with the 
track introduces modes of vibration which are significant in terms of wheel/rail 
forces. 
Comparison is made with experimental results obtained from full scale 
tests in the field. In one experiment the vertical track forces due to a range of 
vehicles negotiating a series of dipped welds in the track were measured, and in 
a second the lateral forces were recorded at the site of an artificially introduced 
lateral kink. 
A particular application of the results is in the prediction of the rate of 
deterioration of vertical and lateral geometry due to dynamic forces. This is to 
offer an improved understanding of the deterioration mechanism in order to 
influence the future design of vehicles and track to reduce maintenance costs. 
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NOTATION 
a= Semi-wheel spacing on bogie 
ao = Semi-wheel spacing of two axle vehicle 
b= Semi-bogie spacing 
cb = Distributed lateral ballast damping/unit length 
cf = Distributed vertical foundation damping/unit length 
C1 = lumped vertical track damping 
cW = Lateral damping from rail web bending/unit length 
cp = Primary vertical viscous damping rate on vehicle 
cy = Secondary vertical viscous damping rate on vehicle 
[C]l = Lumped vertical track damping matrix 
EI = Vertical bending rigidity of track 
EIh = Lateral bending rigidity of rail head 
EIl = Lateral bending rigidity of track 
EIS = Lateral bending rigidity of track in span i 
F1rj = Lateral contact forces on left/right hand wheel of wheelset i 
FO = Amplitude of lateral harmonic track force 
F= Primary friction damping level 
F8 = Secondary friction damping level 
g= Acceleration due to gravity 
G= Shear modulus of rail steel 
G(a) = Lateral track irregularity function in wavelength domain 
GH = Hertzian contact flexibility coefficient 
hb = Height of vehicle body centre of gravity above rails 
Ht(w) = Track receptance 
HU(c. )) = Unsprung mass on contact spring receptance 
I= Rail moment of inertia about xx 
I(t) = Impulse response function for track 
lb = Body yaw inertia 
Ij = Bogie frame pitch inertia 
Iw = Wheelset roll/yaw inertia 
Jb = Body roll inertia 
JW = Wheelset polar inertia 
kb = Distributed lateral ballast stiffness/unit length 
Kb = BodypiEch inertia 
kf = Distributed vertical foundation stiffness/unit length 
Kf = Lumped track stiffness 
[K]i = Lumped vertical track stiffness matrix 
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kw = Lateral stiffness due to rail web bending/unit length 
kp = Primary vertical suspension stiffness of vehicle 
ks = Secondary vertical suspension stiffness of vehicle 
l= Sleeper spacing 
lp = Semi-gauge of rails 
mb = Vehicle body mass 
mf = Bogie frame mass 
[MJi = Lumped vertical track mass matrix 
mh = Rail head mass/unit length 
Mr = Rail mass/unit length 
ms = Sleeper mass/unit length 
Mt = Track mass/unit length 
Mt = Lumped vertical track mass 
Mw = Wheelset mass 
pi(s) = Fourier transform of yi(x) 
P= Vector of vertical wheel/rail contact forces 
Pb = Sleeper/ballast force 
PC = Vertical wheel/rail contact force 
Puts = Vertical wheel/rail contact force at wheelset i of 
leading/trailing bogie 
Pp = Amplitude of vertical harmonic track force 
qi(s) = Fourier transform of zi(x) 
Q1 = Yaw suspension torque on wheelset i 
QP = Primary vehicle damper force 
Qs = Secondary vehicle damper force 
r= Longitudinal distance relative to moving coordinate system 
R= Local radius of lateral track curvature at wheelset i 
s= Fourier transform variable 
Si = Lateral suspension force on wheelset i 
st(x) = Track irregularity function 
S(a) = Vertical track irregularity function in wavelength domain 
S(cw) = Vertical track irregularity function in frequency domain 
t= Time 
TiUri = Longitudinal wheel/rail force on left/right hand wheel 
of wheelset i, 
T2ilri = Lateral wheel/rail force on left/right hand wheel of 
wheelset i (in plane of contact) 
T3Uri = Wheel/rail contact force on left/right hand wheel of 
wheelset i (normal to plane of contact) 
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Ubi = Roll suspension torque on wheelset i 
v= Vehicle velocity 
Vi = Vertical suspension force on wheelset i 
x= Longitudinal distance 
yi = Lateral displacement of wheelset i 
yl = Lateral displacement of rail head 
Y2 = Lateral displacement of sleepers 
zb = Vehicle body vertical displacement 
zf = Bogie frame vertical displacement 
zt = Vertical track irregularity profile 
zw = Wheelset vertical displacement 
zo = Vertical track displacement at loaded point 
zl = Vertical displacement of rail head 
z2 = Vertical displacement of sleepers 
Z= Vector of vertical vehicle displacements 
Zr = Vector of vertical vehicle diplacements relative to the 
undisturbed track profile 
Zt = Vector of track irregularity profiles at each wheelset 
ß= Characteristic wavelength of beam an elastic foundation 
Yil/ri = Longitudinal creepage on left/right hand wheel of wheelset i 
Y21/ri = Lateral creepage on left/right hand wheel of wheelset i 
81/ri = Contact angle on left/right hand wheel of wheelset i 
Or = Rolling radius diffence 
At = Time step 
i= Pitch angle relative to track irregularity co-ordinates 
ri = Vertical vehicle displacements relative to track co-ordinates 
X= Wavelength 
Ob = Vehicle body roll angle 
11 = Coefficient of friction 
p= Mass density of rail steel 
N= Body pitch angle 
4f = Bogie frame pitch angle 
(Pi = Wheelset i rotational velocity 
Tb = Body yaw angle 
Wci = Wheelset yaw angle relative to track 
Ti = Yaw displacement at wheelset i 
CO = Angular frequency 
W31/ri = Spin creepage on left/right hand wheel of wheelset i 
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1. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
1.1 Introduction: Dynamic Forces on the Track 
The primary purpose of a railway system is to transport passengers and 
freight. This should be achieved both comfortably in the case of passengers and 
without damage to the goods in the case of freight. It is also of prime importance 
that the railway vehicles are operated safely without risk of derailment. All of 
these features should be achieved economically so that the railways can compete 
with other modes of transport. 
For these reasons much work has been carried out throughout the world on 
the design of railway vehicle suspensions. Many of the fundamental concepts of 
railway vehicle suspension design are the same as those for other land vehicles 
such as automobiles, there are, however, some important exceptions, these 
being: - 
i) Railway vehicles feature a solid steel wheel running on a steel rail 
resulting in a significant part of the vehicle which cannot be 
isolated by a suspension. This is the'unsprung mass'. 
ii) A large number of railway vehicles have bogies which carry 
typically two, but up to four axles which can result in two levels of 
suspension, the primary, between wheel and bogie frame, and the 
secondary, between bogie frame and body. From a vehicle ride 
point of view the bogie provides an effective filter to the vehicle 
track roughness. 
iii) Railway vehicle axles are 'rigid', meaning that no independent 
rotation of the wheels can take place, and the wheels themselves 
are coned. This gives the wheelset steering ability on curves but 
also results in a potential instability on straight track known as 
hunting. This important feature has resulted in a very large 
amount of work being performed which is unique to railway 
vehicles. 
Thus as railway vehicle speeds have increased, much work has been needed 
to improve vehicle suspensions in order to maintain and improve passenger ride, 
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at the same time trying to minimise the capital and maintenance costs of the 
vehicles. 
The main source of input forces to the vehicle of course is the track. Ideally 
this would be a flat level surface having straight parallel rails but clearly this 
cannot be achieved in practise. Dynamic forces therefore result between wheel 
and rail both vertically and laterally. The forces which occur have a number of 
undesirable effects, namely loss of track geometry as a result of settlement, 
damage to track components due to overstressing and fatigue and, particularly 
at the higher frequencies, ground borne vibration and noise. 
To combat these problems regular track maintenance is required to maintain 
track quality and safety margins. Geometry is maintained by tamping and 
lining machinery which levels and lines the track and packs extra ballast 
underneath the sleepers. Damaged track components are usually replaced on a 
spot basis if the numbers are not too great. Some of the typical failures which 
result from, or are worsened due to dynamic loads are listed below: 
i) Rails: Failure of welds due to fatigue (usually site made welds) and 
failure of the rails themselves as a result of growing fatigue cracks. 
The former are usually the result of some form of defect in the rail 
weld which precipitates a fatigue crack growth, whereas the latter 
usually start at the rail surface, being caused by unfavourable 
contact stresses. These flaws are generally detected before failure, 
however, by ultrasonic or by eddy current methods. 
ii) Sleepers: Failure of sleepers due to cracking of the concrete or 
loos ening of the rail fastening shoulders. The sleeper can also 
become badly worn due to abrasion by the ballast. 
iii) Ballast: Some direct damage due to loading can occur where the 
dynamic forces are large, but damage is also caused by mechanised 
maintenance as a result of deterioration of geometry and by 
general weathering. The main mode of'failure' is due to clogging of 
the voids by fine particles resulting in a drainage problem. 
At a certain point in the life of the track any one of the above problems or a 
combination of such problems becomes sufficiently bad to precipitate complete 
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renewal of a length of track, at which point all the components are renewed and 
some of the serviceable ones are used on minor lines. 
It is clear therefore that when considering vehicle/track interaction 
problems there is another important area to be considered apart from the vehicle 
ride and that is the track forces and the track damage that they cause. 
Furthermore a significant proportion of the track forces appear-as a result of 
dynamic vehicle/track interaction, particularly due to irrregularities in the 
running surface, and these are found in practise to be of comparable magnitude 
to the static forces. An improved knowledge of the forces on the track would, 
therefore, have many benefits including an improved knowledge of the level of 
forces to be used for component design and an ability to define required track 
and vehicle standards. Furthermore if the track forces could be related to the 
amount of track damage this would enable the costs of changes in the traffic to 
be more accurately calculated and would also enable the benefits of advanced 
vehicle suspensions such as active suspensions to be evaluated. 
There are significant differences between the mechanisms of vehicle/track 
interaction vertically and laterally. For the vertical case forces arise purely due 
to irregularities in either the vehicle or the track. The system is essentially 
linear apart from the mechanism of wheel/rail contact, where local deformations 
of the wheel and rail result in a degree of resilience having the characteristics of 
a spring which is stiffening with load. There is a negligible effect of the lateral 
vibration upon the vertical. 
In the case of lateral vibration there is no rigid contact between wheel and 
rail. Small lateral deviations from the equilibrium rolling position on the track 
cause a change in the rolling radii on the two wheels due to the coning angle. 
The effect of this is to cause a steering action of the wheelset back towards the 
equilibrium position. Furthermore longitudinal and lateral forces on the 
individual wheels of the wheelset cause small deformations to occur within the 
wheel/rail contact patch and 'creepages' occur. The rolling wheelset therefore 
does not experience a sudden change from pure rolling to pure sliding but a 
gradual change can occur, resulting in a mismatch between the wheel rotational 
velocity and the vehicle forward velocity. Creepage is defined as the difference 
in velocity divided by the forward velocity and can be defined in the 
longitudinal, lateral and spin situations as described later. For small 
oscillations the creep force/creepage relationship is normally considered to be 
linear. For larger amplitude oscillations, however, this is not so and also flange 
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contact can be reached which results in a rapid change in the angle of plane of 
contact meaning that a component of the vertical force also acts laterally. 
The irregularities in the track which cause the dynamic forces -come from a 
variety of sources and also cover a wide spectrum of wavelengths. All 
frequencies of the dynamic system are therefore excited to varying degrees. The 
main zone of interest to the vehicle designer is at frequencies less than 10 Hz. It 
is in this frequency range that the vehicle rigid body modes are found and 
vibration of the vehicle body occurs thus affecting passenger comfort. At 
frequencies higher than this and up to 100 Hz resonance of the wheel/track 
system can occur and as a result much of the spectral component of the track 
force appears in this range. Many of the-vehicle component bending modes also 
occur in this region, however they have negligible effect on the track forces as a 
result of being well damped and isolated from the wheel/rail contact zone. The 
first bending mode of the body is often a consideration for passenger comfort 
though, being typically around 10 Hz. 
At frequencies greater than 100 Hz most of the force is due to motion of the 
wheelset and track with some of the higher modes of track vibration becoming 
important as well as the non-linear contact stiffness between wheel and rail. 
Short wavelength irregularities such as corrugations (which are described 
below) can result in frequencies approaching 1000 Hz which can also create a 
severe noise problem. It is only recently that the effect of some of these higher 
frequency forces on the track have been studied. 
The sources of track irregularities can be summarised as follows: - 
i) Joints and welds: The fishplated rail joint has long been considered 
one of the main geometric faults in the rail surface. As a result of 
repeated loading and unloading the joint begins to wear, this 
begins a cycle of increasing dynamic load, differential ballast 
settlement at the joint and more joint wear. A large dip therefore 
results in the track with an angular discontinuity at the joint. 
The introduction of continuously welded rail has resulted in an 
improvement of the geometry where rails are joined together, 
however welds still represent a significant source of geometric 
error, particularly where a poor weld has been made or the top 
surface has been badly ground when finishing off the- weld. Welds 
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and joints also present discrete irregularites laterally if poorly 
aligned. 
ii) Random roughness: This in itself can come from a variety of 
sources, at the shorter wavelengths irregularities in the shape of 
the rail are important. These obviously come from the 
manufacturing process and from damage in handling. At the 
longer wavelengths the track vertical profile is dominated more by 
the underlying ballast profile. This is difficult to modify 
permanently by mechanical means because the ballast tends to 
settle at a greater rate the more it is lifted when tamping. For this 
reason the periodic shape of jointed track can reappear in track 
which is re-railed with cwr (continuously welded rail) even if the 
welds do not coincide with old joint positions. 
iii) Variations in track parameters: Large dynamic forces can occur at 
changes in track support conditions, for instance where a single 
sleeper is poorly supported or where a change occurs in the 
underlying foundation conditions. These generally apply more to 
the vertical case, however a situation where this applies laterally is 
given below. 
iv) Track Structures: Bridges represent a significant transition when 
negotiated by rail vehicles. However this is a large subject in itself 
and is not covered within the scope of this report. Another 
important structure, however, is the track switch or turnout. This 
provides both an unavoidable discrete irregularity where the 
switch rail joins the through straight rail and also significant 
changes in lateral stiffness through the switch due to the varying 
construction. This change of stiffness also applies to a certain 
extent vertically. 
The point where the two rails of the turnout cross obliquely is 
called the crossing. A gap is obviously necessary at this point to 
allow the wheel flanges to pass through, which can result in large 
vertical and lateral forces. 
All of the above cases represent inputs to the track which cause dynamic 
forces. It is known that dynamic forces cause progressive deterioration of the 
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geometry of the track and therefore it is anticipated that the irregularities 
described could be made to grow by the forces they produce. This is certainly 
true for the dipped rail joint case. 
Aims of the Work: There are clearly a significant number of benefits to 
be obtained from a thorough knowledge of the forces which result due to railway 
vehicles travelling along the track. Indeed a certain amount of work has been 
done by various administrations as is described in the following section. The 
majority of these pieces of work, however, split into two main areas, on the one 
hand the analysis of vehicle based forces derived by making simple assumptions 
about the response of the track (often that it is rigid) and on the other hand the 
analysis of wheel/rail forces with more sophisticated track models and simple 
vehicle models (generally an unsprung mass). 
The purpose of this work is to establish under what conditions such 
simplifications are valid and if there are additional benefits to be obtained from 
refining the total vehicle/track models. The particular area of interest for the 
work being the forces causing track damage. 
The first area of consideration is therefore the track, where it is essential 
to establish which are the important components to be represented in models, 
and also to investigate the importance of the moving load effects on the 
structure. 
Vehicle models are then considered which are incorporated into models of 
the total vehicle/track system and the importance of the vehicle modes of 
vibration upon the wheel/rail forces evaluated, both vertically and laterally. 
Certain non-linearities of the vehicle suspension are also considered such as 
friction damping and local wheel/rail contact effects vertically, and non-linear 
wheel/rail contact geometry conditions laterally. The results of the models are 
then analysed and compared where possible with the results of experimental 
validation work. 
As a final example the results from the track force modelling are used to 
consider a very important area of track damage, namely deterioration of track 
geometry. Predicted dynamic forces, along with empirical relationships 
describing the effect of repeated loading upon permanent movements of track 
both vertically and laterally, are used to make estimates of the deterioration in 
the track geometric quality with traffic. Such work has potential benefits in the 
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design of future vehicles and track to minimise track maintenance costs, and 
allow economic evaluations of traffic policy decisions to be made, for example 
when considering the cost benefits of introducing higher speeds, or freight 
vehicles with higher axle loads. 
1.2 Vertical Vehicle/Track Interaction 
Much of the available work concerning railway vehicle and track dynamics 
has been performed in Japan, the USA and Europe, notably Britain, France and 
Germany. All of these countries have modern railways but the conditions under 
which they operate are in some cases quite different. For example there is a 
strong difference between the long distance, high tonnage freight routes of 
North America and the high speed routes of Japan and France. Many of the 
engineering problems faced by the various railways however have been similar 
and a great deal of interchange of theories and method has contributed to the 
evolution of current railway practises. 
One of the initial problems of note to be approached was that of the moving 
vertical load on the railway track. In 1972 Fryba (1) studied this problem in 
some detail which was not related specifically to railway track problems but 
considered the effect of moving loads on a variety of structures. The particular 
case of relevance to the railway track situation was the moving load on a beam 
on Winkler elastic foundation which had also been studied previously by 
Kenney (2) and Mathews (3,4). 
The main feature of this problem was that for the case of a quasi-static 
moving load, a critical speed was discovered at which (in the absence of 
damping) the displacement beneath the load approached infinity. The critical 
speed was defined by: - 
4EZk )0.25 
m 
where EI is the bending rigidity of the beam, k the distributed support stiffness 
and m the mass per unit length of the beam. This critical speed is shown to be 
comfortably in excess of present railway operating speeds although Fortin (5) 
has reported very large deformations beneath the wheels of a train suspected to 
have reached a speed close to the critical speed at a site on soft peat. 
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Sauvage (6) also considered this problem but once again with a moving 
quasi-static load. Mathews, Fryba and Fortin all presented solutions to the case 
of a moving harmonic load in the absence of damping and Fryba also considered 
moving mass effects. Due to the complexity of the equations, however, the 
general problem of the moving harmonic load with damping was not solved, 
although Stadler and Shreeves (7) did present a transient solution based upon 
obtaining the impulse response for the beam on Winkler foundation. 
For the vehicle dynamicist, particularly if the main criterion is passenger 
ride, the effect of track resilience is not considered to be too important and the 
vehicle can be considered to be negotiating the unloaded or in some cases the 
statically loaded profile. This is probably quite reasonable as. the frequency 
range of interest is generally lower than the frequency at which the track 
stiffness has an effect. When considering wheel/rail forces, however, it is most 
important to include the track resilience. 
Beer et al (8) included the track resilience in a simple form when modelling 
the forces at a dipped rail joint, the results being published in 1974. The track 
was treated as a parallel spring/damper system isolated at each wheelset of a 
bogie vehicle, the mass of the track was neglected as was the contact flexibility 
between wheel and rail. The body mass of the vehicle was also considered to be 
'ground', connected to the bogie by a spring and viscous damper. The primary 
suspension, however, was modelled as a spring and friction damper 
combination. 
The shape of the track at the dipped rail joint was taken to be a 
symmetrical quarter cosine shape having a depth of 10 mm and an angular 
discontinuity of 10 mrad. Solution of the system equations was by an analogue 
computer approach. The results showed an oscillatory wheel/rail force history 
from the impact at the joint, the maximum of which was shown to rise linearly 
with speed. A reduction in the assumed track stiffness also resulted in a 
reduction in impact force. It was also concluded that a reduction in the wheel 
radial stiffness would also have a beneficial effect on track forces. 
A second paper covering a similar subject which appeared around the same 
time was by Jenkins et al (9) in which the methods due to Lyon (10) were used to 
predict the wheel/rail vertical forces due to a variety of track and vehicle defects, 
of which one was the dipped rail joint. In this case the track was modelled as an 
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infinite beam on a damped Winkler elastic foundation, the load being considered 
to be stationary. The vehicle model was considered to consist simply of a rigid 
wheelset with the non-linear Hertzian (11) spring contact model between the 
wheel and rail. In this model the deflection (and contact stress distribution) 
which occurs between two elastic bodies in forced contact can be calculated. For 
the railway wheel on rail situation this results in a relationship of the form: - 
y-GHP' 
where y is the relative displacement of wheel and rail 
P is the contact force 
GH is the Hertzian flexibility coefficient, which can be calculated 
from the formulae for elastic contact when the elastic properties and 
the principle radii of curvature in two planes at an angle are known. 
The wheel/rail contact spring, therefore, has the characteristics of a 
stiffening spring, having a tangent stiffness at typical axle loads an order of 
magnitude higher than the effective track stiffness. 
Lyon used a Laplace transformation method to solve the equations of the 
beam on Winkler foundation from which the impulse response function was 
derived. This was then used with a time stepping integration solution of the 
lumped parameter vehicle equations and the convolution integral to incorporate 
the track and non-linear contact effects. The vehicle model used in the analyses 
presented was basically an unsprung mass with bogie and body motions 
neglected. Refinements were made to this, however, to incorporate traction 
motor connections and wheel radial flexibility (for resilient wheels) when 
studying locomotives. 
The dipped rail joint was studied as the major track irregularity. The 
wheel rail force histories predicted were shown to be oscillatory in nature as in 
the work of Beer et al (8) with the major difference that two characteristic 
frequencies dominated the response as shown in Fig 1.1 due to the inclusion of 
an additional degree of freedom. This resulted in two peaks to the decaying 
response of each frequency which were termed P1 for the higher frequency peak 
and P2 for the lower. The P1 force was found to be associated with vibration of 
predominantly the track on the Hertzian contact spring and caused a peak force 
some 0.25 - 0.5 msec after crossing the joint. The P2 force was found to be the 4 
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response of the wheelset on the effective track resilience, occuring much later at 
typically 6-8 msec. These forces and their positions on the track were 
associated with unfavourable alternating stress conditions around the 
circumference of bolt holes in the rails at the joint, which were prone in practise 
to failure by fatigue. 
TOTAL WHEEL/RAIL FORCE 
STATIC RAIL FORCE = 86200.0 N. 
z 
LU U 
ry 
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O 
Fig. 1.1 Wheel/Rail Contact Force at Dipped Rail Joint 
A study of the various vehicle and track parameters on the forces at dipped 
joints was made. The conclusions from this were that for constant track and 
vehicle parameters the peak forces (both P1 and P2) were approximately 
proportional to the product of the dip angle and speed and that the total dip 
depth (for the simple vehicle model) was unimportant. Approximate formulae 
for the P1 and P2 forces were also presented which would enable simple 
TIME MILLISECS 
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comparisons of vehicle types to be made. These formulae were derived by 
finding equivalent lumped mass systems to define the response and resulted in 
the following equations: - 
kH. me 
Pl =P o+ 
2av( 
)i/2 
1+ me/m u 
rm 1/2r c ,, n P=P +2aui " (1_4(kt(mu+mt))1/2)(kt. mu) 20\ mu+mt 
where 2a is the total dip angle 
v is the vehicle speed 
kH is a chord stiffness to the Hertzian contact stiffness 
mu is the vehicle unsprung mass 
kt, ct, mt are the effective lumped track stiffness, damping and mass. 
The latter can be calculated from the distributed values as follows: - 
2k 
kt =ß 
3m 
mß 
2 
_ 
3c 
ct Zß 
Where j3 =(k 4EI 
)0.25 
me is the effective track mass for the P1 force calculation which is 
calculated from: - 
Me = m\I 
(4I1 (4)V2) (k I)L3 
h 
These formulae are now fairly widely used within BR for quick assesment 
of track forces, me being typically equivalent to the mass of a 0.4m length of 
track. 
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The paper also considered the track forces due to random track surface 
irregularities and also the likely forces due to flat spots on wheels which result 
due to heavy braking. Extensive experimental work based upon dipped rail 
joints was also reported and compared with the predictions made by the theory, 
for which good agreement was obtained. The method was also used to study the 
effect of fitting resilient wheels to locomotives having a high unsprung mass, for 
which the theoretical and experimental results both showed useful benefits. 
This latter subject was also covered in some detail by Bjork (12). 
In 1975 the problem of a rail vehicle negotiating a rail joint was also 
studied by Ahlbeck et al (13). The track was modelled as a lumped spring, 
damper and mass at each wheelset. The stiffness of the spring being derived 
from a static calculation of the deflection of a beam on Winkler foundation model 
into which the stiffness of the rail pad, wooden sleeper, ballast and subgrade 
were included. A formula was also offered to calculate the effective ballast and 
subgrade stiffness from the moduli of the two materials viz: - 
C(l- w)Eb 
kballast 
1 (w+C. h)1 
ýgý 
w (I+ CA J 
where Eb = Young's modulus for ballast 
l= length of loading area 
w= width of loading area 
h= ballast depth 
C= 2tana 
a= angle of internal friction (20° assumed for ballast) 
For the subgrade: - 
kBLLbade = k0(l+C. h)(w+C. h) 
where ko = soil modulus 
The ballast subgrade stiffness can then be simply calculated: - 
1_11 
kballast 
subgrade 
kballnat ksubgrade 
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This calculation was based upon the assumption that each sleeper was 
supported on a pyramid of material. Because of the overlap due to adjacent 
pyramids one half of this value was used in the beam on Winkler foundation 
calculation. The relationship between displacement and distance from the load 
for the track model was also used to include the effect of interaction of a nearby 
wheel of the same bogie of a vehicle. The effective rail mass to be included in the 
model was calculated by considering the rail and pad system to be acting as a 
beam on Winkler foundation on its own and calculating the parameters to give 
an equivalent lumped system when vibrating in the first mode. 
The vehicle model used for comparison with experimental data was a half 
bogie vehicle having a lumped half body mass over a bogie with-two wheelsets 
(no roll degrees of freedom were included). This was solved on an analogue 
computer enabling certain non-linearities to be included such as friction 
damping in the vehicles and non-linear stiffness of the ballast. The conclusions 
made from the comparisons were that a non-linear ballast stiffness was needed 
in order to predict both the quasi-static and dynamic responses and that the 
damping of the track was high, between 50 and 100 percent of critical damping 
based upon the natural track frequency. The authors also concluded that the 
lumped parameter modelling was inadequate for considering the higher 
frequencies of the response of the vehicle/track system. 
A very simple model. of an unsprung mass on a lumped parallel 
spring/damper system was used by Sato and Satoh (14) to investigate the effects 
on vertical track forces of running trains at higher speeds, this work being also 
published in 1975. The model was used to predict the likely increase in 
wheel/rail forces which would result from an increase in train speed on the 
Japanese SHINKANSEN railway network. The paper concluded that an 
increase in speed from 210 km/hr to 260 km/hr would require that a decrease in 
track stiffness of 20-30% or a reduction in the track irregularities of 10% be 
made in order to maintain the forces at the previous levels. Improvement in 
these two parameters had been achieved in the. field by grinding the rail surface 
on particularly poor sites and by the introduction of resilient ballast mats 
beneath the sleepers. Test with this arrangement showed that a significant 
reduction in track forces was obtained in line with the theoretical predictions. 
A model said to be capable of predicting the track response at higher 
frequencies was also presented later by Sato (15). This was offered primarily as 
a means of predicting the sources of noise on the Japanese National Railroads 
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but consideration was also given to ballast forces. The track model used for this 
case was a double layer beam on elastic foundation in which the two layers 
represented the pad and ballast layers. For the case of slab track the lower layer 
was also capable of having bending rigidity. For the prediction of the high 
frequency response, only the wheelset of the vehicle was considered. The paper 
once again considered the beneficial effects of using ballast mats, which were 
shown to result in a reduction in ballast forces at all frequencies of loading on 
slab track. Good agreement with experimental results was also obtained at 
frequencies of up to 2000 Hz. For this the rail pad stiffness was taken to have 
increasing stiffness and reducing damping characteristics with frequency. 
Newton and Clark (16) studied two possible track models for the prediction 
of forces due to wheelflats on railway vehicles in 1979. The first model 
considered was an infinite single layer beam on Winkler foundation having no 
provision for pad flexibility effects. This was compared against a two layer 
model including the pad layer and also including the symmetric bending modes 
of the sleeper. The latter model, although including the discrete supports at 
sleepers was also restricted to a finite length which was chosen such that 
reflections from the ends were damped out before returning. The vehicle model 
used was once again a single wheelset but with two additional spring/mass 
systems in series, representing the bogie mass, body mass and primary and 
secondary stiffness and damping. 
The beam on Winkler foundation model was solved by the method due to 
Lyon (10) while the discrete support model was solved by modal analysis 
methods using the techniques of Wittrick and Williams (17) to assemble the 
normal modes of the complete structure from those of the component parts. The 
results of both models were compared against experimentally measured results 
of sleeper loads and rail strains due to wheelflat impacts. The authors found 
that good agreement was obtained from both models for lower speed impact, 
however at higher speeds, higher frequencies were apparent in the response and 
the beam on Winkler foundation model tended to over predict the force levels. 
The reason for this was found to be due to the lack of rail pad flexibility in the 
model and the authors suggested that a two layer beam on Winkler foundation 
model would probably give better results. 
Grassie and Cox (18) also considered a two layer beam on Winkler 
foundation model more recently in which the lower layer had bending rigidity in 
the vertical direction thus including the modes of sleeper vibration. The discrete 
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support at each sleeper was not included on the basis that this was only of 
importance in the vicinity of the 'pinned-pinned' resonance of the rail at around 
750 Hz. A uniformly supported infinite model could therefore be handled, and 
solved for a stationary harmonic force by means of a Laplace transform solution 
for both the rails and sleepers. The vehicle model was once again a single 
wheelset. 
The model was used to compare results obtained from experimental 
measurements of sleeper displacement and sleeper bending strains obtained by 
Dean (19) for a rail with artificially introduced 'corrugations' in the rail surface, 
which was negotiated at a variety of speeds. The wavelength of the corrugations 
of 60 mm resulted in a variety of forcing frequencies up to 750 Hz. The 
agreement obtained with the experimental work was reasonable at the lower 
frequencies of excitation but less so at the higher frequencies. This was put 
down to the loss of contact between wheel and rail which was known to be 
occu ring at the higher speeds but which was not accornödated in the model. 
The effect of the sleeper bending modes was shown to be important above 
the first natural frequency of the sleeper at around 200 Hz when compared to a 
model in which the sleepers were assumed to be rigid. The effects of altering pad 
stiffness and sleeper depth were also investigated as a means of reducing sleeper 
bending strains on corrugated track. It was found that the most beneficial 
results were obtained by reducing the pad stiffness, and the conclusion was 
drawn that the pad was the critical element in the isolation of the sleeper from 
high frequency dynamic loads. It was suggested that further benefits would also 
be obtained if damping of sleeper bending modes could be increased. 
Much of the work which has been carried out on the vertical vehicle track 
interaction problem, therefore, seems to fall into two main categories: - 
i) The study of complex models of the vehicle with simple models of 
the track (typically lumped spring and damper and sometimes 
including lumped track mass) which are thought to be valid at the 
lower frequencies of interest. At what limit of frequency they are 
no longer valid, however is not clearly defined. 
ii) The study of simple models of the vehicle (typically rigid wheelsets 
with a wheel/rail contact stiffness) with complex models of the 
track which are thought to be valid at the higher frequencies. 
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1.3 Lateral Vehicle/Track Interaction 
When considering the lateral vehicle/track interaction problem the 
mechanism of contact between wheel and rail is quite different as described 
earlier. The main features of this mechanism can be summarised once more by 
considering what takes place when a rolling wheelset is displaced laterally: - 
i) Changes in the angle of contact occur, particularly on the outer 
wheel when flange contact is approached. This causes a change in 
the lateral component of vertical contact force. 
ii) The rolling radii of the two wheels change, resulting in a'steering' 
effect and the production of longitudinal and lateral creepage 
forces. These increase gradually with creepage up to the gross 
sliding condition. Due to the inclination of the contact patch a spin 
creepage also occurs which results in a component of lateral force. 
iii) As the wheel moves laterally across the rail head, changes in the 
contact patch size and shape occur which alter the way in which the 
creep forces are generated. Under particular conditions of wheel or 
rail wear contact can occur at two seperate locations. . 
The non-linear effects which result from these particular features are 
summarised in Fig 1.2. 
The curving ability of railway vehicles has been studied as early as 1835 
(20) when the concept of rolling radius difference and the advantages of radial 
alignment in curves were first adressed. It was not however until 1935 that 
Porter, (21) and closer to the present day, Newland (22) and Boocock (23) began 
to develop more practical theories. In these, yaw flexibility of a wheelset was 
allowed but restrained by a linear spring, thus the wheelset was able to partially 
adopt a radial position in curves without necessarily involving flange contact. 
The creep force/creepage relationships and the wheel/rail contact geometry 
conditions were linearised, however, thus restricting the predictions to small 
displacements and in practise limiting the results to large radius curves only. 
Porter's work was restricted to the gross sliding case only and therefore only 
valid for very sharp cuves. 
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Fig. 1.2 Lateral Wheel/Rail Contact Non-Linearities 
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Work by Kalker, (24) initially in 1967, concerning the rolling contact of 
elastic bodies enabled the creep force/creepage relationships to be calculated for 
a large range of values of lateral, longitudinal and spin creepage right up to the 
gross sliding situation. The complex nature of these calculations meant that 
these were computationally intensive to implement in their exact form and were 
therefore most easily used in simplfied or in tabular form from which values 
could be interpolated. 
Elkins and Gostling (25) used the tabulated creepage data along with 
tabulated data from measured wheel/rail contact conditions to produce a more 
general steady state curving theory. The non-linear equations for the 
vehicle/track system were solved iteratively and no flexibility of the track was 
included as this was considered to be unnecessary for the steady state situation. 
A version of the solution, however, was prepared which included the velocity 
dependent terms in the creepage force expressions. The reason for this was to 
prepare a model which would be valid for the transient curving situation. 
The results of the theoretical predictions were compared with a range of 
experimental results for which the agreement was found to be very good. 
Comparison with the results of Porter (21) and Boocock (23) also gave good 
agreement and was able to show the bounds of validity of the simpler models for 
which neither small creepage in the case of Porter's work nor large creepage in 
the case of Boocock's work was applicable. The main conclusions made by the 
authors were as follows: - 
i) The leading outer wheel tends to make flange contact in curves, the 
forces on the track tend to be gauge spreading on both rails. 
ii) The trailing axle rarely makes flange contact except on the inner 
rail of very sharp curves. 
iii) The wheelsets attempt to align themselves radially. 
iv) The curving forces are somewhat different in wet and dry weather 
due to changes in the coefficient of friction between wheel and rail. 
Lubrication reduces the forces and the wear rate. 
v) A nett longitudinal force exists on a wheelset in a curve, thus 
increasing drag. 
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It is apparent therefore that when considering lateral wheel/rail forces due 
to vehicle/track interaction it is important to give due consideration to the 
creepage forces and to the non-linear contact conditions. Various options 
present themselves when considering a theoretical approach to the non-linear 
problem. The most simple, and obviously the most temping method is to use 
linearised equations which much simplifies the equations and solution. It is 
widely accepted, however, that to do this is only valid at small amplitudes of 
deviation from the track centre line and the worst lateral track forces are likely 
to occur under flange contact conditions. A second approach used by workers is 
to use simplified versions of the theory, for example those due to Kalker (26) or 
Vermuellen and Johnson (27) in which the contact conditions are much 
simplified. Once again these methods work best in conditions of simple contact. 
The third option is to use the more exact theory which is complex to implement 
and time consuming to obtain the solution, or as an alternative to the latter, to 
produce the solution beforehand in tabular form and use interpolation for a 
continuous solution. 
The majority of the research work which has been carried out on the 
dynamic response of railway vehicles has been on considerations of lateral 
stability on straight track. For example the work of Wickens, (28) published in 
1965, which used the approximate formulae for creep forces due-to Vermuellen 
and Johnson (27) and the dynamic equations for both a single-wheelset and a 
four wheeled vehicle to predict the stability limits for hunting. The damping 
available to lateral oscillations is shown to first increase with speed and then 
fall to eventually reach zero, and subsequently to become negative. The point at 
which the damping becomes zero is defined as the critical speed: of the vehicle 
and is a function of the lateral and torsional wheelset stiffnesses, the inertia, 
and the conicity of the wheels. 
The above calculations for stability do not require any definition of the 
track geometry and indeed much of the work has been carried out on the 
assumption of straight track. Dokainish et al (29) considered the response of a 
railway vehicle to a sinusoidal irregularity. Simplified non-linear creep forces 
expressions were used restricting the excitation to a single wavelength of 
excitation and the compliance of the track was neglected. Cooperrider (30) on 
the other hand used linear creep force expressions thus enabling the prediction 
of vehicle response due to measured track geometry for which the power spectral 
density had been obtained. Due to the restriction to small amplitudes, lateral 
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and longitudinal creep forces only were obtained and not flange contact forces. 
The work was, however, able to show the reduction in available tractive effort 
due to the creep forces caused by lateral oscillation. 
A paper in which the track resilience was included was presented by 
Helms and Strothmann (31) in which the two rails were allowed to move 
laterally individually, restrained by a spring/viscous damper combination in 
each case. Once again the creep force functions were linearised for small 
displacements and a solution obtained in the frequency domain for a prescribed 
track PSD. The results were compared with experimentally obtained values for 
lateral acceleration of wheelsets and vehicle body. Some agreement between the 
theoretical and experimental results was obtained and both results showed that 
excitation of the wheelset laterally on the track was apparent at a frequency of 
approximately 16Hz and that this had some effect on the body response. 
Solution of the lateral dynamic response of railway vehicles is therefore 
shown to be quite complex. However it is quite clear that for a consideration of 
the forces acting on the track it is necessary to consider the situation of flange 
contact of wheel on rail which is a non-linear problem. The few authors who 
have approached this particular problem have tended therefore to use numerical 
simulation techniques, to handle these non-lineararities. 
Young and AppaRao (32) described such a model in which the response of a 
four wheeled vehicle having seventeen degrees of freedom was solved by 
numerical time stepping integration techniques for the case of a vehicle 
negotiating a spiral transition curve. A simple spring was used to represent 
track flexibility under flange contact conditions, and approximate creep force 
expressions were used. Experimental data for wheelset displacement was 
available and was compared with the predictions which showed reasonable 
agreement. Errors in the predictions were attributed to errors in the alignment 
of the curve which had not been measured but which had been assumed to match 
the design profile. The response obtained for this situation, however, was 
essentially quasi-static due, presumably to the relatively gentle nature of the 
curve negotiated. 
The problem of the dynamics of curve entry was addressed also by 
Cooperrider and Law (33). The approach taken by these authors was to use 
tabulated data describing the wheel/rail contact non-linearities and simplified 
expressions for the non-linear creep force/creepage relationships. The rail 
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flexibility was also included in a simplified manner by modifying the wheel/rail 
contact data to reflect the relative displacements which would occur between 
wheel and rail if the rail also moved laterally. Functions were used to describe 
the track geometry which was that of a transition into a constant radius curve, 
and the solution of the model which was a half model of a bogie passenger coach, 
was once again by numerical time stepping integration. 
The results showed that for vehicles with stiff yaw suspensions, which 
generally showed poor curving ability, significant flange impacts could occur on 
curve entry which resulted in large lateral impact forces. These were oscillatory 
in nature and typically 1-5 times the value which would have been predicted by 
steady state curving. Generally these forces decayed rapidly but under certain 
conditions they could persist throughout the curve without flange contact being 
maintained. No explanation was given for this phenomenon but the need for 
experimental validation was emphasised. 
The problem of general track irregularities and in particular the geometry 
at track switches was presented by Clark et al (34). Both the wheel/rail contact 
non-linearities and the creep force/creepage non-linearities were handled by 
means of interpolation from tabulated data, the former being from measured 
wheels and rails. The vehicle model was of a two axled freight vehicle having 
eleven degrees of freedom. Rail flexibility was also allowed for by incorporating 
lumped spring and viscous damper elements at each wheel position, and the 
solution was by numerical time stepping integration to obtain time histories of 
the required variables. The measured lateral geometry of the track was also 
used to provide the forcing function, this being interpolated from a series of 
longitudinal and lateral co-ordinates. 
The results were compared with experimental data for the case of a vehicle 
negotiating a discrete lateral kink in the rail, of the type which would be found 
at a switch. The irregularity was set in plain track, however, to avoid the 
complicated lateral track support conditions at a switch. The wheel/rail force 
histories showed that a large lateral impact of both wheelsets occurAed on the rail 
as the vehicle negotiated the lateral kink. This caused the wheelsets to oscillate 
laterally on the track at a frequency of approximately 13 Hz, it was noted that at 
the leading wheelset the vibration was relatively lightly damped while that at 
the trailing wheelset was heavily damped. This was claimed to be due to the 
creep forces on the adjacent wheel which caused little damping if the friction 
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limit was already exceeded. This effect was predicted well by the theory, as was 
the rest of the response. 
The latter vehicle model described, represents the model to be used for the 
calculation of lateral track forces in this thesis. However for the calculation of 
the forces at real switches and crossings, and particularly the forces causing 
permanent lateral ballast displacements a better model of the track is likely to 
be required. 
1.4 Deterioration of Track Geometry 
By far the majority of work which has been carried out on this subject has 
concerned the deterioration of vertical track geometry. The reason for this being 
that on the majority of track it is the vertical alignment which requires 
maintenance first and the lateral alignment is corrected at the same time by 
means of automatic track maintenance machinery. This is not exclusively so, 
however, and there are some areas of track where the reverse is true, a 
particular case being the switch, which can require frequent attention to 
geometry. Furthermore as new maintenance methods are introduced, for 
example pneumatic ballast injection (35) which offers improvements in the 
vertical durability of the track but not in the lateral durability, the present 
situation may not necessarily prevail. 
In order to study the effects of deterioration of track geometry it is 
necessary to be able to define what represents good quality and what represents 
poor quality track. In 1978 Gilchrist (36) described the system used on British 
Railways (BR) where the standard deviation of lateral and vertical profiles is 
used, being first filtered to remove long wavelength effects. Reasonable 
correlation is shown between this measure and passenger ride as described in 
the paper. Furthermore an instrumented coach is available which can measure 
these quantities at speed (37) to determine when maintenance is required. 
In 1973 the Office for Research and Experiments (ORE) of the 
International Union of Railways (38) studied the rate of change of vertical track 
level as a function of traffic on the railways of some of the various member 
countries. The researchers found that the characteristics of the mean 
settlement initially changed rapidly before converging to a rate of settlement 
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which was linear when plotted against the log of the amount of traffic. A 
relationship of the following form was proposed: - 
T 
o(T)=b+b log e10 2X106 
where Qe is the standard deviation of the settlement. The coefficient bo is the 
settlement after 2x106t (2 MGT) and T is the total traffic. General conclusions 
were also made, notably that reducing the sleeper spacing and' increasing the 
rail vertical moment of inertia were both thought to be beneficial in reducing 
the rate of deterioration. On repeated loading triaxial test on ballast samples in 
the laboratory, Shenton (39) showed that a similar law to the one shown above 
was valid from the first loading cyle, these tests also showed that the frequency 
of application of the load had negligible effect on this relationship. 
The experimental and theoretical work of Selig (40) in the USA also 
showed essentially the same trend both in triaxial tests and in site trials. The 
author also used a multi-layered elastic model of the foundation to predict rates 
of settlement (under uniform loading conditions) based upon the properties of 
the component layers. 
Shenton (41) more recently re-examined all the available data including 
the effect of sleeper spacing, sleeper type, axle load and tamping machine lift 
during maintenance to arrive at the following empirical relationship below 
which is obtained by neglecting the last term of equation 5.1. 
--- -- -- - ---- -- --- -- - ------- ---- 
S= K820((0.69+0.028L)NO. 2+2.7X10-6N) 
where S is the settlement in mm, Ks is a sleeper factor (typically 1.1 for BR 
concrete sleepers, Ae is the equivalent axle load which can also be calulated for 
mixed traffic, and N is the number of cycles. This formula differs slightly from 
that proposed by ORE in that it is asymptotic to some constant rate of settlement 
in line with the majority of test data (Fig 1.3) 
Lane (42) described a computer simulation model of the deterioration of 
vertical track geometry due to traffic. A logarithmic relationship between load 
and settlement similar to that proposed by ORE (38) was used but applied to 
each sleeper individually in the vicinity of a prescribed irregularity. The 
dynamic loads at a dipped rail weld were predicted by means of a two degree of 
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freedom model of the vehicle/track system representing the sprung mass and the 
combined-unsprung mass and lumped track mass. 
The paper considered the effects of various parameters such as speed, axle 
load and unsprung mass on the rate of deterioration of the vertical track 
geometry. The natural shape of the rail was also considered and it was 
demonstrated that this could be transferred into irregularities in the running 
surface of the track. The method was also used to suggest how limits on the 
allowable size of irregularities in the track could be defined. 
Concerning lateral deterioration of geometry the reason for studying this 
problem in the past has mainly been for the consideration of loss of alignment on 
curves, and the need to define limits on the lateral forces due to trains curving at 
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increased speeds. One of the earliest studies of note was in 1967 and due to 
Prud'homme (43) who reported the results of a series of tests performed by the 
French Railways (S. N. C. F) along with some theoretical work. A vehicle able to 
provide variable vertical and lateral loads was used to study the conditions 
required to generate permanent lateral displacements of the track. The author 
showed that when iMº. eral load was plotted against lateral displacement for 
varying vertical load an essentially bi-linear response was found in that the 
displacement grew rapidly above some critical load (Fig 1.4). As might be 
expected the largest permanent displacements resulted if the critical load was 
exceeded, representing sliding of the sleepers on the ballast, some small residual 
displacement still occurred, however, if the critical load was not reached. An 
empirical relationship was also derived for the value of the critical lateral load 
as follows: - 
L= A(P+Po) 
Lateral Shift at 10 Passes (mm) 
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Where L is the critical lateral load, A is a coefficient depending upon the 
degree of compaction of the ballast, but generally having a value between 0.3 
and 0.6, P is the vertical load, and Pp is a constant generally having a value of 
about 4 tonne. 
Other conclusions made from the work were that the thermal compressive 
load in the track had little effect upon the results, at least for small 
displacements. The rail fastenings were also found not to have an influence. 
The results obtained later by BR (44) were not entirely consistent with 
those obtained by Prud'homme. In a similar series of test on moving vehicles 
with varying vertical and lateral loads two main features were studied, namely 
the rate of increase of permanent displacement with number of load cycles and 
the permanent displacement after 50 passes as a function of the lateral to 
vertical load ratio. 
The former showed that the amount of additional permanent settlement 
decreased with increasing number of cycles, at least up to 300 cycles for which 
an empirical relationship was derived as follows: - 
so 
«/ 
ýO \0.25 
Where S is the permanent settlement and n the number of cycles, and the 
subscript 0 representing the value at 50 cycles. 
Sufficient data was not available however to validate this law beyond 300 
cycles, furthermore the effect of mixed loads was not studied. The permanent 
displacement at 50 cycles was found to relate best to the ratio LIP (lateral 
force/vertical force) for which a relationship of the following form fitted the 
experimental data: - 
s«2.110UP 
o 6 
These relationships were therefore used to define limiting LIP ratios for 
vehicles on curves and to influence the design of new vehicles. 
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The work described above, therefore, represents some of the more 
significant contributions to the subject of vehicle/track interaction. There are 
many reasons for wanting to study the subject and it is clear that no one model is 
ideal for all situations. In the work which follows the wheel/rail forces are 
studied with particular reference to track damage aspects. Moreover the 
requirements for track and vehicle models for this particular subject are 
considered in detail, and the results obtained for a particularly important area 
of study into track damage, namely deterioration of track geometry. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR RAILWAY 
TRACK 
2.1 Track Model for Vertical Dynamic Response 
In order to adequately represent the track it is necessary to evaluate which 
components of a complex model are required to include the most important 
dynamic characteristics of the structure. The analysis will begin, therefore, 
with the most complex model which is likely to be required and an attempt can 
then be made to simplify this where possible to one which can be analysed more 
readily. 
Fig 2.1 shows a view of a typical railway track containing all the main 
components. Starting from the top it is obvious that the two rails can be 
reasonably considered to act as infinite prismatic beams. Where concrete 
sleepers are employed (which is the current BR standard) synthetic or natural 
rubber pads are used between rail and sleeper and these provide resilience 
which is assumed to be modelled adequately, within certain limits, by a linear 
spring with parallel viscous or hysteretic damping. 
The rail is discretely supported by the sleeper at intervals of typically 0.7m 
on main line BR track. Grassie et al (45) showed firstly that the effect of this 
discrete support was negligible except in the vicinity of the 'pinned-pinned' 
resonance of the rails at a frequency of approximately 750 Hz, and also that the 
first mode of the track vibration which involved bending of the sleeper was at 
approximately 200 Hz (Fig. 2.1). It will be assumed therefore, for this 
application, that the sleeper layer can be treated as a uniform layer providing 
only mass. Rotation of the sleeper in elevation and the rocking stiffness of the 
pads are also neglected. 
A significant part of the track resilience is shown to come from . the 
ballast/foundation layer. Experimental (46) and theoretical (47) work has 
shown that it is reasonable to assume that the mass of the foundation involved 
in the vibration is small'compared to the mass of the track, and that the ballast 
layer can be reasonably modelled as a spring/viscous damper. combination. 
Ballast is normally found to behave as a stiffening spring, however, particularly 
at small loads and for this reason a tangent is taken to the ballast load/deflection 
curve at the static axle load to represent the equivalent linear spring constant. 
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It is implied from this, therefore, that the track profile is the statically loaded 
profile. 
Finally as only symmetric irregularity shapes in the track will be 
considered torsion of the track about a longitudinal axis involving rocking of the 
vehicle will be neglected, thus meaning that in effect the vehicle/track system 
can be treated as a single rail problem. Based upon these considerations, 
therefore, the model shown in Fig. 2.2 results. 
p0eitat 
U 
Fig 2.2 Two Layer Vertical Track Model 
mr, EI 
kP, CP 
MS 
kj, cf 
In order to gain an understanding of the characteristics of this model and 
any simpler models, the vehicle will be neglected at this stage and the problem 
addressed will be that of the track only with a moving harmonic load. A similar 
problem to this has been approached by other authors, i. e. that of a moving 
harmonic load on an infinite single layer beam on Winkler foundation (1,2,3,4), 
but all these authors have simplified the problem or restricted the solution to 
special cases in order to solve the equations. In the context considered here, the 
Winkler foundation is defined as a continuous foundation giving a force 
proportional to the displacement applied plus the damping force, which will 
generally be proportional to the velocity. 
'Subscript p here represents the pad layer. 
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Fryba (1) and Kenney (2) solved the problem of a moving quasi-static load 
on an infinite beam on Winkler foundation with damping, Mathews (3,4)-solved 
the same problem and also the case of the stationary harmonic load with 
damping. 
2.2 Analysis of the Two Layer Beam on Winkler Foundation 
Two simultaneous equations of motion result for the coupled rail sleeper 
system which are derived from Newton's second law and simple bending theory: - 
a4z1 L+kýzI-Z'-ý azl az2\ 
EI 
öx4 
+mr 
at2 
p(l at /= 
Poe'Wes(x-ot) -2.1 
a2z2 azl az2` az2 
m8 
at 
2 -k (zl-z +k -c(--J+c - =0 -2.2 p fZ2 p at at fat 
Ppeiwt is the harmonic load using the complex notation and 6(x-vt) is the 
delta-dirac function representing a point load moving with velocity v. 
As a first stage in the solution a transformation is made to a co-ordinate 
system which effectively moves with the load at velocity v by the substitution: - 
r=x-vt 
such a transformation is quite commonly used for such problems for example 
Ref. (3) and thus enables partial derivatives with respect to z to be replaced viz: - 
az az ar az at 
at ar ' at at ' at 
az az az hence -=-v-+- at ar at 
similarly 
atz 
-=v2ai -2u 
a2Z + atz and az _ az --- 
ac2 are arac ate ax ar 
Note that the transformed derivatives on the right hand side of these 
equations are now functions of r and t. Substituting in 2.2 gives: - 
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a4z a2zl a2Z1 a2z azl azI az2 az2 
EI- +m -2u-+u2- +c -u---+u- 
ar4 rý at2 arat art 
Jp 
at Or at Or 
I 
+kp(z1-z2)=Poe")15(x-ut) -2.3 
8222 a2Z2 8222 az1 azl az2 &2 az2 L2 
m -2v-+u2 c --v---+V- +cf -v- aý at2 arat ar 2/ p( at ar at ar 
) 
at ar 
-kp(zl-z2)+krz2 =0 -2.4 
The displacements z are now expanded by means of the Fourier transform 
as follows: - 
jm 
z= 
1Jq 
(s) eisrds ,j=1,2 
-2.5 
J 2n 
_ 
where the transform of zj, qjýs) is given by: - 
q; (s) =Jze'dr 
The R. H. S. of equation 2.3 can also be transformed in this manner. Thus 
carrying out the transformation of equations 2.3 and 2.4 gives: - 
d 
EIs4gl+mr( 
d2 
21 -2ivsdg1 -v s2g1l 
+c 
ý 
dql -ivsgl- 
dq2 
+ivsg2 
dt dt 1 dt / 
+kp(gl-q2) = P0etwt -2.6 
d2g2 dq2 
22 
dqI dq2 dq2 
m8( 2 -2ivs at -v s q2)- cp( dt -ivsgl- dt 
+ivsg2ý+cf(at -ivsg2) 
dt 
-kp(gl-q 2)+kfg2=0 -2.7 
This results in two second order simultaneous differential equations for 
which the particular integral is required (for the steady state solution). This is 
achieved by assuming the following solution: - 
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g1(r, t) = qa(r) eiwe 
g2(r. t) = qb(r) e"t 
Substituting in equations 2.6 and 2.7 above gives: - 
EIs4ga+ mr(- w2ga+ 2 uwsga- u2s2ga)+c p 
(i6)qa- iusga- iwq 
6+ 
iusq 
6) 
+kp(ga-qb) =P0 
m8(-w2gb+2uwsqb-u2s2gb)- p (, )qa-iusga-iwgb+iusqb)-kp(ga-qb) 
+kfgb+cf(iuagb-iusgb) =0 
On collecting terms this rearranges to: - 
(EIs4-mýco2+2vcosmT-mrv2s2+1 pc)-1 pvs+kp)gQ+(- pW+i 
pus-k p 
)q6 PO 
(- p(j-i pvs-kp )q 
+(m86) 2+2uWsm8-m8u2s2+i a-i kf +icc«-icjus)gb =0 
p 
The two equations above are therefore simultaneous equations in qa and qb of 
the form: - 
Aqa+Bqb - Po 
Bqa+Cqb =0 
Having the solution: - 
CPO 
-2.8 qa 
AC-B2 
- BPo 
_ -2.9 ýb AC-B2 
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In order to proceed to the inversion of pa and Pb it will be necessary to 
factorise the expression AC-B2. This clearly is a sixth order polynomial 
equation in s with complex coefficients. There is clearly no easy way to solve 
this analytically. However standard computer programs exist for such problems 
and use is made of one such program to evaluate the six complex roots of this 
expression which can be expressed as Ak for k= 1 to 6 where Ak = ak +ibk 
It is then necessary to substitute back into equations 2.8 and 2.9 to get 
back to the transformed variables qj and q2 
(EIs4-m w2+2vwsm -m v2s2+ic (a_ i,, vs+k ) 
_rrrpppp eicat -2.10 41 (s-A1)(s-A2)(s-A3)(s-A4)(s-A5)(s-A6) 0 
(cnicw-cpvis+kp) 
ýwc -2.11 42 (s-A1)(s-A2)(s-A3)(s-A4)(s-A5)(s-Ad 
p°e 
The inversion of these expressions can be obtained by the method of contour 
integration and the theory of residues which states that the integral required for 
inversion is given by: - 
I= 2iiiE Residues at the poles 
where the residue at each pole (Ak) is the term in (s-Ak) in the Laurent 
expansion at the pole. 
The required integral for zl is from 2.5: - 
1 (EIs4-m w2+2vwsm -m 
ö s2+c iW-c vis+k ) 
Z__rrrPPP Poe 
itýteisr 
1 2n (s-Al)(s-A2)(s-A3)(s-A4)(s-A5)(s-A6) 
for which the residue at pole Al is: - 
(EIA 
14-mr(a2+2uwmrA1-mru2A12+icnca-iccvs+kp) iwi irAl 
(A1-A2)(A1-A3)(A1-A4)(A1-A5)(A1-A6) 
Poe e 
The full integral can thus be evaluated in this manner and results in the 
equations: - 
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s 
Z iB eiwte(iak-bk)r -2.12 1k 
k=1 
6 
Z iC ¢itote(jak-bk)ß -2.13 2k 
k=1 
Where Bk and Ck are complex coefficients. 
It can be seen from these expressions that the solution for the 
displacements consists of the product of a harmonic term in time, a harmonic 
term in distance, and an exponential term in distance. It is apparent from this 
that for positions in front of the moving load (i. e. r> 0) the coefficients bk need to 
be positive for waves to decay with distance. The reverse is also true for 
positions behind the moving load. Thus for positions ahead of the moving load, 
only those roots of the denominators of equations 2.8 and 2.9 having positive 
imaginary parts need to be considered, and for positions behind the load those 
roots with negative imaginary parts are considered. 
The solution of equations 2.12 and 2.13 has been achieved using a 
computer with a programming language capable of handling complex numbers. 
The roots of these polynomial equations with complex coefficients have been 
obtained using a standard subroutine from the Numerical Analysis Group 
library (C02ADF) which uses the method of Grant and Hitchins (48). In order to 
evaluate more usefully the results of this model, however, a similar model is also 
developed for the more simple single layer beam on Winkler foundation which 
has been studied in the past, as described earlier. Analytical solutions are 
available for the following cases: - 
(i) A moving harmonic load on an undamped beam 
(ii) A moving quasi-static load on a damped beam 
(iii) A stationary harmonic load on a damped beam 
The equations will therefore be developed for the single layer infinite beam 
case to give comparison with the more complex model and establish if the 
increased complexity is necessary. The opportunity will also be taken to include 
the effect of shear displacement and rotatory inertia which can be expected to 
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have an effect at higher frequencies, it can then be established if these need to be 
included in the two layer model. 
2.3 Analysis of the Single Layer Beam on Winkler Foundation 
The equation of motion for a beam on a uniform elastic foundation is shown 
below in which the pad layer is neglected. 
a4z atz az rE\ a4z , p21 a4z 
EI-+m -+cf-+k -pll 1+ J2 2+ 4= Poe"'tS(x-vt) ax4 t ate at \k 'G ax at k 'G at 
The term -pIa4z/ax2at2 is due to rotatory inertia which allows for cross 
sections rotating in addition to displacing vertically. The terms involving k' are 
terms to allow for shear displacements of the beam which allow for plane 
sections ceasing to remain plaie. The constant k' is a coefficient dependent on 
the shape of the cross section and is usually known as Timoshenko's shear 
coefficient. The derivation of these terms is fully described in Reference (49). It 
should be noted that the equation shown above is obtained from a pair of 
simultaneous equations in the coupled vertical and shear displacements from 
which it is possible to eliminate the latter. 
Solution of this equation can proceed as in the previous case noting that in 
the transformation to the moving co-ordinate system: - 
az2 a4Z a4Z a4z 
_ --zv + axzatz 
v 
ar4 ar3at ar2at2 
a4Z a4Z ez4i a4z az 
=u- -4v +6v -4v +- 
at4 ar4 ar3at arzatz arat3 at4 
For this equation a single fourth order equation in the transformed 
displacement variable results which can once again be solved by a computer 
based algorithm to provide a complete solution. A flow chart for the process used 
in both cases is shown in Fig 2.3. The solutions for this model were first verified 
against the analytical solutions for the special cases described earlier, it can also 
be shown that the results of the two layer model converge to the same results as 
the single layer model for large values of stiffness in the upper layer. 
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FOR REQUIRED SPEEDS 
FOR REQUIRED FREQUENCIES 
CALCULATE TERMS 
(COMPLEX) OF 
DENOMINATOR OF 
2.8 
SOLVE USING 
STANDARD ROUTINE 
TO OBTAIN POLES 
CALCULATE RESIDUE 
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POSITIVE IMAGINARY COEFF. 
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FROM EXPRESSIONS 2.12,2.13 
OUTPUT 
RESULTS 
END 
Fig 2.3 Flow Chart for Beam on Winkler Foundation Model Solutions 
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2.4 Railway Track Subject to Moving Harmonic Load 
The first stage of the comparison will attempt to answer two main 
questions, namely is it necessary to consider loads on the railway track to be 
moving and is it important to consider the shear and rotatory inertia terms in 
the response of the rail. In order to achieve this the frequency response 
functions for the models will be obtained for a range of speeds of the moving 
load, both with and without shear and rotatory inertia included. 
The parameters to be used in the investigation are given below. These 
represent those parameters which are considered to be applicable to 'average' 
track and have been obtained from a variety of experimental data, for example 
Ref. (46). All parameters are quoted per rail. Due to variations in foundation 
conditions there is clearly a significant amount of scatter in the values of some of 
the quantities which have been measured, however the conclusions which will 
be drawn have been verified over a range of values. Due to the importance of the 
damping present, two values of track damping have been considered which are 
referred to as 'standard' and 'reduced' damping. 
EI = 4.87 x 106 Nm2 PO = 1N 
Mr = 56 kg/m p= 7843 kg/m3 
ms = 250 kg/m k' = 0.34 
kp = 300 x 106 N/m2 I= 2352. x 10-8 m4 
cj, = 0.04 x 106 Ns/m2 
kf = 70 x 106 N/m2 
cF = 0.15 x 106 Ns/m2 (standard. damping) 
Cf= 0.05 x 106 Ns/m2 (reduced damping) 
Single Layer Model: This case has been studied in the past by other authors, 
for example by Mathews (3,4). It is possible to show analytically when the load 
is quasi-static and damping is neglected that the roots of the equation for the 
single layer beam on Winkler foundation model show an instability. This occurs 
at a particular speed, usually called the critical speed. This is not itself a 
resonance phenomenon because the load is not harmonic, but is shown to 
correspond to a situation where the velocity of the load reaches the minimum 
speed at which waves propogate along the beam, and therefore shows a certain 
analogy with the sound barrier effect of objects approaching the speed of sound 
in air. As this speed is approached the maximum displacement of the beam 
approaches infinity in the undamped case, the critical speed is given by: - 
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4EI2kf )O. 25 I` 
mt 
For the typical track parameters quoted above this results in a critical 
speed of 347 m/s (780 mph) which will certainly not be achieved by railways in 
the foreseeable future, however it will be necessary to establish if the response of 
the track at some fraction of this speed is significantly different to the response 
due to a stationary load. 
A fundamental natural frequency of the beam is also defined which 
represents a rigid body bounce mode of the beam occuring without bending. 
This natural frequency is therefore defined by co=(k1/mt)0"5 by analogy with 
single degree of freedom systems. Mathews also showed how the critical speed 
and the fundamental natural frequency of the beam are inter-related and this 
relationship (again evaluated for the case of zero damping) is reproduced in 
graphical form in Fig. 2.4. This suggests that at half the critical speed the 
natural frequency of the beam is reduced to 60% of the stationary load value. 
The results calculated for the solution of the single layer beam on Winkler 
foundation are studied first. These are presented in the form of frequency 
response curves at a range of speeds between zero and the critical speed. The 
sleeper/ballast force is also calculated because this is a major factor when 
considering track geometry deterioration. It should be noted as the speed 
increases the position of maximum displacement no longer occurs directly 
beneath the load but occurs at some point further behind, the position of 
maximum sleeper/ballast force is also not necessarily coincident with the load 
position. Taking the two layer model as an example this force can be assumed to 
be: - 
az2 
-2.14 Pb = Zkfz2+lcf at 
That is to say that the sleeper/ballast force. is the sum of the effective 
ballast spring and damper forces. The parameter 1 is the sleeper spacing which 
gives the force as an effective value per sleeper, although the model is a 
continuous one. The displacement z2 is given by equation 2.13 which is solved 
incrementally within the program to obtain a maximum value of Pb. 
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Fig 2.5 shows the results of the calculations for the single layer model for 
the cases of 'standard' and 'reduced' track damping. The ratio of the dynamic 
displacement beneath the load to the static displacement is presented as well as 
the ratio of maximum sleeper/ballast force to the applied force. The results 
obtained with the shear and rotatory inertia terms included are also shown. 
The response curves where shear effects are neglected, and particularly the 
curve for zero speed, show results very characteristic of a single degree of 
freedom oscillator. The resonant peak is not large in the standard damping case, 
as might be expected for the relatively large amount of damping which is found 
in the railway track. As speed increases the displacement amplitude at the 
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loaded point is also shown to decrease and a reduction in the resonant frequency 
is also noticed in line with the suggestion of Mathews. The displacement 
beneath a quasi-static load is shown to decrease with speed in the case of 
standard damping and increase with speed in the case of reduced damping, as 
does the ballast force. This effect can also be seen by studying the plots of 
displacement against distance from the load for the quasi-static case in Fig 2.6, 
again for standard and reduced track damping. The maximum displacement is 
shown to increase slightly with increasing speed, but the displacement beneath 
the load is slightly greater at 25% v, and significantly less at vc. The deflected 
shape is very similar to the stationary case at the lower speed but the position of 
maximum displacement is shown to retreat behind the load at high speed and a 
large precession wave is shown to appear ahead of the load. 
CTANnADn nAUPTwr 7r ANFAn nF InAn 
U i 
nrnlvrrn nAUMT&Jr 'ý .. AW An nr I nAn 
Fig. 2.6 Deflected Shape of Single Layer Beam on Winkler Foundation 
with Moving Quasi-Static Load 
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Returning to Fig 2.5 it can be seen that the maximum ballast force at 
resonance tends to decrease with speed for both values of damping chosen, this 
is because as the speed increases more of the wheel/rail force is reacted by the 
track inertia and hence less in the spring and damper forces. This conclusion 
does not take into account of course that the wheel/rail forces from a vehicle will 
increase with speed. 
The shear and rotatory inertia effects are only shown to begin to have an 
influence above 1000 Hz. At this point all the curves merge together showing no 
effect of longitudinal speed. The curves without shear and rotatory inertia are 
in fact shown to agree to within 5% at 5600 Hz. This frequency appears to be 
very high and is certainly well in excess of the likely frequency range of interest 
and validity limits of the model. The reasons why the effect of shear and 
rotatory inertia terms should be of such apparently minor importance can be 
better understood by reconsidering equation 2.12 which has an equivalent for 
the single layer model: - 
4 Ga -b )r 
z= 
I iBke"ate kk 
k=1 
This can be re-written: - 
4 
z_I iBke-bkre't(cosakr+isinakr) 
k=1 
Thus coefficient bk describes the rate of decay with distance of waves, ak, 
the wavelength of the rail profile (with respect to the moving coordinate r) and 
the modulus of the complex number Bk defines the maximum amplitude. For 
waves travelling ahead of the load (bk positive as described earlier). There are 
two roots ak+ibk and two corresponding values of bk. These are shown for 
selected frequency values in Table 2.1 for zero longitudinal speed. 
The dynamic profile of the rail can therefore be considered as consisting of 
two component waves. For zero excitation frequency these are essentially 
identical in form with ak and bk equivalent to the value ß for a static beam on 
elastic foundation. As the frequency increases one of the component waves 
grows in wavelength and decays more rapidly while the second component 
wavelength does the reverse. At high frequencies it can be seen that the shorter 
waves are significantly altered by including shear and rotatory inertia terms 
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but the longer waves are not thus resulting in a reduced effect on the overall 
beam response. 
EXCL. SHEAR AND R. I. INCL. SHEAR AND R. I. 
FREQUENCY Bk ý ak bk 
ý Bk I ak bk 
O Hz 0.71 
0.71 
1.38 
-1.38 
1.38 
1.38 
0.71 
0.71 
1.38 
-1.38 
1.38 
1.38 
100 Hz 0.51 
0.51 
0.58 
-2.09 
2.09 
0.58 
0.51 
0.51 
0.57 
-2.10 
2.10 
0.57 
5600 Hz 5-6x10-4 
5-6x10-4 
0.06 
-16.74 
16.74 
0.06 
3.6x10-4 
3.6x10-4 
0.04 
-22.88 
22.88 
0.04 
Table 2.1 Selected Values of Equation 2.12 
A certain symmetry is also noticed in the results presented, this is due to 
the consideration of a stationary load. This symmetry is lost for non-zero 
longitudinal speed but the conclusions concerning frequency effects remain the 
same. 
The final feature to notice is the additional resonance which appears in the 
response resulting from the inclusion of the shear displacement terms. This 
peak represents a maximum response of the shear displacement which is shown 
to have a small effect on both vertical displacement and sleeper/ballast force. 
This occurs at an extremely high frequency, however, (around 12000 Hz) and is 
therefore only of peripheral interest for the current problem. 
Two Layer Model: The effect played by the rail pads can now be studied using 
the two layer model with moving load. The values of track stiffness and 
damping are taken to be the same as the previous example, and two cases of rail 
pad parameters are also considered. The 'standard' pad is the one which is most 
commonly used on BR and the parameters have been calculated to be 
representative under a pre-load equivalent to a static axle load. The 'soft' pad is 
typical of some newer pads which are. under consideration as a means of 
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reducing high frequency loads due to wheel flat impacts and corrugations which 
are thought to cause damage to concrete sleepers. The parameters used 
therefore are as follows: - 
Standard Pad - kp = 300x106 N/m2 cp = 40x103 Ns/m2 
Soft Pad-kp= 75x106 N/m2 cp = 20x103 Ns/m2 
Rail pad materials are often argued to have a damping characteristic 
closer to hysteretic damping. For this reason the standard pad case is also 
repeated having a hysteretic damping characteristic with a loss factor of 0.1, 
this being a typical value for the pad materials used. This is achieved in the 
equations for the system by replacing the viscous damping constant c by H/w. It 
should be noted, however, that very little work has been carried out to evaluate 
the properties of these materials as they relate to railway use. In fact 
measurement of the properties is not easy as they tend to show a dependence on 
many factors including compressive load, temperature and frequency. 
For the two layer case an analytical expression for the critical speed of the 
new model cannot be easily derived. However it is reasonable to assume that 
the critical speed will be slightly less for the two layer system due to the 
increased flexibility, what is of more importance is the track response at likely 
railway speeds. The speeds considered are therefore the same as before, 
representing 0,25,50,75 and 100% of the critical speed of the single layer case. 
The maximum sleeperiballast force can be obtained in the same way as for the 
previous case but calculated instead from the response of the sleeper layer. The 
results are shown in Figs 2.7 - 2.9. In this case the response curves are similar to 
those of a two degree of freedom system having a second resonant peak at a 
higher frequency. Similar conclusions can be drawn to those obtained- 
previously in that the response at both resonant peaks is reducing with 
increasing speed, the frequency of maximum response is also reduced more at 
the first resonant peak than at the second as the speed increases. The response 
up to the first resonant peak is very similar. to that for the single layer model, 
bearing in mind that the curves are nomalised to the static displacement which 
will be slightly different in each case. This is also true of the sleeper ballast 
force where the effect of the pads can be seen to cause a small additional peak in 
the response above the first resonant peak and then to cause a large attenuation 
above this frequency. 
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The effect of considering hysteretic damping as an alternative is negligible 
at the first resonance as it is straightforward to show that at this frequency the 
amount of effective pad damping is very similar to the viscous case. The higher 
frequency resonant peak is however shown to be more prominent and results in 
an increased transfer of rail head force to ballast force at these frequencies. The 
difference in response as a function of speed, however, is still shown to be small, 
although the ballast forces at very low frequencies are shown to be less than 
with the viscous pads at very high speeds. It is concluded, therefore, that the 
effect of the damping characteristic is most noticeable at the higher frequencies, 
and this should be borne in mind when considering the track response at such 
frequencies. 
The present maximum operating speed on BR is 125 mph (200 kph) with a 
proposed increase in the future to 140 mph (225 kph). This latter represents a 
value of 16% of the critical speed calculated for the example case. The case of 
25% considered already therefore represents a useful margin in excess of current 
speeds. The 'error' which would be incurred by neglecting the longitudinal 
speed for 'standard' conditions can therefore be summarised for the case of 16% 
and 25% of critical speed as shown in Table 2.2 
SPEED (k h) 
V ERROR 
p Ucrit MAX. RESPONSE MAX. BALLAST FORCE 
225 
310 
16% 
25% 
1.0% 
2.2% 
1.3% 
3.1% 
Table 2.2 Errors Anticipated due to Neglecting Longitudinal Speed 
These conclusions are based of course upon unit loads, variations in the 
characteristic response of the track would also cause the vehicle/track 
interaction forces to change. 
It is considered reasonable therefore to accept that the load is stationary, 
particularly as to do so would only marginally underpredict the majority of 
dynamic loads on the track, and overpredict those in the region of resonance. 
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2.5 Choice of Model for Vertical Vehicle/Track Interaction 
The track models developed so far are shown to differ in the response at 
high fequencies. A model is required which at least predicts to a reasonable 
level of accuracy the forces seen by the ballast due to vehicle loads. These will 
depend upon both the spectrum of forces seen at the railhead and the transfer 
function of rail head force to sleeperiballast force, the latter part of which has 
already been derived. As it is at the higher frequencies that the models differ it 
is reasonable for this comparison to study the response of a vehicle unsprung 
mass to a known spectrum of track irregularities in order to choose a suitable 
model. The vehicle response to the higher frequencies is known to be negligible. 
The two layer beam on Winkler foundation model will be considered as 
well as the single layer model. A further model which can also be studied is a 
lumped parameter model having one degree of freedom derived initially from an 
equivalent single layer model, the equivalent parameters for which were 
derived from the methods described in Appendix I. 
The model to be studied therefore is an unsprung mass negotiating a 
known rail surface profile. To facilitate the solution of this model and also to 
maintain a good representation of the high frequency response, the wheel is 
supported on the rail by the non-linear Hertzian contact. For this exercise a 
linear tangent stiffness will be taken at an assumed nominal wheel load. 
The Hertzian load deflection relationship is normally assumed to be of the 
following form: - 
Gy 
HY 
The constant GH can be calculated for contacting elastic bodies having 
known maximum and minimum curvature in two planes (11). A typical value 
for railway wheel to rail contact is GH= 0.295x10-7m. N-2/3. The effective tangent 
stiffness at preload P is therefore given by: - 
dP 
k3(y 
1/2 1 
dy H 2\GH) GH 
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3 Para 
2 GH 
For a 10 tonne wheel load this gives an effective stiffness of k jj = 2.3x109 N/m. 
The unsprung mass can be combined with the track model by considering 
the receptance of the two component systems. No specific track model is implied 
in this analysis, therefore any model for which the receptance is known could be 
used. The response is required to a prescribed track irregularity which in this 
instance is described in the frequency domain. The component systems are 
shown in Fig 2.10. 
Mu, 
Z, 
kH 
irregularity st 
Ht(w) zt 
FiE 2.10. Combined Receptance of Unsprung Mass and Track. 
The equation of motion (in the frequency domain) for the lower system is 
given by: - 
zý = Ht. Pc -2.15 
where Pc is the wheel/rail contact force. For the upper system: - 
MWiU+kH(zu-zt-st) =0 
Assume a solution zu = Zueiwt, zt = Ztelwt when s1 = Seiwt, 
-MWw2Zu+kH(Zu-Zi) = SkH 
Z-kHZt = SkH where HU =1 -2.16 
uk H- MWw 
2 
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also kH(ZU-Zt-S) = PC 
Eliminating Pc from 2.15 and 2.17. - 
Zi = HtkH(ZU-Zt-S) 
and rearranging gives: - 
Substituting in 2.16 yields the expression: - 
1 Htk2 Zu SkH 
HU 
Zu 
1 +HikH 1 +HgkH 
HtkH(Zu -S) 
Zt 
1 +HgkH 
-2.17 
-2.18 
from which: - 
z= 
U 
SkHHU 
-2.19 
1 +HtkH-HUHtk2 
Substituting in 2.16 gives: - 
z= S(1+Hk 
12 
-1/ I -2.20 
i H-Hu-i, H 
and substituting these expressions into 2.17 gives: - 
PC = kH C -1+H uH . 2.21 1 +HjkH-HuH, kH 
Pc/S is the transfer function of track irregularity to wheel/rail contact 
force. If S is in power spectral density (PSD) form the PSD of Pc is obtained by 
multiplying by IPc/S 12. In a similar manner the PSD of the sleeper/ballast force 
can also be obtained from the transfer function already discovered between rail 
head force and sleeper/ballast force. 
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The solution to the problem of a wheelset negotiating a known spectrum of 
random rail surface irregularities can therefore be calculated based upon the 
solution already derived. A typical spectrum of the vertical rail profile is thus 
required in order to calculate the spectrum of the track response. Analysis of 
typical rail profiles from track recording cars (37) shows that there is a large 
component of random roughness in the profiles and also a significant 
contribution from the rail length and it's harmonics which appear as peaks in 
the power spectrum. A typical example of this is shown in Fig 2.11 with a 
regression curve fitted to the random component which has the form: - 
S(A) = +0.063A1.317)X10-8 m2/m -2.22 
((1+1.71 0.448A2 
X10-5X75) j 
The discrete peaks coincide with the rail length (18.3m) and it's harmonics 
(9.15m, 6.1m, 4.575m.. ) and have a particular phase relationship. The response 
to these will be considered later when the time domain solution is developed. 
In order to complete this analysis and discover the important features of 
the track models it is worthwhile to consider some additional parameters of 
interest, i. e: - 
i) Rail Head Displacement: 
This is calculated as before but the response is due to a unit 
harmonic irregularity in the rail profile rather than a unit force 
ii) Wheelset Displacement: 
This is calculated on the same basis as the rail head displacement. 
iii) Phase Angle of Ballast Force to Input Profile: 
This is important when considering track deterioration, as an 
irregularity will only grow when the forces occuring cause 
settlements which are in phase with the original shape or partially 
so. An out of phase situation would be expected to cause an 
irregularity to reduce in size. The phase lag can be considered to be 
composed of two parts, a phase difference between the input shape 
and the rail head force as defined by equation 2.21, and a phase 
difference between the rail head force and the sleeper/ballast force 
as defined by equation 2.14. A phase difference is implied by these 
equations as they are expressions in complex numbers. If the real 
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part is taken as representing an input proportional to coscat the real 
part of the output is found to consist of terms in coscat and sincwt 
from which the phase difference can be calculated. 
iv) Response to Random Rail Irregularites: 
The response to the typical spectrum of random irregularities is 
derived as described above. The power spectra of rail head force 
and sleeperlballast force are evaluated. 
The single layer and double layer beam on Winkler foundation models are 
analysed as well as the equivalent lumped parameter model. The parameters 
considered are also the same as before, i. e. standard and soft pad stiffness , but 
the track damping value was taken as standard. The response curves are 
plotted this time on linear axes up to a maximum frequency of 600Hz. In order 
WAVELENGTH (m) 
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to produce a forcing function which is a function of frequency the input spectrum 
has to be converted. This requires the speed of the vehicle to be defined and the 
examples produced were based upon a speed of 125 mph (55.9m/s) with an 
unsprung mass of 1000 kg. Ordinates of the power spectrum therefore need to be 
multiplied by A2/v to convert to units of mm2/Hz and the horizontal scale is 
multiplied by v to convert to Hz. 
The results are taken in sequence, Fig 2.12 shows the wheelset 
displacement due to a harmonic rail irregularity of unit amplitude. At low 
frequencies the wheelset follows the undulating profile with little movement of 
the track. At a frequency around 50Hz the wheelset reaches the first resonance, 
at this frequency the wheelset bounces vertically on the total series stiffness of 
the track, and the displacement is - amaxinium '. The frequency at which this 
occurs varies little from model to model but is lowest as would be expected for 
the soft rail pad case. The effect of including the pad layer is apparently to 
reduce the amount of damping in this mode and the amplitude of wheelset 
oscillation is thus greatest in the two layer model, particularly when the pad 
stiffness is also low. In other words the relatively low damping in the pad layer 
reduces the overall amount of damping in the first mode of vibration. 
Above this freqency the wheelset vibration amplitude begins to reduce 
with frequency due to it's large inertia relative to that of the track. This also 
accounts for the fact that the second mode of vibration of the track which is a 
feature of the response of the two layer model is barely apparent in the wheelset 
response, being a well damped mode with the largest amplitude of vibration 
occuring in the track layer. 
At the higher frequencies the responses of the various models begin to 
differ significantly as the Hertzian contact stiffness comes in to play. A mode of 
vibration exists at quite a high frequency in which wheelset and rail move in 
anti-phase on the Hertzian contact spring, the lumped parameter model predicts 
a frequency of approximately 450Hz for this mode. This can be considered in 
more detail when the rail response to a unit amplitude irregularity is studied 
which is shown in 'Fig 2.13. The rail does not undergo any motion at low 
frequencies but does experience large amplitudes of oscillation at the first 
resonance in line with those of the wheelset. There is slightly more evidence of 
the second track mode for the two layer model around 100-150Hz in the case of 
the standard pads but this is still quite small. A very large amplitude of 
vibration is apparent however at a high frequency for the lumped parameter 
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model. It is interesting that this mode of vibration becomes less apparent in the 
case of the single layer beam on Winkler foundation model and at a higher 
frequency. It dissapears altogether (to occur at a higher frequency still) in the 
case of the two layer model. 
Fig 2.15 shows the phase angle between the track profile (effectively the 
forcing function) and the sleeper/ballast force, zero phase indicating that a 
maximum downward force is coinciding with a low point in the track and a 
positive angle indicating a phase lag for the ballast force. The curves show that 
the phase lag increases rapidly as the first resonance is approached around 50 
Hz and then becomes larger than 180° (n rad) as the vibration changes to the 
higher mode. The phase angles predicted for all the models are very similar 
below this point. The reason for differences in the phase responses of the model 
is more easily illustrated by the phase difference between rail head force and 
rail head displacement as shown in Fig 2.14.. This phase angle can be 
interpreted as an indicator of the energy dissipated by the dynamic system or 
alternatively as the energy input. This is shown to be the product of force and 
velocity integrated over a period of time. As velocity is 90° out of phase with 
displacement this function is shown to be a maximum when 0= 90° and zero for' 
0= 0°or 180°. In the case of the single degree of freedom lumped parameter 
model therefore the phase lag is zero at zero frequency and asymptotic to 180° at 
high frequencies. Maximum energy absorption occurs at resonance when 0= 
90°. In the case of the infinite beam models energy is dissipated along the rails 
at frequencies above the resonant frequency and the phase angle is therefore not 
asymptotic to 180° at high frequencies, but is shown to be asymptotic to an angle 
of 135° (1.5n rad) reflecting this fact. 
Fig 2.16 shows the PSD of wheel/rail contact force as calculated for the 
random track profile. It is clear straight away that the majority of the forcing 
which occurs at the rail head occurs at the 50 Hz resonance, and that this is more 
lightly damped and at a slightly lower frequency for the two layer model with 
soft pads. The lumped parameter model does also show a large component of 
wheel/rail force corresponding to the higher mode of wheelset/track 
vibration, and it must be concluded that this is incorrectly represented from the 
results of the other models, and reflects the expected inaccuracy of a lumped 
parameter model at high frequencies. 
In Fig 2.17 the PSD of the predicted sleeper ballast force is presented for 
the same spectrum of random rail profile. The common feature of all the models 
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is once again the resonant peak just below 50 Hz at which a large proportion of 
the sleeper/ballast force is predicted to occur. The height of the peak is 
apparently determined by the effective amount of damping in this important 
mode of vibration. The two layer model with rail pads has the least damping as 
mentioned earlier. 
If the single layer model is likened to the two layer model with very stiff 
pads it can be seen that the peak value of sleeper/ballast force at the wheelset 
resonance increases with reducing pad stiffness, reflecting the reduction in the 
effective damping. Large amounts of energy are predicted to be transmitted to 
the ballast with the lumped parameter model, although the wheel/rail force 
component occuring around 450 Hz is very largely attenuated. 
Referring once again to the phase relationship between irregularity and 
sleeper/ballast force shown in Fig. 2.15 it can be concluded that, as the great 
majority of the force component seen by the ballast occurs at a frequency less 
than 100 Hz, the models all give a similar representation of the phase angle. It 
can be concluded therefore that predicted sleeper/ballast forces would at least 
show the correct phase relationship if any one of the models were used for 
predictions of deterioration of track geometry. 
2.6 Summary of Vertical Track Models 
The effect of increasing the level of complexity of the models is shown to 
have most effect at higher frequencies which is to be expected. The pad layer is 
shown to have most effect on the level of damping which is apparent at the 
fundamental mode of vibration, in which the wheelset and the track vibrate in 
phase. It would be possible however to calculate an equivalent level of stiffness 
and damping for a single layer lumped parameter or distributed parameter 
model such that the response in this mode would be predicted to a resonable 
level of accuracy. An approximate analytical expression is derived for this in 
Appendix I or alternatively. these could also be obtained intuitively from the 
observed response in experimental results. 
The response at the higher frequencies is apparently predicted most 
accurately by the two layer model. In terms of track deterioration this model 
shows that the ballast does not experience much force component with a 
frequency greater than 100 Hz. The simplest lumped parameter model shows a 
large component of force having a mean frequency of 450 Hz which is essentially 
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spurious, although the single layer model, which is representative of track with 
very stiff pads shows some forcing at 500 Hz. 
For the best representation of the higher frequency forces for the random 
irregularity case the two layer model would be preferable, therefore. It should 
also be unnecessary to model sleeper bending modes as the first of these occurs 
around 200 Hz. An improved version of the lumped parameter track model can 
also be achieved if rigid contact is assumed between wheel and rail and 
equivalent parameters are calculated based upon both pad and ballast layer as 
described in Appendix I. To model this situation with the analysis already 
performed the Hertzian contact stiffness was made very large, although in the 
following chapter a vehicle/track interaction model in which this requirement 
can be excluded altogether is described. When calculating such equivalent 
parameters for the standard track case the results presented in Fig. 2.18 are 
obtained. This is shown to give much improved results for the prediction of 
wheel/rail forces but the sleeper/ballast forces are still not well represented due 
to the fact that a seperate sleeper layer does not exist. A later chapter will deal 
with the requirements of a model for the prediction of vertical deterioration of 
geometry. 
2.7 Track Models for Lateral Dynamic Response 
Reconsidering Fig 2.1 under the assumption of a lateral load on one rail, it 
can be suggested that this has certain similarities with the vertical case, being 
an infinite pair of beams resilienty supported laterally by movement of the 
sleepers in the ballast. It has been shown from the results of the experiments 
performed in connection with this project (Appendix III) that it is reasonable to 
assume a linear spring/viscous dashpot combination when the friction limit is 
not exceeded. It is also reasonable to assume that the bending displacement of 
each rail is the same, therefore the track under these conditions would behave 
laterally as a beam on Winkler foundation. Some lateral displacement of the 
rail head relative to the foot would be anticipated in the loaded rail, however, 
and it is assumed that this occurs due to the rail head bending laterally as a 
beam with resilience provided by the rail web. The foot is assumed to be rigidly 
connected to the sleeper which is usually the case in switch and crossing work 
for which the model is mainly intended. This is quite a simplifying 
approximation but it will be shown that anything more sophisticated is not 
justified. The model proposed is shown in Fig 2.19. 
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An equation of motion similar to the vertical two layer model will 
therefore result with the exception that both layers have bending rigidity, i. e: - 
4 
EIh 
a 
ax 
4' +mh 
a2 
atZ-' 
+kW(yl-y2)+cw( 
aale 
-äZ= Foe 
wts(x) . 2.23 
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EI 
a y2 
+m 
ßy2 
-k 
(ýl ay2l ý2 
. 2.24 1 ax4 `ate W(rl-y2)+kA-Cw\ at at 
=o at at 
The load is assumed to be stationary in this case as it is easy to show once 
again that the approximate critical speed is well in excess of likely railway 
speeds and the effect of the moving load would therefore be small as shown for 
the vertical case. The shear and rotatory inertia terms can also be neglected on 
the same basis as before. 
The solution of the above equations can proceed in exactly the same 
manner as for the vertical case except that no moving coordinate system is 
required. 
The first step is to carry out the Fourier transform as before, i. e:. 
1 Co 
p. (s)eiaxdx'J= 1,2 yi _ 2n 
_m 
This is followed by a substitution of the form: - 
pl(x, t) = pa(x) eiwt 
p2(x, t) =Pb (x) eiwt 
resulting in the equations: -, 
(Elhs4-mhca2+ic, w+k, )p, +(icww-kw)pb = FO -2.25 
(Ells 4-m9(a2+icww+icbw+kb+kw) pb+(-'CWw-kW) po =0 -2.26 
The expressions resulting for pa and pb can be expressed in identical form 
to 2.8 and 2.9. The denominator is this case however results in an eighth order 
polynomial in s having four roots with positive real parts. The solution for the 
roots and subsequent inversion is exactly as for the vertical case already 
described. 
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2.8 Lateral Harmonic Excitation of Railway Tracks 
An example of the results which are obtained for the case of a railway 
track excited laterally by a unit harmonic load can be produced in the same way 
as for the vertical case. In the case of a vehicle loading situation two quite 
different loads may be applied at each rail head, however the total response can 
be obtained by superposition in the linear case. 
The parameters used are presented below which once again represent the 
values thought to be typical for railway track, The parameters for the upper 
layer of the model representing bending of the rail head are derived from track 
in which the rail foot was clamped as at a switch and the way in which these 
were obtained is described in Appendix III. 
Eih = 0.266 x 106 Nm2 Ell = 1.44 x 10G Nm2 
mh = 24.7 kg/m mt = 587 kg/m 
C= 7.25 x 103 Ns/m2 Cb ="0.167 x 106 Ns/m2 
kw = 53.2 x 106 N/m2 kb = 25.8 x 106 N/m2 
Fo = 1N 
The frequency response function obtained using these parameters is shown 
in Fig 2.20, this shows a response somewhat similar to the vertical two layer 
model which is to be anticipated. The frequency of the first resonant peak is 
found to be rather lower than the vertical case due to the lower lateral stiffness, 
also the second resonance is apparently more lightly damped and shows a large 
amplitude of motion of the rail head relative to the foot. This is obviously due to 
the small amount of damping assumed for the head relative to foot motion. 
Fig 2.22 is a repeat calculation of the combined response of the track with a 
wheelset for which case the PSD of the lateral track geometry is taken to be: - 
G(X) = 
3_8 (1 1210.9+ 54 
A2 m2/m 
109 1+(7/25)6) 1012 
This again was taken from a large sample of measured track profiles and 
represents the random component as shown in Fig 2.21. Once again the 
response to discrete irregularities as represented by the peaks in the spectrum is 
studied later by means of a time domain solution. 
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Fig. 2.20 Response of Two Layer Lateral Track Model 
The mechanism of lateral contact of wheel and rail is obviously more 
complicated than the vertical case and also non-linear. For this reason the 
results obtained from this exercise are only illustrative, however they are 
reasonably representative of the case in which a wheel is in flange contact with 
one rail. Under these conditions the wheel in flange contact is forced to 
negotiate irregularities in the lateral profile while the other wheel produces 
little force due to lateral oscillations, because the contact angle is small. 
The results obtained are once again rather similar to the vertical case with 
the largest response occur ing at the fundamental natural frequency in which all 
the components vibrate in phase. It is interesting though that the second 
natural frequency in which the two layers of the track vibrate in anti-phase 
becomes completely subdued with the wheelset present and obviously becomes 
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Fig 2.21 Spectral Density of Typical Track Lateral Profile 
very highly damped. The highest natural frequency is also beyond the 
frequency range considered and likely to be well damped. 
The predicted PSD of the track response shows all the ballast force 
occ4 ing at a frequency around 20 Hz with very little excitation above 100 Hz. 
This apparent simplicity of the overall response, therefore, suggests that 
some simplification of the model may be possible. An obvious possibility is a 
lumped parameter model derived in a similar manner to the one obtained for 
vertical track modelling. A second alternative is to replace the rail head to foot 
flexibility which forms the upper layer of the model by a lumped spring/damper 
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system. The main advantage of this would be in the case of the finite clement 
model which will be described for the prediction of the forces and geometric 
deterioration of track, in which it is desirable to predict the forces at individual 
sleeper positions. The effect of this in the model is that the contact spring and 
rail flexibility spring are just treated as one spring having the appropriate series 
stiffness value. The results of this model and a single degree of freedom lumped 
parameter model calculated in the same way as for the vertical case are shown 
in Fig 2.23 and 2.24 respectively. It can be seen that a good representation of the 
power spectra of both the wheel/rail and sleeper/ballast force is obtained in both 
cases. This is because the inertia effects are quite small at the low frequencies 
at which the response occurs. 
2.9 Finite Element Model of a Track Switch 
The models developed so far assume that the track parameters are 
uniform. One of the main locations on the railway track where high lateral 
forces occur, however, is the switch or turnout. 
Because of the practical difficulties of manufacturing a turnout which 
gives a tangential departure from the straight there is always a kink at this 
point; (the switch toe) the angle of which is defined as the entry angle. Also 
throughout the switch from this point onwards there is a deficiency of cant as 
switches are usually laid out on the flat. Flange contact can therefore occur for 
long periods and high lateral forces are likely to result which will be influenced 
by the dynamic response of the track. 
The results of the high lateral forces which occur in these situations are 
high wear, damage to components and a loss of geometry which requires regular 
maintenance. A model was therefore required to predict the forces which occur 
at switches. Unfortunately the track parameters at a switch do not remain 
constant due to the varying construction of the component parts. The method 
chosen to handle this more complicated problem, therefore, was the finite 
element method which is capable of handling the case of varying parameters. 
Fig 2.25 shows a diagram of a typical switch. As a wheelset negotiates the 
switch toe the outer rail is at this point pressing against the through straight 
rail (the stock rail). This rail is held down by means of baseplates onto timber 
bearers but is cut away on one side to accomodate the moving rail (the switch 
rail). The switch rail at this point sits'on lubricated slide base plates and is held 
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against the stock rail by the switch locking mechanism. The slide base plates 
continue for sufficient distance to allow the switch rail to bend, which depends 
upon the length of switch. At points where the rail does not rest against the 
stock rail, however, the switch rail is supported by a small upstand on the slide 
baseplate which supports the rail foot laterally, and a lateral support on the rail 
web. 
Beyond this point the rails become very firmly fixed by heel blocks. These 
are solid castings which are bolted through firmly holding both rails. 
Conventional rail fastenings are then used from this point up to and beyond the 
crossing nose. It can be expected, therefore, that the lateral stiffness of the rails 
would vary significantly through the switch. The stiffness of the bearers in the 
ballast would also be expected to vary to a certain extent with distance as the 
bearers become longer, however this effect is neglected. The effective lateral 
stiffness would also be governed by the lateral rail bending rigidity which also 
varies through the switch. 
A schematic diagram of the model developed is therefore shown in Fig 
2.26. Both rails are assumed to remain parallel, (i. e. no additional local bending 
of the rails takes place between sleepers) this means that a single beam is 
sufficient to model the lateral bending. Lumped masses are provided at each 
bearer position and a spring and damper are also attached at these points. 
Torsional rotational effects at the sleeper positions are also neglected. 
Obviously this type of model has to be of finite length but end conditions are 
provided to match those of a static semi-infinite beam on Winkler foundation 
and the length of model is chosen to be sufficiently large to avoid end effects. 
More sophisticated boundary conditions could be provided to model the infinite 
beam more closely but these were not considered to be justified for this relatively 
low frequency case. 
The nodes for the discretisation are therefore chosen to be at bearer 
positions. All the mass is assumed to be lumped at the bearer position, although 
this is not a requirement it is approximately true for the case of a railway track 
and facilitates inversion of the mass matrix which is a requirement of the 
solution method. Each mass is therefore calculated as the sum of the baseplate 
and sleeper masses plus the mass of the rails in each adjacent half span. The 
model is chosen such that the two sides of the vehicle are equally spaced about 
the centre of the model. As the leading or trailing wheelset enters another span 
a new bay is added at the front or taken from the back as appropriate meaning in 
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effect that the model moves with the vehicle. Furthermore the model also has 
ultimate limits beyond which constant parameters exist and a lumped 
parameter model is considered to be satisfactory. A transition of two sleeper 
bays is provided from one model to the other, in which the response is a weighted 
average of the response of both models. 
A general element of the model (i) having a length of one sleeper bay is 
therefore shown in Fig 2.27, having applied end moments Mi. 1, M; and shear 
forces Vi-1, V; respectively. 
ei-1 ei 
/1 EI r 
(1 
Mi_1 1 Mi 
Vi-1 Yi-1 yi vi 
11 
Fig. 2.27 Forces on a General Span i 
Thus the force balance equations for the element are shown as follows (in 
matrix notation): - 
"I 
N. 
-1 
V. 
M. 
s 
12E1. 6E1. -12E1. 6E1.1 
r 
12 `-1 
6EI. 4E1. - 6E1. 2E1. 
e 
tz 1 l2 1 `-1 
-12EI. -6EI. 12E1. -6E1. '2.27 
13 12 1s j2 
y` 
6EI. 2EI. -6EI. 4E1. a9 i e. 
!z l l2 1 ` 
i. e. P= [K] 8 
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The stiffness matrix [K] can be assembled, with those of each of the other 
sleeper bays, into an overall stiffness matrix, to which the stiffness of the lateral 
spring at each sleeper and the end stiffness can also be added. From analysis of 
a semi-infinite beam on Winkler foundation it is straightforward to show that 
the stiffness matrix to be added at the ends is: - 
kb kb 
ß 2132 
kb kb 
2132 20 
Mass and damping matrices are also formed but these are simply diagonal 
matrices having values only in the odd diagonal locations (i. e. no torsional mass 
or damping). This results therefore in the familiar equation: - 
[M]Y+[C]Y+[K]Y =Q 
Calculation of the Force Vector: In order to calculate the force vector Q it is 
necessary to evaluate a point load on a general span (Fig 2.28). The force vector 
can be calculated such that the amount of work done by the equivalent load 
vector is equal to the work done by the point load as described by Zienkiewicz 
(51) resulting in the expression: - 
Q_J1 [N]T {q} 
Where [N] is the matrix which relates general intermediate displacements 
to displacements at the nodes and {q} is the vector of forces in the direction of 
each degree of freedom at the nodes i. e.: - 
2x3 - 3x2 x3 2x2 - 22 3x2 x3 x2 
[N] = -- p -+1, - 12 12 --+x, 1 13 
+-, --- 
12 12 
6x2 6x 3x2 4x -6x 
2 6x 3x2 2x 
P 12 ý 12 1 
+1, p +12,12 1 
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and {q} =F 
0 
Hence Q= [N]x {q} 
a 
The solution of the equations of motion for the finite element track model is 
by numerical time stepping integration. A frequency domain solution would be 
possible for this model but as it is used in the interaction with the non-linear 
vehicle model via non-linear contact conditions this method cannot be used. 
Qz( 
y 
Fig. 2.28 Point Load on General Span i 
)Q4 
Iý 
A numerical solution to the response of the normal modes of the structure 
would also be possible but this precludes the use of non-linearities in the model 
which may be required at a later date. 
The time stepping solution used is Euler's method. The main reason for 
using this particular method was that it was also implemented in the lateral 
vehicle dynamics model adopted and is simple to introduce. The method has also 
become known as the 'pantograph' method within British Rail because of its use 
in a program to predict the response of pantographs and catenary wires on 
electric locomotives. Work has also been done to ' verify it's accuracy and 
stabilit (52 
The equations used in the time stepping procedure are as follows: - 
y: 
+ne = 
ye+yc+AfAl 
Q1 
F 
Q3 
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Yt+oi .= yt+5y 
t 
As constant acceleration and a linear change of velocity during the time 
step are implied by the first equation a third term might be expected in the 
second equation. However it is found that this term does not reduce the error 
and is therefore neglected. 
For the general matrix equation below: - 
[M]Y+[CJY+[K1Y =Q 
it is possible to calculate Y at a new time step i. e.: - 
i 
t+ot - ý71ý1-1ýQt+ot-ýClYe+ot+ýKýYe+otý 
this enables the cycle to be completed and a new cycle to begin. 
It can be seen that it is necessary to find the inverse of the mass matrix 
which need only be calculated once. This is particularly easy if the mass matrix 
has only diagonal terms. 
A maximum time step of At= 21w is usually found to satisfy the criteria of 
stability and accuracy where w is the largest natural frequency of the system. In 
the case of the interaction of two seperate models (i. e. vehicle and track) it is not 
easy to establish the -largest natural frequency, particularly when non- 
linearities exist. Furthermore in the contact equations between wheel and rail 
spurious roots exist with high effective natural frequencies. The effect of these 
is to demand a finer time step than might be anticipated. However as these 
roots do not participate in the response the fine time step required does result in 
good accuracy of the predictions of the lower frequencies whenever the 
calculation is stable. 
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3. MODELLING OF VEHICLE/TRACK INTERACTION 
3.1 Vehicle Model for Vertical Response 
The typical vehicle which will be considered is illustrated in Fig 3.1, this is 
a four axle bogie vehicle having ten vertical degrees of freedom. By the choice of 
appropriate parameters this model is capable of representing a wide range of 
rail vehicles including locomotives, passenger coaches and freight vehicles. 
Locomotives and passenger coaches generally have fairly sophisticated 
suspensions, with primary and secondary springs assisted by hydraulic dampers 
having an essentially viscous characteristic. Freight vehicles, however, are 
more usually provided with primary or secondary springs only and damping is 
achieved by means of sliding friction surfaces, thus providing a relatively cheap 
suspension. 
Mb, Ib Zb 
kS Damper force Qst ks N Qsl 
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Mw 
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Pti P12 P11 
2b 
Fig. 3.1 Model of Four Axle Vehicle for Vertical Response 
In order to consider both cases, therefore, general damping forces are 
considered in the model and seperate equations developed for the viscous and 
friction damped cases. Furthermore a component'of resilience is considered in 
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series with springs and dampers which is provided as a design feature in some 
vehicles, or may result due to local deformations of body components. This 
stiffness is generally quite large but can modify damping forces at high 
frequencies and is shown to be particularly important in the friction damped 
case. Although this feature is not considered in the general derivation of the 
vehicle/track interaction equations below, it is included and described in full at 
a later stage. 
It is assumed that the body and bogie frames are rigid in bending and that 
no coupling exists between the vertical, and the lateral and longitudinal modes 
of vibration of the vehicle. Both rails are also assumed to have the same vertical 
profile thus meaning that roll components can be neglected, and the wheelsets 
are assumed to remain in contact with the rails at all times. 
By application of Newton's second law the equations of motion for the 
vehicle on the track can be derived as follows: - 
For the body: - 
M 
bib+ka(2zb-z fl-zf)+Qsl+Qst =0 
'Ob +b. k8(2(p6. b-zfl+zft)+b. Qa1-b. Qat =0 
For the leading bogie: - 
M/zfl+Qa1+Qpl2+kp(2z17-zwti-zwt2)-Qat-k$(zb+6. ßb-zfl) =0 
145 +a. kp(2a. t, -zwtt+zwt2)+a. QP1-a. Qp12 =0 
Mwzwll-Qpll-k 
p(zR+a. 
4) 
n-zwll) = -P11 
MwZwl2-Qpl2-kp(zfl_a4fl-zwl2) = -P 12 
and similarly for the trailing bogie. 
The damping forces Q in the viscous damping case can be represented as 
follows: - 
Q8, = csl(; b+b. 
$b-in) 
-B4- 
ýIb- b. 
b-i jt) 
QQt - CBi 
Q1= cp1(+a4- zwll) 
Qp12 - pl2(; f-a. 
$, 
7- Z wl2) 
similarly Qptl, Qpt2. For friction damping: - 
F8(i6+b. 
b-if) 
Q$1 
ib+b. 46-2ý 
I 
etc. 
The above can be assembled to give the following equations for a viscous 
damped vehicle shown in matrix notation: - 
[M]Z+[C]Z+[K]Z = -P -3.1 
At this point both the displacement vector of absolute displacements Z and 
its derivatives are unknown as is the wheel rail contact force vector P. This 
latter can be described in terms of the track displacement equations but it is first 
necessary to relate the dynamic track displacement and wheel displacement to 
the track irregularity profile. 
Vehicle Displacements Expressed Relative To Track Based Co-ordinates: 
The displacements of the vehicle can be expressed in terms of the co-ordinate 
system shown in Fig 3.2, from which the following relationships can be derived 
for the relative displacements il and c: - 
alb = zb-izttl+Zt12+ztil+ztl2ý4 
Cb = 4b+(ztel+ztt2)/41-(zt11+zc12)/41 
In = zn-(zcll+zu2)/2 
Cfl = 4)jl-(ztlt-ztl2)/2a 
11w11 = Zwl1-till 
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11wl2 = Zwl2-ztl2 
also P= f(nw, hW, T1d 
and similary the trailing bogie displacements. 
The four relative wheelset displacements r1w11,11w12, Tlwtl, 11wt2 are now 
equal to the dynamic track displacement plus any deformation of the wheel/rail 
contact locally. 
/"-"A (Db 
Oft Zb 
zjt 
All angles +ve 
All disps. +ve 4º 
ýfl 
Zn 
I.....,, ............... .................. i... 
ZWO Zwtl Absolute displacements zw12 zw11 
ztt2 zttl Track vertical level ztl2 zt11 
Fig. 3.2 Co-ordinate System Used for Vertical Vehicle/Track Interaction 
The above expressions can now be substituted into equation 3.1 to 
eliminate the absolute displacements and yield a new equation in terms of the 
relative displacement vector Zr, where Zr= [Ilb, cb, rlf, c/l, ... etc. ] 
[M]Zr+[C]Zr+[K1 Zr = -P-[A'il Zt -3.2 
This is similar in form to equation 3.1 but has an additional forcing term 
involving the track irregularity co-ordinate accelerations. The force vector P can 
also be related to the dynamic wheelset displacements via the track model as 
described earlier, the displacements being consistent with the new co-ordinate 
system. 
Expressing the equations in relative displacement terms has a particular 
advantage when a computer based numerical solution is considered, this being 
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that the numbers being handled remain of similar magnitude. When dealing 
with absolute displacements subtraction of large numbers to obtain small 
suspension displacements can result in significant round off errors. 
3.2 Formulation of the Equations for Vertical Vehicle/Track Interaction 
Lumped Parameter Track Model: A solution of equation 3.2 is required for a 
defined vehicle, speed and track geometry. With the solution of the track models 
so far being in the frequency domain it would be possible also to solve the vehicle 
equations in the frequency domain. However the solution for friction damping 
cannot be obtained in the frequency domain and also the wheel rail contact 
relationship is non-linear. For these reasons a numerical time stepping method 
of solution was chosen as being most suitable. 
It is required first of all to compare the results of the lumped and 
distributed parameter track models. For the former the Hertzian contact 
stiffness, which is high, will be neglected for the reasons studied in Chapter 2. 
For a single degree of freedom model at each wheel, therefore, with lumped 
parameters as derived in Appendix I. It is possible to describe the equations of 
motion as follows: - 
Mtit+C' +K z- Pc 
noting that at the leading wheelset zt= rlwll, etc 
This can also be described as a matrix equation describing all wheelsets 
using the same displacement vectors as equation 3.2: - 
[MjLZr+[C]LZr+[K]LZr =P 
which can now be substitued into equation 3.2 to yield: - 
([MJ+[M)L)Zr+([C]+[C]L)Zr+([K]+[KIL)Zr = -[M]2t -3.3 
The total matrices now obtained on the left hand side are the same as then 
overall mass, stiffness and damping matrices which would have been obtained 
by assembling the complete system (including the track) normally. The 
displacement vectors however would have related to absolute displacements. 
The right hand side expression is the vehicle mass matrix multiplied by the 
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second derivative with respect to time of the track input vector. It should be 
noted that the lumped track mass components do not appear in the forcing term. 
Distributed parameter track model: Solution of the vehicle/track interaction 
problem when a more complicated distributed parameter model is used is 
achieved by means of the unit impulse response and convolution integral. The 
track displacement at any wheel is given by: - 
z=1 
ýI(t)PC(t-ti)dti 
0 
Where I(i) is the unit impulse response function and P, (t-t) the wheel/rail 
contact force at time (t-i). Furthermore it is possible to consider the effect of 
adjacent wheels viz: - 
zl =1 
m[I11(t)Pc1(t-z)+I12('t)PC2(t-L)l* 
-3.4 
0 
Where Ijk(t) is the impulse response function at j due to a unit load at k. 
This is only incorporated to include the effect of the adjacent wheel of a bogie 
and is in fact shown to have a very minor effect on the vehicle/track 
combinations considered to date. 
The impulse response function, when used with the time stepping 
integration technique to be employed is required as a series of discrete estimates 
with spacing equal to the time step used. This is easily obtained from the 
complex frequency response function derived in Chapter 2 by means of the 
discrete Fourier transform which relates the two functions as described for 
example in Ref. 50. The impulse response function is the inverse transform of 
the complex frequency response and it therefore given by: - 
N-1 
IW AO _I zo (j. A%) e(i2njk/N) 
j=o 
This discrete Fourier transform has finite limits in frequency and time. 
The upper frequency limit can be chosen from the analysis of Chapter 2 
depending upon the model being considered and whether for example wheel/rail 
force or sleeper/ballast force is of interest. Choice of a suitable time limit at 
which to truncate the impulse response function is also necessary and will 
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depend upon the amount of damping in the track model. It will normally be 
acceptable to truncate the response at the point at which the amplitude of 
vibration has reduced to say 5% of the initial amplitude. The frequency interval 
if is chosen to give sufficient resolution of the frequency response function. 
Equation 3.4 therefore represents a method of calculating the track 
displacement due to a known force history which is all that is required to 
implement the time stepping integration method. The force however needs to be 
related to the relative displacement of wheelset and track. At this point the non- 
linear contact stiffness can be introduced. This is explained below in the 
description of the time stepping method which has been used. A method of 
solving the vehicle equations which has particular advantages for the problem 
being considered is the component element method (53). This was found to be 
particularly suitable because of the way the dynamic equations are handled, 
allowing the configuration of the model to be easily changed. This method was 
implemented along with central difference equations to carry out the numerical 
integration. This approach proved to be quite straightforward to implement and 
well behaved with regard to numerical stability. 
3.3 Solution of the Vehicle/Track Equations by the Component Element 
" Method. 
. 
The preceding analysis described how the vehicle and track models could 
be combined and the effect of the irregular track profile included. A particular 
method of solution of the equations which was found to work very well for the 
models considered was the Component Element Method. When using this 
method it is not necessary to assemble directly the system matrices required by 
equation 3.2, instead Newton's second law is applied individually to' each 
component mass at each time step. The assumption is made that applied forces 
(including spring and damper forces) do not change during a time step. This 
enables the acceleration of the individual mass, which will remain constant for 
the duration of a time step, to be calculated from the sum of the applied forces. 
Finite difference equations can then be used to calculate the displacements 
which would result at the end of a time step and a modified set of applied forces 
calculated in order to repeat the cycle. 
The equations of motion are effectively created for the model by defining 
the so called coupling matrix which is a two dimensional matrix defining the 
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inter-relationship between each mass and each force producing element (i. e. 
spring, viscous damper or friction damper) 
The calculation therefore proceeds as follows, given a mass m upon which 
total forces Q act at time T: - 
m, FT = QT 
Hence zT = 
Qt 
- 
m, 
A central difference equation relating acceleration and displacement can then 
be written as follows: - 
2T= 
(ZT-1-2Zr+ZT+1) 
(Ot)2 
2 Hence zT +l 
2zT _ zT-1 +7T(1 t) 
thus the displacement at a new time step can be calculated given a knowledge of 
the total forces acting upon any individual mass and the displacements of the 
mass at the two preceeding time steps. To complete the time stepping cycle it is 
therefore necessary to be able to derive the force in each force element from its 
displacement (or velocity which can also be calculated) and sum all the forces 
acting upon any individual mass. The force elements used in the vehicle models 
are presented below: - 
i) Spring: For spring, elements the force is given by: - 
P=kxT 
where k is the spring constant and xT is the displacement across the spring at 
the current time step. 
ii) Viscous Damper: For a viscous damper the force is given by: - 
F=ci 
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where c is the viscous damping rate and xT is the velocity across the damper. 
The velocity can be derived from the displacement history by the backward 
difference expression: - 
(3xT-4xT_1+xT_2) 
-3.5 xT 2At 
iii) Friction Damper: The friction damping elements used in railway vehicles 
are assumed to display a characteristic as shown in Fig 3.3. 
F 
Oa 
-F 
A 
Fig 3.3 Friction Damper Characteristic 
The origin may have any initial position (df) due to previous displacements 
which have-not returned it to zero. As load is applied the damper is initially 
assumed to follow the characteristic of a stiff linear spring. This is due to 
flexibility of the damper mountings or any of the series components which may 
be deliberately or unavoidably present. 
When the damper load reaches the limiting value of the friction, F, sliding 
of the friction surfaces occurs and the load is then assumed to remain constant. If 
the loading cycle therefore produced a path along OA, a subsequent removal of 
the load would result in the path AD being followed. This would result in a new 
temporary origin D and df would become the distance OaD. Loading on the 
negative cycle would also produce a similar effect. 
Different force expressions are therefore required for each of the different 
regimes viz: - 
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P=F if kf(xT-df) >F 
also if this condition is satisfied a movement of the origin takes place. 
dAT+i) = d/tr)_F/kf 
A similar limiting condition is also required for the negative load case. 
(iv) Series Stiffness Element: Another feature included in the vehicle model is 
a spring in series with viscous damping elements. These have the effect of 
reducing damper forces at high frequencies and are provided either due to local 
stiffness of the vehicle structure or, particularly with passenger vehicles, as a 
deliberate feature usually in the form of rubber bushes. The arrangement is 
illustrated in Fig 3.4. 
P 
L, xi 
c 
x3 x1-x2=X 
k 
jx2 
P 
Fig. 3.4 Viscous Damper with Series Stiffness 
Resolving the forces in the line of force P: - 
c(xl-x3) = k(x3-x2) =P 
P 
giving x3 =k +x2 
Using the backward difference expression 3.5: - 
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(3x3(T)-4x3(T-1)+x3(T-2)) 
x3 20t 
similarly il 
c(3 (x1(T)-x3(T))-4(x1(T-1) x3(T-1))+x1(T-2) x3(T-2)) 
.. 
P= 
20t 
Substituting for x3 gives: - 
P= 
Cý3(x1(T)-x2(T)- 
k)-4ix1(T-1)-x2(T-1) 
P(k 
1))+xl(T-2)-x2(T-2) 
Pc 
k 
2) 1 
2At 
Collecting terms in P and substituting for X= xl -x2 gives: - 
PC 
P(T-1) 1 P(T-2) 1 
c 3XT-4(X T-1- k 
)+XT-Z- 
k) 
= 3c 
2ät+ - k 
Thus the force in the spring damper combination can be calculated from 
the total displacement and the force at the current and previous two time steps. 
(v) Wheel Rail Contact: The deflection in the wheel/rail contact zone is 
assumed to obey the theory of Hertz which results in a relationship for 
displacement in terms of the force as follows: - 
x )312 P 
(G- 
where GH is the Hertzian contact coefficient which can be calculated (11). For 
typical wheel/rail contact conditions GH has a value of around 2.95x10-8 m/N2/3. 
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Coupling Matrices: The coupling matrix as referred to earlier describes the 
coupling between force elements and masses for each degree of freedom. The 
coupling matrix for the combined vehicle/lumped track model is shown in Fig 
3.5. 
With a matrix described in this way it is quite simple to change the vehicle 
model or suspension type. The computer program developed for this study 
therefore assembles the coupling matrix according to whether the vehicle has 
primary or secondary suspension (or both in the example as above) and defines 
the number of degrees of freedom and number of elements accordingly. The total 
number of elements used to describe the dynamic model has been kept to a 
minimum by grouping springs and dampers together such that one element 
describes a group of components. Only three different types are required namely 
a spring with parallel viscous damper and series stiffness, a spring with parallel 
friction damper and series stiffness, and a non-linear spring for wheel/rail 
contact. The track spring and damper in the case of the lumped model is treated 
as the first type with large series stiffness. 
3.4 Description of the Track Profile 
The most obvious way to describe the track profile would seem to be as a 
series of x and z co-ordinates (preferably at constant seperation in the x 
direction). This is also the most practical way to record track profiles in the field 
and equipment exists to do this. There are some potential problems with such a 
method, however, which will be investigated. 
Firstly as shown in equation 3.2 the input to the model is the second 
derivative of the profile with respect to time (which can be derived directly from 
the track curvature for a vehicle running at constant speed). Some form of 
interpolation method is therefore required to derive the curvature at 
intermediate points. 
A second problem with sampling the track profile at discrete intervals is 
that this will impose some upper frequency (or shortest wavelength) limit to the 
input spectrum and this would need to be consistent with the valid frequency 
range of the vehicle/track model. Furthermore at the short wavelengths the 
irregularities are of smaller amplitude (although possibly still of significant 
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curvature amplitude) and extreme measuring accuracy is called for if these 
wavelengths are important. 
Interpolation of the Track Co-ordinates: Numerous methods exist for 
interpolation. Spline methods can be used, however these require all the points 
to be fitted at once and the curve can tend to oscillate between the data points, 
this is clearly not acceptable. Methods also exist to interpolate between just a 
few of the points, however these cause discontinuities in the first and second 
derivatives when one of the sample points is passed. The following method was 
therefore developed to try to overcome these problems. 
Bay of interest 
4 
y=alx2+blx+c1 -- Average profile 
xn, zn 
Xn. +2, zn+2 
Xn+l, zn+1 
Xn-l, zn-1 
y= a2x2 + b2x + c2 
Fig. 3.6 Curve Fitting by Overlapping Second Order Curves 
For an intermediate position between two sample points a second order 
curve is fitted to two overlapping groups of three points. These are as shown in 
Fig 3.6. The result is that two estimates are made of the intermediate point, the 
required value is then taken to be a weighted average of the two estimates as 
follows: - 
The two estimates (with the centre point taken as a datum) are: - 
Zit = aI(x-xn)2+bl(x-xn)+cI - -3.6 
Zt2 = a2(x-xn+1)2+b2(x-xn+l)+c2 "3.7 
in the case of data equally spaced at an interval 1, substituting in equation 3.6 
for the unknown co-ordinate values gives: - 
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zn-1 = a112-bll+cl 
zn =0+0+ c1 
zn+l = a112+b11+c1 
which can be solved to give: - 
-(2i _n-zn-1 zn+1 
al = 
212 
-(Zn-1-Zn+ 
b 
lý 
1_ 21 
C1 = zn 
similarly a2, b2, c2 can be obtained and a weighted average of the two estimates 
taken, giving; - 
(x - xn) 
(x -x ) 
(Zt2-Ztl)+Zel 
n+1 n 
from which the second derivative with respect to x can also de derived and is 
shown to be: - 
A, (b b) d Zt (al-a2) 
1- 2 
2= 
2a -6(x-x ) -2 1n (xn+l-xn) (xn+l-xn) 
The second derivative with respect to time can then be easily derived for a 
vehicle travelling at constant velocity. ' 
The method outlined above results in a curve having a continuous first 
derivative but which can still have steps in the second derivative, which is 
shown above to vary linearly between sample points. The effect of these steps is 
to introduce a component of the forcing function having a wavelength equal to 
twice that of the sample points and the shorter wavelength harmonics thereof. 
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This effect is very small in practise, however, and is found not to have a 
significant effect on the results. 
Choice of time step and data spacing: The numerical methods used for 
the step by step integration of the dynamic equations by the central difference 
method require a minimum time step for stability and accuracy. A guide figure 
is usually taken as Lt=2/w (53) where w is the highest natural frequency of 
vibration of the system. This can be verified in the model by trial and error to see 
if reducing the time step further causes the results to change. A further 
consideration with the model described above is the spacing of the sample points 
which itself has two aspects, namely: - 
i) The data points need to be sufficiently finely spaced to represent all 
the frequencies to which the vehicle/track system will respond. 
ii) The time step needs to divide the space between sample points into 
sufficient intervals such that the profile is accurately represented. 
This is because the curvature as estimated is assumed to remain 
constant during a time step. 
In order to resolve point (i) Fig 3.7 shows the transfer function calculated 
for the interpolation function derived above. As the wavelength of the true 
profile becomes small compared to the spacing of the discrete estimates an error 
is introduced due to the fact that the sample points may not coincide with or be 
close to, the peaks in the profile. The curve fitting routine compensates for this 
to some extent but not completely. The amplitude of the estimated profile 
therefore varies as the estimates move from being coincident with the peaks to 
non-coincident (unless the sample spacing is exactly a harmonic of the 
wavelength in which case the relationship would remain fixed). The transfer 
function can therefore be considered to cover a range as indicated by the 
minimum and maximum values plotted in Fig 3.7 and the mean amplitude will 
be half way in between. This aliasing effect also causes some of the content of the 
shorter wavelength component of the profile to appear as a longer wavelength 
and below the point at which A/l =2 in Fig 3.7 all the energy is'folded' to a longer 
wavelength. This latter aspect does not generally cause a problem due to the fact 
that the amplitude is reducing with wavelength. To accurately model the 
vehicle response it is therefore necessary to ensure that the maximum frequency 
at which a significant response of the model occurs is adequately represented. 
This is obviously also dependent on the vehicle speed. From the frequency 
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domain analysis of Chapter 2 for the lumped parameter model the wheel/rail 
force is found to be below 10% of the maximum resonant value above about 75 
Hz for average parameters. 
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Fig. 3.7 Transfer Function of Curve Fitting Algorithm 
From Fig 3.7 a figure of 3.4 points per cycle is therefore suggested for a 
mean error of 10% of the amplitude at this value, which corresponds to a 
measurements interval of 0.08 m for a frequency of 75 Hz at 20.1 m/sec. A value 
of 0.1 m is used in practise and has been found to be satisfactory for most cases, 
particularly as higher speeds are normally considered. The required 
measurement accuracy can be implied by considering a typical spectrum of 
vertical track geometry as shown in Chapter 2 from which it can be calculated 
that the r. m. s amplitude of wavelengths in the range 0-0.2 m is 0.005 mm. An 
m ýf NNm 
mv 
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allowable error of 10% at this wavelength would therefore require an accuracy 
of measurements of around 0.001 mm to ensure that spurious waves at this 
amplitude were not introduced. 
Large time step - poor resolution 
Di; 
Fig. 3.8 Interpolation of Curvature Between Sample Points 
The problem referred to in point (ii) is illustrated in Fig 3.8. Clearly if the-- 
time step is large compared to the true spacing of the sample points, significant 
errors could result and the perceived track shape would be rather different to the 
intended one. The true profile as seen by the vehicle can be calculated by double 
integration of the stepped curvature profile shown in Fig 3.8 and compared to 
Small time step - improved resolution 
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the input profile. It is found that a time step of one fifth of the time spacing of the 
points is sufficent to give accurate results. 
When choosing the time step, therefore, for the interaction problem it is 
necessary to consider both the stability and accuracy of the dynamic equations 
and also accurate representation of the input irregularity shape. It is usually 
found that a time step of 0.5 msec is suitable for quite a wide range of cases 
including non-linear vehicles. 
Defining the Track Profile for Infinite Track Models: When an infinite 
model is considered and the Hertzian contact effects are included, the natural 
frequencies of the vehicle track system extend much higher as has been 
demonstrated. Clearly the method described above would not be suitable unless 
extreme measuring accuracy used at very small longitudinal spacings was used. 
These models are therefore restricted to design cases of track profile where 
the track shape can be defined by functions. The obvious example of this is the 
dipped rail weld or joint where an angular irregularity is found. A typical shape 
for this type of irregularity is as shown in Fig 3.9a, having a parabolic approach 
to the weld and an angular discontinuity at the weld for which the curvature 
profile is also shown (Fig 3.9b). The second derivative with respect to time on the 
parabolic part is given by: - 
d2z da2 
2( --aV= tonst. 
dt2 12) 
The angular change results in an impulse in the curvature of magnitude a. 
When implemented in the time stepping method (in which the curvature 
remains constant during the time step) this is accomodated by providing a 
second derivative with respect to time of av/Ot having a duration of At. 
3.5 A simplified vehicle model 
The vehicle model described so far is a full four axle bogie vehicle having 
ten degrees of freedom. However if the body pitch and bounce frequencies were 
the same, the sum of these two modes of vibration would have the effect of 
isolating the two ends of the vehicle and make each end behave as if half the 
body mass were lumped over each bogie (ie the radius of gyration in pitch equal 
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21 
Parabolic approach ) Discontinuity angle a 
Fig. 3.9a Typical Dipped Rail Weld Profile 
Fig 3.9b Curvature vs. Distance for Dipped Weld 
to the bogie spacing). In fact for most railway vehicles the geometry is such that 
this condition is approximately met and it is found that there is little difference 
in the results obtained by modelling half of the vehicle and thus halving the 
number of degrees of freedom. 
It is found, however, that good agreement is not obtained for friction 
damped vehicles. This is because if the friction limit is exceeded at one end of the 
vehicle and not at the other this causes different effective suspension stiffness to 
be apparent and a non-symmetric condition results. Under these circumstances 
the pitch and bounce modes do not have the same natural frequency and the 
simplified model is not valid. For friction damped vehicles, therefore, where the 
magnitudes of the forces are important rather than just the characteristics of 
the response, the full model should be used. The simpler model, however, with 
appropriate parameters can be used to model two axle vehicles with viscous or 
friction damped suspension by treating this case as a half bogie vehicle with 
primary suspension only. 
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This concept of effective suspension stiffness for friction damped vehicles is 
considered further in the following chapter where the results of the models are 
studied. 
3.6 Vehicle Model for Lateral Response 
Use was made of an existing vehicle model (34) which was developed to 
study the transient curving response of vehicles and from which the vehicle and 
wheel/rail contact equations described below were obtained. The model was 
originally developed based upon the assumption of rigid track but as a result of 
the initial conclusions of this work was modified to include the track resilience. 
This was achieved by including a simple spring at each wheelset location which 
was considered adequate for predicting the vehicle response. Extended models of 
the track were therefore required to model in more detail the response of the 
track. Fig 3.10 shows a diagram of the model which is of a two axle vehicle. The 
co-ordinate system, as with the vertical dynamics model is expressed relative to 
the track profile, in this case to the track centre line. The relationship between 
the lateral co-ordinates and the contact co-ordinates is shown in Fig 3.11. 
As with the vertical model no coupling is assumed between lateral and 
vertical modes of vibration through the vehicle, however due to the inclined 
contact at the rail head, vertical forces have a component acting laterally. For 
this reason the bounce, pitch and roll responses of the vehicle body are used to 
predict the vertical forces. Modes of vertical vibration having higher 
frequencies than these are neglected for this application on the basis that they 
will have only a second order effect on the overall response. 
The equations of motion for the vehicle which has eight lateral and three 
vertical degrees of freedom are therefore as follows: - 
For each wheelset (i = 1,2): - 
Lateral: - 
M u2 
M. yi = (F!. +Fý. )-(Pý. +Pr. )G. +S. - 
Yaw: - 
2 Iv 
Iwwi = (T h i+T lri 
)'O+Qi- 
2a 
(R, 
R2 / 
ho 
2ap 
rp 
Fig 3.10 Model of Two Axle Vehicle for Lateral Response 
210 
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Rotation: - 
JW0 = (T 1r. -TIli)r0+(T1ri-T1li) Zr 
Also for the vehicle body: - 
Lateral: - 
M6v2 
Myyb = -(S1+Sý- 2a \R+ 1R2 
Yaw: - 
IbWb = -iQl+ Qý-(S1-S ýa+Qi--lbV 
2( 
1-1/ 
2a R1 R2 
Roll: - 
Jb0b = (Ubl+ Ub2)+(S1+S2)(hb- r0) 
Vertical: - 
Pitch: - 
where Si 
Qi 
UbI 
Vi 
F1i, Fri 
Pli, Pri 
h Ri, Oi, zti 
Mbib = -(V1+Vý+Mbg 
Kbýb = (V1- VZ)a 
lateral suspension force 
Yaw suspension torque 
Roll suspension torque 
Vertical suspension force 
Lateral contact forces in plane of rail surfaces 
Contact forces normal to plane of rail surfaces 
Lateral curvature, cross level and vertical track 
alignment 
All at wheelset i 
The vertical contact forces can similarly be expressed as follows: - 
I e. T u. 1 Pli -[w '-(F li+Fri)(6i- l0)-Vi+ li -iK. 9/2 
000 
IU. r0 Ui j 
Pri 
wiii+ 
wC 
-(Fli+Fri)(6i+ -)-Vi- -1i'ß I/2 1 00 
10 
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Forces in the Plane of Contact: The wheel-rail contact forces in the plane of 
contact are calculated using the methods described by Elkins and Gostling (25) 
which enable creepages and hence the lateral and longitudinal forces to be 
calculated when the wheel-rail contact angles, rolling radius difference and the 
size and shape of the contact patch are known. These quantities are all non- 
linear functions of the lateral positions of the wheelset relative to the two rails, 
and the vertical load. For this application these values are tabulated based upon 
calculations made from measured wheel and rail profiles. The creepages which 
take place between wheel and rail at wheelset i are given (in local contact co- 
ordinates) by: - 
Longitudinal Ylri = 
eirri 
+1 _ 
'0 
_ 
10 
i 
v R. u 
9 
_ 
8` 
ti 
+1 + 
l0 
+1i ylli =vR. 
v 
*f 
Lateral = 
Ui + 6irriTi ) 
Y2ri (v Co' Sri ) 
(y. +8. rl"w" ) 
Y2ri (U COS 8 li 
) 
6. sin8 . t rt Spin C'')3ri _u 
6, 
sin Sli 
W31i 
v 
Where yý = yi-roO ' wi = lpi-wci 
With a knowledge of the three components of creepage it is then possible to 
calculate the forces in the plane of contact (creepage forces) from the theory due 
to Kalker (24). These are non-linear functions also and are used as a series of 
non-dimensionalised tabulated values which are interpolated at each time step 
in the solution. 
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3.7 Lateral Track Displacements 
As described above the lateral forces generated at each wheel are functions 
of the contact angle between wheel and rail and the creepages. The latter are in 
turn functions of other wheel/rail contact conditions such as rolling radius 
difference and size and shape of contact area. These, along with the contact 
angle, can be calculated for known vehicle/track combinations be they design 
case or measured profiles. These are also tabulated and interpolated when the 
calculation is made, typical examples being shown in Fig 3.12. As the forces 
required, therefore, are all ultimately functions of the relative lateral position 
-1 
a- 
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Fig. 3.12 Lateral Wheel/Rail Contact Functions fromMeasured 
Wheelsets and Track 
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and velocity of wheel and rail, lateral displacement of. the track can also be 
incorporated at this stage. The relative lateral position of wheel and rail can be 
expressed as: - 
y=y-yý -3.8 
Where y* is the position of the wheelset relative to the undisturbed track 
centreline and yr is the dynamic displacement of the railhead. A similar 
expression can also be written for the relative lateral velocity, however it is 
discovered as described later that this effect can be neglected. 
In practise the functions of lateral wheelset positions described are 
calculated for rigid wheelsets on rigid track (i. e. the gauge does not change) and 
not for individual wheel and rails. This is not a significant problem however as 
can be appreciated by studying the curves for contact angle in Fig 3.12. 
Significant lateral forces causing gauge widening would only occur under flange 
contact conditions, i. e. with the wheelset displaced to the steep part of the curve 
to left or right. Under these conditions the opposite wheel is always on the tread 
resulting in small contact angles and small lateral forces. Thus equation 3.8 is 
applied only at the wheel closest to flange contact. 
Rotation of the rail head is also neglected as the angular change is small in 
comparison to the contact angle of the wheel under lateral force. 
When implemented into a time stepping method of solution the problem 
proceeds as follows: - 
i) Begin with known wheel/rail contact forces 
ii) Calculate 
-the vehicle 
displacements and accelerations due to 
known forces plus the effective forces due to the track co-ordinate 
accelerations. 
iii) Calculate track displacements and accelerations from contact 
forces. 
iv) Calculate relative displacements of vehicle and track from 
equation 3.8. 
v) Calculate creep forces, dynamic forces and contact angle forces to 
establish new set of wheel/rail contact forces. 
vi) Continue to i). 
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The way in which the wheel/rail forces are related to the forces applied to 
the track model is illustrated in Fig 3.13. The dynamic track model can be 
considered to comprise the sleepers and the lateral ballast resilience. The forces 
which act upon the model are therefore the total of the wheel/rail forces acting 
upon each rail (Fji and Fri at each wheelset). The assumption that the resilience 
of each rail can be treated as a single spring which was investigated in Chapter 
2 can then be used to evaluate relative displacements of the railhead and 
sleeper. For the reasons described above it is only necessary to calculate the rail 
head displacement at the wheel which is closest to flange contact and the value 
yr referred to above is equal to the sleeper displacement plus the appropriate rail 
head displacement with due attention given to the direction of displacement. 
E Fl Fr 
Ys 
kb 
Cb 
Fig. 3.13 Vehicle Forces on the Track Model 
The problem therefore remains of calculating the displacement of the track 
model with a forcing function defined at intervals At. This can be obtained either 
by a similar time stepping integration technique to the method adopted for the 
lumped parameter model and for the finite element model as already described, 
or by the impulse response method. The latter method is used only for the 
infinite beam model of the track for which the impulse response is derived from 
the solutions of Chapter 2 (via. the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency 
response function as for the vertical case), equation 3.4 can then be used. 
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3.8 Description of the Track Profile 
The principal input to the dynamic model is the lateral curvature of the 
track as the vehicle co-ordinates are once again expressed relative to the track. 
The response of the vehicle body is also governed by vertical profile and cant and 
so the second derivatives of these functions are also required. As with the 
vertical model the method of describing the track geometry is by discrete 
measurements of the three parameters required to define the track profile 
against longitudinal distance. A similar interpolation routine to the one used for 
the vertical model is also used to obtain estimates of second derivatives at 
intermediate points. The frequency response calculations of Chapter 2 can once 
again be used to indicate a suitable spacing at which data should be sampled. 
The natural frequency at which the dominant wheelset mode of vibration is 
anticipated is somewhat lower than for the vertical case and choosing the same 
cut-off criterion as used before would suggest that an upper limit of frequency of 
around 30 Hz would be sufficient. For a vehicle travelling at 45 mph (20.1 m/sec) 
this would indicate a sampling interval of 0.2 m. 
In the case of the lateral response, however, the higher frequency modes 
involving dynamic displacements of the track are only of importance under 
flange contact conditions, as the shorter wavelength, low amplitude 
irregularities have little effect upon the vehicle response under normal running. 
Thus in the case of discrete lateral irregularities, or situations where the regions 
of likely flange contact are known, description of the track geometry at fine 
spacing can be restricted to these locations only. In other locations 
measurements at sleeper spacing (typically 0.7 m) are usually sufficient to 
define the overall vehicle response. 
3.9 Computer Program Flow Charts 
The flow charts for the vertical and lateral vehicle/track interaction model 
computer programs are shown in Figs 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. In each case 
treatment of the different types of track model is shown as options within the 
program, whereas in practise seperate programs are used having essentially the 
same core of main modules. 
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4. RESULTS 
4.1 Vertical Vehicle/Track Interaction 
The first vehicle chosen to illustrate the results of the vertical modelling is 
a 25 tonne axle load bogie freight vehicle as illustrated schematically in Fig 4.1. 
This vehicle would be typical of many using the BR network. The half vehicle 
model is used for this analysis as the leading and trailing bogies are shown to 
give sufficiently similar results for the conclusions to be drawn. The track 
parameters used were those presented in Chapter 2 as being typical of BR track 
and initially the lumped parameter track model is used. 
Mb = 88600 kg (tot. ) 
Ib = 0.906x106kg. m2 
Mf=2148 kg 
If =1611 kg. m2 
k ipp =4.82x106 kN/m 
=17.5 kN 
Mw=1776 kg 
Fig. 4.1 Typical 25 tonne Axle Load Freight Vehicle Configuration 
In order to be able to interpret the results it is useful to first analyse the 
natural frequencies of the vehicle. In the case with lumped track parameters the 
(undamped) natural frequencies can be calculated from the stiffness and mass 
matrices for the model. As described earlier the stiffness matrix is not calculated 
explicitly for the model in question, but it is possible to show that the stiffness 
matrix can be derived from the coupling matrix which has already been derived 
for the vehicle being studied. 
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The stiffness matrix and mass matrix are given by: - 
[K] = [B] K [B]T 
EM] = [TIM 
where [B] is the coupling matrix as described earlier 
K is the vector of stiffness for each element 
[I] is a unit matrix 
M is the vector of masses for each degree of freedom. 
Natural frequencies can then be calculated by Eigenvalue analysis as 
follows: - 
In matrix form (neglecting damping) the equations of motion are written 
as: - 
[M]Z + [K]Z =0 
If Z is assumed to be of the form: - 
Z=A sin wt 
Then - [M] 6)2+ [K] =0 
This is a conventional Eigenvalue problem for which the solution for the 
values of ca is found where the determinant of the matrix [K]-[M]c, )2 is zero. 
Numerical methods exist for calculating the Eigenvalues (natural frequencies) 
and Eigenvectors (mode shapes) for problems with many degrees of freedom. Use 
was therefore made of a commercially available computer program to solve this 
particular problem, namely the Numerical Analysis Group Library Program 
F02AEF. For the vehicle chosen (the half model) the results are shown in 'Fig 
4.2. 
It can be seen from the results that the natural frequencies are either well 
seperated, in the case of vehicle modes, or coincident in the case of the wheelset 
modes. When the whole vehicle is considered the bogie and wheelset modes and 
body bounce mode are found at exactly the same frequencies as for the half 
vehicle model but a body pitch mode at 2.9 Hz is also introduced. 
Body bounce 2.31 
0.0 
Bogie pitch 12.21 
0.0 
In phase wheelset 
bounce 46.5 Hz 
1.0 
Out of phase whey 
bounce 46.5 Hz 
1.0 
1.0 
----y 
1.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
----y 
0.0 1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.0 
0.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.0 
Fig. 4 .2 Vehicle/Track Natural 
Frequencies and Normal Mode Shapes 
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In order, therefore, to study the response of the vehicle an idealised track 
profile is considered first of all which is that of a dipped welded joint. 
4.2 Bogie Vehicle Negotiating a Dipped Weld 
The track shape chosen has the attributes shown in Fig 4.3 with a semi- 
length (1) of 4.5 m and an irregularity angle (a) of 10 mrad resulting in an 
overall depth (d) of 12 mm. The angle chosen would be considered to represent 
one of the most severe dips which would be encountered on welded track. 
21 
d 
Q 
Fig. 4.3 Idealised Dipped Weld Profile Used in Analysis 
The profile is specified at 0.5 m intervals with the spacing reduced to 0.1 m 
in the vicinity of the kink. When the distributed track parameter model is used a 
function describing the track curvature is used with an appropriate impulse in 
the curvature at the kink as described in Chapter 3. 
Fig 4.4 shows typical output of the model for the vehicle considered at a 
design maximum speed of 60 mph (26.8 m/sec). The dynamic component of force 
at the leading and trailing wheelsets is plotted as well as the track profile as a 
function of distance. The results as shown are compared to what would be 
obtained when a single wheelset is modelled as has often been the case 
historically when calculating track forces. The result of this is shown in Fig 4.5. 
The wheelset only model has one degree of freedom and this is seen to be 
excited at it's natural frequency when striking the weld. The damping provided 
by the track is shown to be quite large with the oscillation dying out within two 
or three cycles. No response is apparent to the longer wavelength irregularity of 
the dipping approach as this is evidently at too low a frequency. The result 
therefore is typical of the response of a single degree of freedom system to an 
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impulse. The peak positive (downward) force of this characteristic is usually 
called the P2 force by railway engineers. 
The small sharp unloading as the wheelset hits the kink is due to the curve 
fitting method which attempts to fit a smooth curve around the sharp change of 
angle resulting in a small error. 
The results of the half vehicle model (Fig 4.4) show some important 
differences. The most immediately noticable is that the leading and trailing 
wheelsets give different force histories. Considering firstly the leading wheelset 
there is now some unloading at the approach to the dip due to the inability of the 
body to respond at that frequency. The unloading in this case is approximately 
20 kN per axle or 8% of the static axle load. As the leading wheelset hits the 
weld the wheelset natural frequency is excited as before. This part of the 
response looks very similar to the response when the wheelset only was studied 
but with a lower effective origin resulting in a smaller peak value being 
reached. 
It is also noticeable that the trailing wheelset applies significant forces to 
the track when the leading wheelset reaches the kink. This is caused by the 
bogie pitching response, a similar effect being noticed from trailing wheelset to 
leading wheelset when the trailing wheelset reaches the kink. 
The trailing wheelset impact (P2) response is again similar to that of the 
single wheelset but this time with a higher origin due to the response of the 
vehicle body which is excited by the leading wheelset striking the weld. This 
tendency for the trailing wheelset to give higher forces than the leading 
wheelset is something which has been noticed in experimental results and has 
been impossible to explain using simple models. 
Viewed in an approximate manner, however, it can be assumed that the 
body is excited at it's natural frequency when the leading wheelset strikes the 
kink. This would cause compression of the vehicle springs and a corresponding 
superimposed force at both leading and trailing wheelsets for one half cycle of 
oscillation. For the vehicle studied with a natural frequency of 2.3 Hz and a 
forward speed of 60 mph (26.8 m/sec) this distance would be 6 m, with the 
maximum occuring at 3m. Hence the present vehicle with an axle spacing of 2m 
is close to the 'worst speed' for this effect and most bogie vehicles would be 
configured such that the trailing wheelset force was higher at dipped welds. 
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As the dynamic force decays, a long wavelength oscillation can be seen to 
change to a shorter wavelength, lightly damped os llation. This is due to the 
friction in the suspension 're-locking' under body oscillation. The friction in the 
current vehicle studied has a minor effect due to the fact that a quite low value 
was used. Some friction damped vehicles however can be found with quite large 
values of friction in their suspensions for reasons such as corrosion, lack of 
maintenance or contamination by some of the materials transported. The effect 
of this will be considered in a later example. 
Effect of track model: The bogie vehicle chosen is now used to illustrate the 
effect of some of the variations in the modelling which are shown in Fig 4.6. The 
first case considered as shown in Fig 4.6a is the solution with the single layer 
beam on Winkler foundation model and Hertzian contact conditions for the same 
case as above. To simplify the presentation, only the leading wheelset forces are 
shown. 
The response is seen to be essentially the same as for the lumped 
parameter model but with an additional high frequency force peak at the weld. 
This is the force which has normally been called P1 and corresponds to a mode of 
vibration in which the track vibrates on the Hertzian spring with little 
oscillation of the wheelset mass, in this case around 500 Hz. The result obtained 
is very much in agreement with the one obtained for the frequency domain 
analysis of Chapter 2. It could therefore be anticipated under these conditions 
that only 2% of the high frequency force would be seen by the ballast and 
something like 60% of the lower frequency P2 force. 
For the same case with standard pads introduced as shown in Fig 4.6 b the 
high frequency component is shown to be reduced dramatically. In fact the mode 
of vibration in which the rail vibrates on the Hertzian spring is not present but 
the mode in which the sleepers vibrate out of phase with the rail is apparent at a 
frequency of approximately 175 Hz. The component of sleeper/ballast force at 
this frequency would again be expected to be relatively small in comparison to 
the P2 component, although may possibly be larger than the case without rail 
pads due to the lower frequency at which the vibration occurs. 
The case with soft rail pads shown in Fig 4.6 c shows that virtually no high 
frequency force is visible. It is also apparent as suggested previously that the 
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rail pads have the effect of reducing the amount of damping in the P2 mode of 
vibration. 
The conclusions which can be made concerning the importance of the track 
models are therefore essentially the same as those obtained from the frequency 
domain analysis, namely that the models differ in their characteristics at high 
frequencies, and also that the amount of damping to lower frequency vibrations 
is affected. Because of the localised nature of the impact which occurs at a 
dipped weld it might also be expected that the high frequency impact forces 
could have an effect upon the differential ballast forces and hence the 
deterioration of track geometry. This is considered further in Chapter 5. 
4.3 Comparison of Viscous Damped and Friction Damped Vehicles 
To study this particular feature it is desirable to eliminate some of the 
other aspects of the vehicle response which are not of direct relevance to the 
problem being considered. For this reason a ficticious four wheeled vehicle is 
studied having its radius of gyration in pitch equal to the semi-axle spacing. The 
result of this as described earlier is to make the natural frequencies of body 
bounce and pitch identical and the vehicle behaves as two independent 
monocyles having half the body mass over each wheelset. Because the effective ° 
suspension stiffness can vary at each end of the vehicle as described previously 
this situation is not apparent for all of the time, but for the cases studied this 
effect is small. 
The suspension parameters were chosen for the vehicle by following some 
simple design rules. A typical unsprung mass was chosen and the body mass was 
calculated to give an axle load of 25 tonne. The spring stiffness was chosen to 
give a natural frequency of the body bounce/pitch mode of 1.5 Hz, this being a 
representative value for such vehicle types. Damping rates for viscous damped 
vehicles normally give a ratio to critical damping of 25%, whereas in the case of 
friction damped vehicles a friction level of 10% of the static axle load is typical. 
The case is also considered of a friction damped vehicle in the worn state which 
can quite easily result in the friction level being doubled. 
The series stiffness in the vehicle suspension was taken to have a value per 
axle of ks = 108 N/M/axle. Once again this is thought to be a representative 
value for the type of vehicle being considered. 
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The resulting vehicles therefore are comparable and would represent two 
optional design approaches. The parameters resulting would be quite close to 
those of a large number of real vehicles of this type. 
Clearly the friction damped vehicle exhibits a non-linear response, in fact 
the friction dampers have a bi-linear characteristic as discussed earlier. Under 
small amptitude vibrations the vehicle behaves as if it has an extremely stiff 
suspension while ever the friction limit is not exceeded, and it would be 
straightforward to calculate the natural frequencies which would be applicable 
to vibrations happening in this regime. 
Similarly under continuous high amplitude oscillation the friction damper 
would be sliding for a large proportion of the time and it's effect on the vehicle 
response would be quite small. Under this condition the normal undamped 
natural frequencies for the vehicle/track system could reasonably be assumed to 
be applicable. For the friction damped vehicle being studied here, therefore, the 
natural frequencies for each of these states are calculated of which there are four 
(two equal pairs) these are shown in Table 4.1. 
Small amplitude 
(Friction locked) 
Large amplitude 
(Friction exceeded) 
Body Bounce 8.8 Hz 1.5 Hz 
Wheelset Bounce 57.5 Hz 48.3 Hz 
Table 4.1 Range of Natural Frequencies of Friction Damped Vehicle 
For steady state excitation of intermediate amplitude it can be expected 
that the vehicle will exhibit non-linear vibrations having effective frequencies 
somewhere between the calculated extremes. It is also noticeable that the range 
of body frequencies is much greater (proportionally) than the range of wheelset 
frequencies. This is an important point which will be apparent later. 
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4.4 Response of Viscous and Friction Damped Vehicles to an Idealised 
Dipped Weld 
Fig 4.7 shows the force history at the leading wheelset for each of the three 
vehicle cases considered, with all vehicles travelling at 60 mph (26.8 m/sec). The 
viscous damped vehicle shows an unloading on the dip approach as anticipated 
and the characteristic high frequency response of the unsprung mass as the 
wheelset strikes the kink. In fact the response shows very much the classical 
response of a damped two degree of freedom system to an impact, with the body 
response persisting for some distance. 
The response of the friction damped vehicles, however, shows some 
important differences. The approach to the kink firstly excites an oscillatory 
response due to the higher natural frequency applicable when the friction is 
locked. At the kink a decaying oscillatory response of the wheelset is noticed 
which is similar to the viscous damped vehicle. It is noticeable, however that in 
the case with high friction levels there appears to be more damping in this mode. 
This may depend upon the exact instant of friction breakout and the direction of 
the forces on the wheelset at the time. The peak force reached under both levels 
of friction is found to be approximately 15% greater than the level for viscous 
damping. 
The point made earlier that the frequency of vibration of P2 oscillation is 
little different in the friction case is reasonably apparent from these results, this 
also means that the force amplitude of such vibration is not greatly different for 
the friction damped vehicles. 
The response subsequent to the wheelset impact is flat topped for one cycle 
suggesting that the friction limit is exceeded during this time. Subsequent to 
this the response settles down to a decaying sinusoidal oscillation with the level 
no longer exceeding the limiting friction level. 
4.5 Comparison of Viscous Damped and Friction Damped Vehicles on 
Typical Track Profiles 
The response of the vehicles is now studied on typical measured track 
profiles. Figs 4.8 and 4.9 show the force histories for the three suspension 
configurations on two typical measured track profiles. These profiles were 
measured by an overlapping straight edge technique to produce a profile defined 
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at 0.1 m intervals. The profiles respresent reasonably good and reasonably poor 
track respectively, by the normal method of establishing quality of track which 
is the standard deviation of vertical profile. 
On the good track (fig 4.8) the viscous damped vehicle gives generally a 
very low level of dynamic force. Large peaks do appear occasionally, however, 
and these are due to the welds, being mostly at approximately 18m intervals. 
There is shown to be very little long wavelength reponse of the vehicle body. 
The friction damped vehicles however tend to produce a continuous 
oscillatory force which appears most of the time to reach or exceed a value equal 
to the friction level. The frequency also is seen to be close to the calculated 
maximum for body vibration of 8.8 Hz. Impacts at welds also cause the higher 
frequency peaks as before but it is noticeable that these do not appear to have 
any particular phase relationship with the the underlying body oscillation, and 
that the amplitude of the impact force is rather similar for all the vehicles when 
the base point is ignored. 
It is concluded, therefore, that even on good track there is sufficient 
excitation to cause forces up to the friction level even if the friction level is well 
in excess of the design level. This is due in part to the low level of damping 
effective for this mode of vibration, this seems reasonable however in view of the 
large mass and stiffness involved. 
On the poor track (Fig 4.9) the viscous damped vehicle appears to give a 
generally higher level of dynamic force. Moreover there is also evidence of the 
vehicles body being excited at a long wavelength suggesting that the sample 
poor track profile is worse in both short and long wavelength content. 
The friction damped vehicles once again show a significant oscillation 
between the positive and negative limits of friction force. It is superficially 
evident, however, that less of the time is spent executing motion which is close 
to simple harmonic motion suggesting that the friction limit is exceeded for 
more of the time, particularly in the case of the design case friction level. 
To study the effect of the track quality on the frequency of response the 
results can be studied in the frequency domain. Figs 4.10 and 4.11 show power 
spectral density plots which were prepared using the time histories of leading 
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wheelset force for each vehicle considered on the good and poor track 
respectively. 
As might be expected from the time histories the majority of the energy is 
to be found in the case of the friction damped vehicles at and around the body 
frequency which is effective when the friction is locked (calculated at 8.8Hz). It 
is also noticeable that this energy is shifted towards a lower frequency when 
either the track is poorer or the friction level is lower confirming that the 
friction is broken out for a longer proportion of the time. This also results in-a 
corresponding increase in the frequency of the dominant vibration of the 
wheelset mode in accordance with the values previously calculated. 
The viscous damped vehicle shows peaks in the response once again at the 
calculated natural frequencies resulting in a much lower body bounce frequency 
and significantly less energy at this frequency. The content of the wheelset 
vibration for this vehicle is shown to form a much more significant proportion of 
the total energy. 
A conclusion which can be made concerning the performance of friction 
damped vehicles in comparison with viscous damped vehicles, therefore, is that 
they appear to be significantly worse on generally randomly irregular track. 
When negotiating discrete irregularities such as rail welds the impact forces are 
not necessarily much greater, but there may be an additional effect of the poor 
body response. 
4.6 Experimental Verification 
An experiment was performed in early 1984 primarily to compare the 
vertical forces at dipped welds for a range of freight vehicles. Although not 
involved with conducting the experiment the author performed all the analysis 
of the results. It was at that time that the vertical models described here were 
under development and use was made of. the available data to perform 
comparisons with the theoretical results and provide information for improving 
the modelling. 
A full description of the experimental procedure and analysis and 
comparison of the results is presented in Appendix H. The agreement between 
theory and experiment was generally quite good but the results showed the 
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important effect of friction damping on the forces produced and the difficulty in 
measuring track forces which take these into account. 
Since that particular experiment and with a knowledge of results of the 
theoretical modelling more evidence has been obtained to suggest that the 
behaviour of friction damped vehicles in particular is in line with theoretical 
predictions made and that friction levels can far exceed the design levels 
resulting in very unfavourable track forces. New experiments are also planned 
to measure these in more detail. The possible effects of this on an important area 
of track damage, namely the deterioration of track geometry, are considered in 
Chapter 5. 
4.7 Lateral Vehicle/Track Interaction 
The results of the lateral modelling will be illustrated by considering two 
possible designs of freight vehicle. The first one to be considered will be a design 
representative of an older freight vehicle in that a very stiff yaw restraint of the 
wheelsets is provided. The vehicles has two axles with lateral and vertical 
suspension provided by springs and viscous dampers between the wheelsets and 
body as described in Section 3.6. 
The second vehicle for comparison is considered to be of more modern 
design in that yaw relaxation of the wheelsets is provided for by means of spring 
restraint having sufficiently low stiffness to allow the wheelsets to adopt a more 
radial position in curves. All the other parameters are assumed to be the same. 
The parameters of the second vehicle are in fact those measured from a 
prototype high speed freight vehicle which was used in the experiments reported 
later. The parameters used for both the vehicles are presented in Table 4.2, 
being referred to as vehicles 'A' and 'B' respectively. 
4.8 Response at a Discrete Lateral Irregularity 
The first case to be considered will be that of the two vehicles negotiating a 
discrete lateral irregularity in the track which would represent a kinked rail or 
a misaligned weld or joint. For this exercise the . 
irregularity is assumed to 
consist simply of two pairs of straight parallel rails which meet at an angle. 
Three angles are considered namely 5,10 and 15 mrad in combination with 
vehicle speeds of 20,40 and 60 mph (8.9,17.9 and 26.8 m/s). The more severe 
combinations of speed and angle are unlikely to be found on plain track, but 
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with the exception of the very worst case, would be representative of the 
situation occuring at switches. 
Mw = Wheelset mass (inc. subframe) 2.39 Mg 
Iw = Wheelset roll/yaw inertia 1.66 Mgm2 
Jw = Wheelset polar inertia 0.05 Mgm2 
Mb = Body mass 30.00 Mg 
Ib = Body yaw inertia 170.00 Mgm2 
Jb = Body roll inertia 51.00 Mgm2 
Kb = Body pitch inertia 240.00 Mgm2 
ky = Lateral suspension stiffness/axle 0.43 MN/m 
kq, = Yaw suspension stiffness/axle (Vehicle A) 15.00 MNm/rad 
key = Yaw suspension stiffness/axle (Vehicle B) 3.10 MNm/rad 
kZ = Vertical suspension stiffness/axle 4.10 MN/m 
cy = Lateral suspension damping/axle 0.056 MNs/m 
cry = Yaw suspension damping/axle 0.00 MNs/rad 
CZ = Vertical suspension damping/axle 0.028 MNs/m 
co = Semi wheelbase 3.15 m 
10 = Semi gauge 0.76 m 
ro = Wheel radius 0.375 m 
ho = Height of body e. g. above rails 1.55 m 
Vertical spring semi separation 0.99 m 
Distance, rails - lateral spring on axles 0.76 * m 
Distance, rails - lateral damper on axles 0.57 m 
Distance, rails - lateral spring on body 0.36 m 
Table 4.2 Vehicle Parameters for Lateral Modelling 
The most severe case is considered first as this is in many ways the 
simplest to understand, and illustrates what is happening most clearly. Fig 4.12 
shows the time histories of some of the important parameters which are 
predicted by the model for the poorer curving vehicle which is described as 
vehicle W. Considering firstly the leading wheelset forces it can be seen that as 
the wheelset passes the kink there is a short time interval during which the 
forces remain quite small. This is of course due to the flangeway clearance 
between wheel and rail and means that the lateral forces at this stage come 
mainly from the creep forces between wheel and rail with negligible contact 
normal force. Once the flangeway clearance is taken up, however, there is then a 
large impact of the wheelset on the outer rail which causes an oscillatory impact 
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force. This oscillation is found to have a frequency of approximately 15 Hz which 
corresponds to the mode of vibration in which the wheelset oscillates laterally on 
the track resilience and therefore has an analogy in this respect to the vertical 
case. This is also true of the body response which causes a longer wavelength 
oscillatory force resulting from the excitation of the combined lateral and 
rotational modes of the vehicle body. 
The force history of the inner wheel shows a somewhat different 
characteristic. As flange contact is not made on this wheel the majority of the 
lateral force is due to creepage effects. The force is therefore gauge spreading 
due to the relative angle of attack between wheel and rail which appears 
immediately as the wheelset passes the kink. It is noticed that the force level 
reaches an apparent plateau which is of course the friction limit, pN which for 
the parameters studied can be calculated to be 21 kN. This value is not quite 
reached laterally in fact because there are also longitudinal creep forces acting 
at the same time. 
When the creepages on the inner rail fall below the level at which sliding 
takes place this immediately increases the amount of damping effective to 
lateral oscillations of the wheelset. In other words when the friction limit on the 
inner wheel is already exceeded, lateral oscillation of the wheelset does not 
cause changes in the force level until the relative wheel and rail velocities fall to 
zero and sliding stops. As mentioned earlier the effect of lateral velocity of the 
rails on the creep forces is neglected, as to include them requires a much finer 
time step due to the high lateral track velocities which potentially can occur. In 
practise this has little effect upon the results because lateral oscillations of the 
track only occur when the creep forces are already saturated and flange contact 
occurs. 
The response of the trailing wheelset is rather more complicated due to the 
fact that the response of the body has not settled and the angle of attack of the 
wheelset is influenced by the position of the front of the vehicle. In. the case 
considered so far the trailing wheelset begins to exert forces on the track before 
the kink as the wheelset is yawed relative to the track. Some steering of the rear 
wheelset does take place, however, as it attempts to remain perpendicular to the 
track. As the wheelset passes the kink a large impact of the wheelset on the rail 
is avoided but the response of the body does push the wheelset into flange 
contact, resulting in a sharp peak to the underlying body force seen on the outer 
rail. The inner rail force is seen to vary very little in this case although at slower 
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speeds, on the severe kink, flange contact can occur on the inner rail resulting in 
a small impact force. 
The second case to be considered in detail is that of the smallest kink angle 
taken at the largest speed, the results for which are shown in Fig 4.13. With the 
small kink angle the vehicle is almost able to steer around the irregularity 
without encountering a lateral impact of the flanges, in fact the trailing 
wheelset is seen to achieve this succesfully. The leading wheelset however does 
impact lightly upon the outer rail causing a small dynamic augmentation of the 
curving forces which is well damped. 
The other results over the range of cases considered will be, presented in 
summary form, but first the two cases considered in detail will also be studied 
for the vehicle with improved steady state curving which is referred to as 
Vehicle'B'. The results for the high speed and large kink angle are shown in Fig 
4.14. The forces predicted for the leading wheelset are shown to be extremely 
similar to those produced for Vehicle A. This is because the superior curving 
ability of Vehicle B still does not prevent flange contact occuring very shortly 
after passing the kink and at the point of maximum impact the yaw angle in 
each case is very similar, in the subsequent response the yaw angle for Vehicle B 
does however reduce more quickly. 
The trailing wheelset response is shown to have some important 
differences, as apparently for vehicle B two lateral impacts occur. The reason for 
this is due to the increased yaw flexibility which allows the trailing wheelset to 
remain closer to a perpendicular attitude to the rails as the vehicle body turns 
the corner. Thus at the kink the wheelset runs straight into flange contact for a 
brief period before being driven into flange contact once again by the body 
response. Under these conditions, therefore, the superior steady state curving 
vehicle actually gives the worst track forces, but this phenomenon is only shown 
to occur under this most severe case. For the case of the smaller angle as shown 
in Fig 4.15 vehicle B is able to negotiate the small kink angle without flange 
contact at either wheelset resulting in very low track forces. 
The results of the forces obtained from all the cases studied are 
summarised in Fig 4.16 in the form of peak lateral forces versus speed. At the 
leading wheelset both vehicles are shown to produce the same lateral forces at 
the kink except for the smallest angle where Vehicle B is able to negotiate the 
kink without flange contact. At the trailing wheelset the forces are generally 
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smaller than the leading due to the inherent steering effect which the front end 
of the vehicle provides. This effect has the most benefit for Vehicle A. Large 
forces do occur, however, when the lateral response of the body drives the 
wheelset into flange contact thus producing an additive effect and a large 
increase in the impact force at the higher speeds. Furthermore, although the 
maximum force at the trailing wheelset for vehicle B is no greater than for 
vehicle A, two lateral impacts can occur for the former. The impact forces at the 
trailing outer wheel of both vehicles are also generally highly damped as the 
inner wheel creep forces do not saturate. 
In the case of the leading wheelset where impacts of the wheelset and the 
track occur in a fairly straightforward manner the peak force is shown to 
increase approximately linearly with speed. This is therefore analogous to the 
vertical dipped weld case where all the modes of response of the vehicle and 
track are excited by the impact and the maximum force is generated by 
oscillations of the wheelset on the track resilience. This is also studied further 
when the response at a switch is considered. 
The general conclusion which can be drawn from the study of the response 
of these two vehicles to this type of discrete irregularity seems to be that the 
responses are little different. This is in contrast to a steady state curving 
situation where vehicle B would be expected (and is shown in the following 
Section) to show superior performance. 
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4.9 Response at a Transition Curve 
The response of the two vehicles considered in Secton 4.8 to a transition 
from straight track to a constant radius curve has also been calculated. A speed 
of 60 mph was chosen for which the design rules indicate that a minimum curve 
radius of 420 m having a cant of 150 mm can be negotiated at this speed. The 
transition curve was designed by adopting the usual practise of increasing the 
curvature and cant linearly with speed resulting in a cubic profile to the track. 
Adopting the limit for the maximum allowable rate of change of cant with 
time resulted in a design length for the transition curve of 72 m. 
The reponses at 60 mph of vehicles A and B are shown in Figs 4.17 and 4.18 
respectively. It can be seen that for the design case geometry considered neither 
vehicle produces significant dynamic forces, the forces just increase gradually to 
their steady state values. As expected vehicle A produces the higher lateral 
forces (by approximately 30%) under these quasi-steady state conditions due 
primarily to the higher yaw angles relative to the track. 
The leading wheelset of each vehicle is, however, shown to run into partial 
flange contact and it would be interesting to investigate the effect of 
irregularities in the track under these conditions, as there are shown to be 
minor dynamic forces due to small errors in the defined profile (as indicated by 
fluctuations in the curvature). To study this case an irregularity was added to 
the original design case profile. The shape of the irregularity was derived from 
the typical spectrum of lateral alignment referred to in Chapter 2, by. generating 
a profile with the desired PSD, on the assumption that the phase of each 
component was randomly distributed. This resulted in a new profile with a 
random component having an additional root mean square error of 2 mm. The 
repeated results for vehicles A and B are shown in Figs 4.19 and 4.20. The effect 
of including the random irregularities is shown to be to produce dynamic forces 
due to impacts of the, wheelsets and the rail which are largest at the leading 
wheelset. Also these are marginally worse for vehicle A because this vehicle 
moves more quickly into flange contact when entering the transition. 
It is shown therefore that in cases like this the actual design profile of the 
track can produce quite small steady state and transient forces, whereas the 
dynamic forces which result when considering real track profiles can be much 
greater. 
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4.10 Response at a Switch 
Fig 4.21 shows the typical features of a straightforward switch of the type 
used on BR. Because it is impractical to plane down a rail to give a tangential 
entry to the turnout direction an entry angle is unavoidable. This is followed by 
the planing radius, which is effective over the length of switch rail which is 
planed away, i. e. that part of the switch rail which is touching the stock rail. The 
radius then changes to the switch radius which is a tangential curve to the 
through straight track, and finally onto the turnout radius, which is chosen to 
give a crossing angle within a range of standard values and is often equal to the 
switch radius. The radius of the turnout curve can then begin. 
Planing 
Entry angle 
Planing Switch 
radius radius Turnout 
radius 
Fig. 4.21 Typical Switch Geometry Characteristics 
For the prediction of forces at a switch, the finite element model was used, 
for which it is possible to define the sleeper lateral support stiffnesses 
individually and the rail head lateral stiffness at each sleeper position. This 
would require in practise an elaborate measuring technique to evaluate the 
necessary parameters due to the complicated structure and also the large loads 
which would need to be applied to obtain a realistic loading situation. In order to 
provide a first indication of the important parameters which might be needed 
the values were estimated from a knowledge of the support conditions which 
exist, and their likely relationship to plain track, for which much more 
experimental data exists. 
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In the region of the switch toe the ballast stiffness is likely to be very 
similar to plain track, as the sleepers are of standard length. All the rail support 
also comes from the stock rail, as the switch rail simply rests against the stock 
rail and so the lateral rail stiffness is also taken to be equivalent to that on plain 
line for cases where the rail foot is fixed. At the end of the planing the lateral 
rail stiffness is assumed to have reached twice its base value whereas the ballast 
stiffness has remained approximately the same. The lateral bending rigidity of 
the rails however is increased to that of three rails, the open switch rail being 
considered to be free. 
Between the end of the planing and the heel blocks the rail is laterally 
restrained by propping the foot and web. This zone can therefore be expected 
also to possess an intermediate stiffness value. At the heel blocks the rail is held 
very rigidly indeed and thus will have a very high lateral stiffness. The number 
of rails effective in bending will also increase to four at this point. Beyond the 
heel blocks the track returns to normal construction and some rail flexibility 
will again be returned. The anticipated distribution of the parameters is 
therefore shown in Fig 4.22, the sleeper masses being derived from the weight of 
the sleeper, baseplates and rails. Although the increasing length of each timber 
bearer may increase the lateral ballast stiffness and damping slightly with 
distance, this effect is neglected. 
SWITCH ENTRY PLANING PLANING DISTANCE SWITCH SPEED 
TYPE ANGLE LENGTH RADIUS TOE TO HEEL RADIUS LIMIT 
(mrad) (m) (m) (m) (m) (mph) 
DV 6.455 5.2 367.05 12.4 331.7 30 
GV 2.856 11.6 1826.30 27.9 1650.4 70 
Table 4.3 Geometric Parameters for Two Typical Switches 
The dynamic properties were derived in this way for two typical switches, 
one designed for 30 mph (13.4 m/sec) and a second designed for 70 mph (31.3 
m/sec), for which the important geometric parameters are shown in Table 4.3. 
These are called types DV and GV respectively, the V indicating that the rails 
are mounted vertically instead of the normal rail inclination of 1 in 20 for plain 
line. 
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Rail head lateral stiffness 
kplain 
rail 
Track mass 
mplain track 
Track lateral bending stiffness 
Eltwo rails 
Lateral Ballast Stiffness and Damping Assumed Constant 
Fig. 4.22 Variation of Model Parameters at a Switch 
The results are presented for the vehicle referred to as vehicle B in the 
previous examples, which has a soft yaw suspension, the results for the other 
vehicle being not dramatically different as suggested by previous results. These 
are shown for the DV and GV switches respectively in Figs 4.23 and 4.24. There 
is a slight dynamic impact at the leading wheelset for the DV switch but 
apparently none in the case of the GV switch. There is also a very slight dynamic 
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augment in the area of the heel blocks due to the rapid increase in the lateral 
stiffness at this point. At the trailing wheelset there is very little evidence of 
dynamic forces as the wheelset avoids flange contact. 
These limited theoretical results obtained for switches seems to suggest 
that the highest dynamic forces are to be expected at the lower speed switches. 
The reasons why this may be so can be obtained by simplifying the consideration 
of the lateral impact which occurs. Where flange contact does occur at switch 
entry this is due to the inability of the wheelset to negotiate the entry angle. 
Thus the wheelset strikes the rail laterally with an approach velocity of 
approximately av where a is the switch toe angle and v the velocity of the 
vehicle. The mode of vibration which is principally excited by this impact is the 
oscillation of the wheelset on the track resilience which can be treated 
approximately as a single degree of freedom oscillator if the track mass is 
neglected. If the damping is also neglected in order to find the peak force which 
occurs due to the impact, it is straight forward to show that the peak force is 
given by: - 
P=a vN/k-m + creep force 
Where k is the effective track stiffness and m the unsprung mass. Under 
the assumption that these two values are constant for different switches and 
that the creep force would also be constant the peak force would be governed by 
the quantity av. This value can be summarised for a range of switches, having 
various design speeds as shown in Table 4.4. The formula presented also 
satisfies the apparent linear increase in force with angle and speed observed in 
the case of the lateral kinks studied earlier. . 
The design rules for switches used on BR are based upon some simple rules 
to establish equivalent curvatures and hence cant deficiency values for which 
certain limits are set for passenger comfort. These appear to result in a design 
which produces a lower value for the product av at higher speeds and therefore 
lower forces might be anticipated. 
Limited experimental data is available for the forces occüring at switches 
due to the difficulty in making such measurements. However Clark (54) did run 
a prototype high speed freight vehicle (for which the suspension parameters are 
those of vehicle B), fitted with load measuring wheelsets, through a variety of 
types of switch for which the measured dynamic impact forces are summarised 
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Switch 
Type 
Design Speed 
mph 
Design Speed 
m/s 
Entry Angle 
(mrad) 
Product 
au 
CV 30 13.4 9.311 116.4 
DV 35 15.6 6.455 89.7 
EV 45 20.1 5.308 103.0 
FV 55 24.6 4.467 105.4 
GV 70 31.3 2.856 91.1 
HV 100 44.7 1.576 70.0 
Table 4.4 Product av for a Range of Switches 
in Fig 4.25. There is a certain amount of scatter in the results but these seem to 
suggest fairly strongly that the forces occuring at the switches do in fact 
increase with speed and that the force levels are higher than so far predicted for 
the cases considered. 
It seems likely therefore, as with the case of the transition curve, that 
irregularities in the geometry could be affecting the forces produced. If such 
irregularities were of similar magnitude on all switches this would be expected 
to produce larger forces at the higher speeds. For this reason errors in the profile 
were introduced to the design geometry in the same way as for the transition 
curve, i. e. by adding to the profile an irregularity shape derived from typical 
track spectra. It is likely for the case of a switch that some of the irregularities 
may not be so random in nature due to wear or movement at the points of high 
forces which is a possibility that is not considered. The irregularity shape which 
has been added, however, is the same in principle as for the transition curve but 
with the addition of a purely random error at each bearer position to represent 
errors in construction of the switch. These are also assumed to have a mean of 0 
mm and standard deviation of 2 mm. 
The new results obtained for the DV and GV switches at their design 
speeds are shown in Figs 4.26 and 4.27 respectively. As with the case of the 
transition curve the force levels have been increased significantly by including 
track misalignments. These are now shown to produce much larger forces on the 
higher speed switch and the predicted maximum forces are more in line with the 
measured data, in fact exceeding those values by approximately 50% in both 
cases, suggesting that the irregularity sizes may have been slightly 
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Fig. 4.25 Summary of Measured Impact Forces at Switches 
overestimated. Due to the apparent importance of the additional irregularities 
at a switch, it would be worthwhile making measurements of existing switches 
to establish whether such levels of error in geometry are apparent. 
4.11 Experimental Verification 
Very little experimental work has been performed on the lateral dynamic 
forces at track irregularities. Therefore in the initial stages of development of 
the theoretical models an experiment was proposed in order to provide some 
experimental validation of the results obtained and assist in discovering the 
important features such models would require. 
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An experiment was therefore proposed to measure the track forces at a 
discrete lateral kink, as this was considered to be a most likely source of high 
lateral dynamic forces. The kink to be evaluated was required to be 
representative of the lateral irregularity which would be found at a switch. An 
actual switch was ruled out, however, due to the severe difficulty of measuring 
forces and displacements at such a location, and the extra complication required 
in the modelling. 
A kink was therefore placed in a piece of plain line on a BR Research 
Department test track such that the geometry was representative of that of a 
switch, and full instrumentation could be installed. This experiment was 
planned and executed by the author with on site assistance from staff of the BR 
Research Department and took place in late 1979. 
The experimental procedure and the results of the analysis and comparison 
with the theoretical modelling are presented in Appendix III. The results 
obtained were shown to be quantitavely very similar to the initial theoretical 
predictions but the impact forces measured were significantly smaller in 
magnitude. Subsequent analysis discovered various improvements to the model 
which dramatically improved the agreement, these were as follows: - 
i) Initially the design case geometry was used based upon an angular 
bend in two straight rails at the kink. Inclusion of the actual measured 
geometry of the track was shown to make a significant difference to 
the predicted force levels. This also tended to confirm some of the 
theoretical findings that differences in the profiles of switch geometry 
from the design case geometry could significantly affect-the forces. 
ii) The lateral vehicle dampers were originally modelled as linear viscous 
ones. In fact the dampers were actually non-linear having a 'blow off' 
feature to provide a limited maximum force value. When this feature 
was incorporated into the model a reduction in the peak dynamic force 
and damping of the wheelset was noticed. 
iii) A small effect was noticed due to the lateral flexibility of the wheel. 
When loaded in the laboratory the wheels were found to have an 
effective flexibility of wheel rim relative to the axle approximately 
equal to the lateral rail head bending stiffness. To incorporate this 
effect the rail head bending stiffness was adjusted to give the 
appropriate series stiffness value. This would not normally need to be 
included in practise, however, as the wheelsets used in the 
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experiments were spoked load measuring wheels which are less rigid 
than solid wheelsets. 
The results obtained therefore were found ultimately to agree very well 
with the theoretical model for the plain rail case thus meaning that the track 
model could be extended to the more complex case of a switch with a fair degree 
of confidence. 
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5. APPLICATION TO DETERIORATION OF TRACK GEOMETRY 
5.1 Introduction 
Deterioration of the vertical and lateral geometry of the track takes place 
due to settlement and disturbance of the ballast and subgrade, predominantly as 
a result of traffic. Uniform settlement or uniform shift in the lateral case would 
not in itself cause a deterioration in the quality of the track geometry, but it is 
the differential movements which result in a worsening of passenger ride and an 
increase in dynamic loads. Differential displacements can occur due to the 
general random nature of the settlement process and also due to the lack of 
straightness of the rails (57), but the major contributor to the problem is the 
vehicle dynamic loads. 
The result, of this reduction of track quality as far as railway permanent 
way engineers are concerned is a large maintenance overhead. Main line 
railway tracks need attention to geometry typically every six or nine months 
which requires posession of the track for the maintenance machinery, thus 
disrupting services and incurring large costs. The main benefit to be gained, 
therefore, from studying the deterioration of geometry and finding ways in 
which it could be reduced, would be a saving of some of these costs. This could be 
achieved in a number of ways, for instance: - 
i) By discovering the elements of the track structure which affect the 
deterioration process and helping to improve track design. 
ii) By doing the same for the vehicles and thus enabling the vehicle 
designer to evaluate the cost benefits of various suspension design 
options. 
The track and vehicle design could also be optimised in this way by trading 
off cost savings in track maintenance against the cost of superior vehicle 
suspensions such as active suspensions. 
In the past the deterioration of. the vertical geometry has been the main 
area of concern. The reason for this being that under present conditions the 
vertical geometry has deteriorated the most rapidly and the lateral geometry 
has thus been maintained as a matter of course during vertical maintenance 
operations. Two reasons why this may not nessarily be the case in the future, 
-1o- 
however, have initiat. ed more interest in the consideration of lateral geometric 
deterioration also. The first reason is the possible introduction of tilting trains 
on the BR network which can curve at high cant deficiencies and hence with 
higher lateral forces. The second reason is the development of a new method of 
vertical track maintenance known as pneumatic ballast injection (35). 
Essentially this method uses measured quantities of fine ballast particles 
injected under compressed air pressure beneath a sleeper which has first been 
lifted to the desired height. This is in contrast to the existing tamping method 
which uses vibrating tines to squeeze ballast underneath the raised sleeper thus 
disturbing the already compacted ballast bed. The new method therefore offers 
an improvement in the vertical maintenance interval and may mean in future 
that maintenance cycles could be governed in more areas by considerations of 
lateral geometry. 
Certain work has been done on the deterioration of geometry as described 
in Chapter 1, this has also related almost exclusively to considerations of 
vertical deterioration. The most sophisticated modelling to date appears to the 
work described in Ref. 42 in which the vehicle and track were modelled as 
unsprung mass and lumped spring, mass and damping respectively. This 
Chapter will therefore study some of the possible implications of the improved 
vehicle and track modelling upon rates of deterioration of geometry. 
5.2 Prediction of the Deterioration of Vertical Track Geometry 
A reasonably simple method has been developed for predicting the likely 
rate of deterioration of vertical track geometry under prescribed conditions. It is 
not intended as a method for predicting absolute values but more as a relative 
indicator in order to consider the various track and vehicle models proposed and 
suggest what areas of further work may be appropriate. 
As a basis for the study the dynamic calculation of Chaper 3 is used which 
essentially is able to predict the wheel/rail forces- which result from various 
vehicle and track combinations to prescribed track geometry. The work of 
Shenton (39) suggests that the rate of settlement of a sleeper is governed by the 
maximum dynamic load experienced by the sleeper and the number of 
applications of load. A four axle vehicle for example is considered to apply four 
seperate loading cycles. The relationship between load and settlement (S) is 
given by: - 
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A 
-5.1 S= K80((0.69+0.028L)N0.2+2.7X10-6N) 
KS is a known sleeper factor (typically 1.1 for BR concrete sleepers), Ae is 
an equivalent axle load, L is the lift at a tamping operation if applicable and N is 
the number of cycles. 
The equivalent axle load, therefore, allows the effect of mixtures of traffic 
to be included, and in this case is used to calculate the effective axle load from 
the individual axles of the vehicle being studied. Ae can be calculated by 
equating amounts of settlement for a fixed number of cycles of one load to a 
different number of cycles of a different load, resulting in the expression: - 
AiN1+A2N2+A3N3+...... 0.2 
A( -5.2 
e\ N1+N2+N3+..... 
The main problem therefore represents one of finding the maximum load 
experienced by each individual sleeper. In the dynamic models developed so far 
this required two additional features to be included. The first of these was a 
calculation of the sleeper/ballast force beneath the load, which was calculated 
from the impluse response of the sleeper layer due to a load at the rail head. The 
second requirement was a knowledge of the distribution of the force along the 
track. This latter was assumed to be given by the static beam on Winkler 
foundation relationship. The analysis of Chapter 2 showed that this was 
reasonably accurate, in fact as the static force also needs to be taken in to 
consideration it is generally the case that the maximum force occurs when the 
wheel is directly over the sleeper. 
The maximum force at prescribed sleeper postions (which were taken to be 
0.7 m apart in keeping with BR practise) was therefore calculated in this way 
and the settlement calculated from equations 5.2 and 5.1 for some prescribed 
number of axles. This allowed a new profile to be calculated representing the 
deteriorated profile after the specified traffic had passed. Strictly of course the 
new profile would result in different vehicle dynamic forces but this effect was 
neglected for this exercise. To include this feature would require that the 
calculation proceeded in a step by step manner taking small groups of axles at a 
time and recalculating the geometry after each step. 
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The pre and post traffic profiles were both transformed into the frequency 
domain by calculating the discrete Fourier spectrum of each profile. This implies 
periodic data, thus the profiles analysed were considered to be repeating 
continously. In the case of a dipped rail weld taken over a single rail length this 
is of course very close to the truth, the only difference being that successive weld 
angles would vary. 
The standard deviation of the profile before and after traffic was also 
calculated, which is the usual indicator of track quality used on BR. This, when 
long wavelengths are filtered out, is shown to give a reasonable indication of 
vehicle ride quality (36). 
In the cases considered the track is assumed to possess uniform settlement 
qualities which would be more representative of a new ballast situation rather 
than the case of post tamping. The object of the exercise, however, is to study the 
vehicle effects upon the deterioration. 
5.3 Results 
Effect of Track Model at a Dipped Weld: Results were obtained first of all for 
the case of a dipped rail weld as studied earlier, based upon the 25t axle load 
freight vehicle. The vehicle was represented in all cases by the full vehicle model 
with the following track models also considered: - 
i) Infinite track model without pads (single layer), 'standard' track 
parameters. 
ii) Lumped parameter track model representing 'standard' track with 
standard rail pads and no Hertzian contact effects. 
iii) Standard track parameters but with rail pad layer also included 
having 'standard' pad parameters. 
iv) Standard track parameters with 'soft' pad layer. 
The results of the calculations for the four cases are shown in Figs 5.1-5.4. 
Considering Fig 5.1 first of all the output is essentially the same as the standard 
force prediction model with various additions. Two track profiles are now 
presented representing the initial profile and the profile resulting after the 
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specified amount of traffic, the average settlement caused by the static axle load 
effect being first removed. In this case the examples were calculated using 
200,000 vehicles representing 20 MGT (million gross tonnes) of 25t axle load 
traffic which is a typical annual figure for a heavily used main line. 
The additional record on each wheelset force history plot (only the leading 
bogie results are plotted) is the history of maximum sleeper/ballast force at each 
position assuming that a sleeper is situated at each of these points. When the 
calculation of deterioration is made these forces are sampled at sleeper spacing 
intervals thus resulting in a slight dependence on the sleeper positions. 
The final graph plotted is the spectrum (Fourier transform) of the initial 
and final profiles plotted against the spacial frequency in cycles/m with an 
indication of the respective standard deviations. Considering Fig 5.1, therefore, 
it can be seen that only a proportion of the peak force which occurs at the dip 
actually appears at the sleeper/ballast interface. Referring back to Chapter 2 it 
would be anticipated that approximately 50% of the force associated with 
wheelset vibration would be transmitted and a very much smaller percentage of 
the higher frequency component. 
The resulting profile therefore shows a much increased vertical 
irregularity at the weld due to the high impact forces which occur there. When 
viewed in the frequency domain the profile is shown to have, deteriorated at all 
spacial frequencies as would be anticipated. The shortest wavelength which is 
transferred to the ballast is around 0.8m (1.25 cycles/m) which is governed by 
the wavelength of bending of the beam on Winkler foundation and by the sleeper 
spacing. 
In the case with lumped parameters as shown in Fig 5.2 the response is 
shown to be essentially similar but with the elimination of the high frequency 
response. This results in slightly lower ballast forces and a corresponding 
reduction in the amount of deterioration predicted. 
The case with standard rail pads introduced (Fig 5.3) interestingly results 
in a greater amount of predicted deterioration of geometry than the previous two 
cases. The high freqency force amplitude is reduced for this case but the analysis 
of Chapter 2 showed that this would represent a mode of vibration having a 
resonance around 175 Hz and that this mode would result in some small transfer 
of force to the ballast level. This appears to be the case and the maximum ballast 
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force at the weld turns out to be approximately 20% greater at the leading 
wheelset than the case without rail pads at all. The amount of increase in 
standard deviation which results is also 50% higher. 
In the case with soft rail pads (Fig. 5.4) the high frequency component of 
wheel/rail and track forces are virtually eliminated and the predicted 
deterioration of geometry is less in this case than for the case with standard 
pads. The deterioration is still greater in this case, however, than in that with 
no pads at all. 
If the single layer model is considered as a two layer model with very stiff 
pads it appears that reducing the pad stiffness initially causes worse 
sleeper/ballast forces and hence greater deterioration of geometry, which then 
reduces with softer rail pads. This appears to be caused by two conflicting 
effects, the first is a reduction in the wheel/rail force amplitude as pad stiffness 
reduces, and the second is an increase in the transfer of wheel/rail force to the 
ballast as the highest natural frequency of vibration reduces with reducing pad 
stiffness. The effective amount of damping in the system may also be playing a 
part. It appears, therefore, that there will be a worst value of pad stiffness for 
deterioration of geometry considerations and the present standard pad stiffness 
may be close to this value. 
Effect of Traffic Types: The model was also run with various types of traffic 
with the track model being kept the same (i. e. standard track parameters with 
standard pads). The vehicles considered were as follows: - 
i) The typical primary suspension freight vehicle used previously 
having design case parameters and a maximum speed of 60 mph. 
ii) The same vehicle in a 'worn' state having twice the design friction 
level. 
iii) The same vehicle assumed to be fitted with viscous dampers 
providing a damping ratio of 0.25 to critical for the body bounce 
modes. 
iv) A simple unsprung mass (equivalent to the freight vehicle 
unsprung mass) representing the effect of a much simplified 
vehicle model. This case is also of interest as it represents the 
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optimum level of vehicle mode isolation the vehicle designer could 
hope to achieve. 
v) A high speed locomotive at a maximum speed of 125 mph. 
vi) A passenger coach at a maximum speed of 125 mph. 
The axle loads were 25t in the case of the freight vehicles, 17t for the 
locomotive and 8.5t for the passenger coach. 
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Fig. 5.5 Summary of Predicted Deterioration at a Dipped Weld 
The results over a range of speeds are summarised in Fig 5.5 for the case 
once again of a dipped rail weld. Considering firstly the freight vehicles it can be 
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seen that an increasing rate of deterioration is seen with speed in most cases. 
The vehicle causing the least amount of increased track standard deviation was 
the unsprung mass only. The worst vehicle produced 30% more deterioration 
than this case illustrating once again the importance of considering the vehicle 
modes. 
It is also apparent that the viscous damped vehicle produced the least 
amount of track deterioration of the real vehicles. The two friction damped 
vehicles gave the most deterioration, although interestingly these curves cross 
over such that the vehicle with the largest friction level produces the lesser 
deterioration at 60 mph but not at 40 mph. This appears to be caused by the non- 
linear response of these vehicles and the design case geometry considered which 
produces a very well defined forcing function unlike a true random track profile. 
The range of track standard deviation results obtained, therefore, cover a 
range of about 30%. In terms of track maintenance requirements this range 
would be even greater due to the shallow slope of the standard deviation/number 
of cycles curve at large numbers of axles (Fig 5.6). 
Track standard 
Deviation 
_Target 
Track 
Quality 
Maintenance 
Interval A 
Maintenance 
Interval B 
Number of Axles 
Fig. 5.6 Vertical Track Geometry Related to Maintenance Interval 
Traffic B 
Traffic A 
The high speed passenger vehicles show a similar rate of deterioration to 
the freight vehicles at lower speeds and the amount of deterioration then 
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appears to continue broadly linearly with increasing speed. Despite the much 
lower axle load of the passenger coach the increase in standard deviation is not a 
great deal less than that of the locomotive indicating the dominance of the 
dynamic component of track force and the importance of unsprung mass (which 
is 37% less for the coach). Also at the highest speeds the unsprung mass 
vibration begins to appear more significantly in the track spectrum due to the 
longer wavelength and the reduced filtering effect of the track. Thus in order to 
increase speed still further it would be particularly beneficial to reduce the 
unsprung mass. 
Besides considering the deterioration of geometry of an idealised dipped 
weld the method developed can also be used to predict the rate of deterioration of 
measured track profiles. The case considered as an illustrative example is a 55 
m length (four 18.3 m rails) of average quality track. The two layer model with 
standard parameters was used as before although in this case the profile was 
defined by vertical co-ordinates at 0.1 m intervals thus reducing the effects of 
higher frequency loads. A reduced range of vehicles from the previous case was 
also considered. 
The summary of the increase in standard deviation of the profile after 
200,000 vehicles is shown in Fig 5.7. The initial standard deviation in this case 
was 2.55 mm. The amount of increase in standard deviation predicted in this 
case is generally less than in the case of the idealised weld profile, reflecting the 
rather severe nature of that particular irregularity. The vehicles, however, are 
generally ranked in the same order as for that situation. 
The main difference with the typical track profile situation is the spectral 
content which contains a greater distribution of wavelengths having no 
particular phase reationship. Under these circumstances the fictitious vehicle 
consisting purely of an unsprung mass is significantly better than the other 
vehicles. The freight vehicle with a high friction level in this case causes some 
290% additional deterioration. It is interesting to note also that the vehicle with 
the lower friction level is not dramatically better than the one with twice the 
design level of friction. It appears that at low speeds the friction is not broken 
out on either vehicle thus resulting in a similar response. At the highest speeds 
the friction is broken out on both vehicles and once again the response of each 
vehicle is rather similar. It is only therefore at intermediate speeds (and just 
what speed this will be is governed by the track quality) that the vehicles differ 
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Fig. 5.7 Vertical Deterioration Caused by Various Vehicle Types 
on Typical Track 
significantly due to the friction level not being exceeded on the high friction 
vehicle. 
The results for the two levels of friction damping at an intermediate speed 
(40 mph) are shown in Figs 5.8 and 5.9. It can be seen for this speed that the 
force amplitudes differ quite significantly and that this is reflected in the 
deteriorated track spectra which result. Also various peaks are seen to dominate 
the track spectra which appear at similar spacial frequencies in each case. 
The dominant wavelength which appears in the spectrum appears to be 
that due to the body bounce mode on the locked friction damper at a frequency of 
8.8 Hz or a wavelength in this case of 2m (0.5 cycles/m). This also happens to 
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coincide with the wheel spacing on the bogies meaning that the force history 
from each wheelset is in phase, causing a particularly dominant wave of this 
wavelength to appear in the profile. Furthermore the non-linear summation 
function for the average force per vehicle and the filtering effect of the force 
distribution on the track result in harmonics of this wavelength appearing at 
higher spacial frequencies. The first is clearly apparent at 0.9 cycles/m but 
higher ones are filtered by the discrete sleeper spacing and will also be aliassed 
to appear at lower spacial frequencies. 
A further peak in the spectrum appears at 0.36 cycles/m which corresponds 
to a frequency of 6.4 Hz or a wavelength of 2.8m. This does not correspond to any 
of the natural frequencies of the vehicle and thus also has appeared as a result of 
non-linear effects. In fact it can be shown that this is caused by summing in a 
non-linear fashion (by equation 5.2), four time histories which are essentially 
similar but shifted in phase. In a linear calculation no component of the vehicle 
dimensions would remain, but in this case a component of bogie wheel centres 
appears in the spectrum, the peak of which does not necessarily coincide with 
that dimension. This is also noticeable in some of the other deteriorated track 
spectra, including those from dipped welds. 
The final case studied is that of the high speed locomotive at 125mph (55.9 
m/sec) for which the results are shown in Fig 5.10. The most immediately 
noticeable feature of the detoriorated profile in this case is the large amount of 
settlement at the welds (at 8m, 27m and 45m) due to the combination of high 
speed and high unsprung mass. This results, as in the idealised weld case, in a 
significant component of deterioration at the longer wavelengths, more so than 
with the freight vehicles, and these longer wavelengths would be expected to 
have an effect upon passenger comfort. Harmonics of the rail lengths also appear 
further up the spectrum in line with the peaks normally found in measured 
track spectra. The natural frequency of the wheelset around 56 Hz also produces 
a small contribution to the total spectrum at 1 cycle/m. 
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5.4 Prediction of the Deterioration of Lateral Geometry 
As described earlier there does not appear to have been any attempts to 
produce a theoretical model of lateral track deterioration in the past and thus 
the work presented here represents an initial look at the problem in order to 
obtain some preliminary results. The modelling is based around the theoretical 
methods developed for the prediction of the lateral forces and also upon the 
empirical relationship suggested from measurements made so far on the lateral 
movement of track due to traffic. 
In a summary of the work performed on BR, Gilchrist (44) offered 
empirical relationships for the lateral permanent displacement of track as a 
function of lateral to vertical load ratio and also as a function of number of 
applications as presented in Chapter 1. These can be combined as follows: - 
8«2.1'°"N0.25 -5.3 
Where LIP is the lateral to vertical force ratio and N is the number of 
cycles. This expression has certain similarities with that used for the vertical 
case with the exception that a function of LIP describes the effect of force and 
that the power of N is 0.25 as opposed to 0.2 in the vertical case. From the data 
presented a mean constant of proportionality of 0.0324 was derived for 8 in mm. 
For mixed lateral loads an equivalent value of the function 2.1VP can also 
be implied by analogy with the vertical case and is given by: - 
ci°UPi 2.1 
40L 1/P 1+2.1 40L2'P 2 +2.1 
40L3/P 3 +..... )O. 25 
2.1 e= 
N1+N2+N3...... 
-5.4 
The expressions given were therefore used in conjunction with the finite 
element lateral track model from which the lateral sleeper forces can easily be 
obtained. The vertical sleeper forces were calculated on the assumption of a 
static beam on Winkler foundation distribution from which the force can be 
calculated at a given sleeper for any position of a wheel. To this value the self 
weight forces were also added, and the permanent lateral sleeper movements 
obtained for each sleeper. The examples which have been produced are 
calculations of the deterioration at discrete lateral kinks and for this case the 
maximum lateral settlement was recorded as well as the standard deviation of 
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the settlements of all the sleepers. The standard deviation of the original profile 
was not calculated as this has little relevance for the case of a kink in two 
straight rails. Once again the effect of the new geometry in modifying the lateral 
forces was not considered in these initial calculations. 
The calculations were once again performed for 200,000 vehicles, these 
being based upon the two four wheeled freight vehicles studied earlier with 
differing yaw suspensions. 
5.5 Results 
Effect of Vehicle Parameters at a Lateral Kink: The results from the model 
developed were calculated for the same range of kink angles and speeds as was 
studied in Chapter 4 with the same vehicles referred to as A and B. The forces 
predicted were therefore the same. An additional case which was also studied 
was the effect of a vehicle having reduced unsprung mass as this can be expected 
to be a contributory factor to the lateral deterioration of geometry as well as the 
vertical. The results presented in Fig 5.11 show a summary of the maximum 
permanent lateral displacement (which was always close to the kink) and the 
standard deviation of the resulting permanent displacement. The results 
obtained for vehicle B having a softer yaw suspension were in fact extremely 
similar to those for vehicle A, due to the lateral impact forces being very similar 
as shown earlier, for this reason only one set of results are presented for clarity. 
The results show a rapid rise in lateral movement of the track with kink 
angle and with speed. The 5 mrad kink appears to be quite stable as far as speed 
effects are concerned. This is presumably because significant flange contact does 
not occur on any of the vehicles within the range of speeds considered. The 
suggestion that flange contact is an important consideration is also reinforced 
by the results obtained for the vehicle with reduced unsprung mass. These show 
that at the higher speed/larger angle combination benefits are obtained from a 
reduced unsprung mass due to the reduced dynamic load. The deteriorated 
profile predicted for vehicle A negotiating the 10mrad kink at 60 mph is shown 
in Fig 5.12. 
The results obtained were also compared to the limits proposed by 
Prud'homme (43) as described in Chapter 1. The relationship for the critical 
lateral load (L) at which large lateral movements occur was given by: - 
L= A(P+Po ) 
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A is a coefficient as described in Chapter 1 which taken for the average 
conditions here was assumed to have a value of 0.45, P is the vertical load and Po 
is a constant generally having a value around 4 tonne. This gives for the case in 
question a value for L of approximately 95 kN. For the worst case considered 
above, the maximum lateral load was 60 kN and thus well inside this limit. The 
predictions of lateral movement made for this case, however, would be 
considered quite large by normal track standards. The results obtained, 
therefore, seem to conflict with the results of Prud'homme, which suggest that 
negligible lateral movements would be found below the critical load although 
measured BR data was also shown to conflict with those results. 
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Fig 5.12 Deterioration of Geometry at a 10mrad. Lateral Kink: 
Vehicle B at 60mph 
A further case which was considered was track with a lateral kink as 
already considered but also having additional random track irregularities. The 
typical spectral density of lateral alignment described in Chapter 2 was used to 
create a lateral alignment profile having a standard deviation of 2 mm in a 
similar way to which the transition curve data was modified in Chapter 4. This 
was added to the original kinked straight rail profile and the deterioration 
calculation performed. Once again there was little difference between the 
vehicles A and B and so the former results are not presented. The summary of 
the results is shown in Fig 5.13. The results are in fact shown to be very similar 
to the ones obtained previously without random irregularities with the worst 
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case showing a permanent lateral movement only 7% higher than the case 
without random irregularities. This small increase therefore suggests that the 
discrete irregularity is causing flange contact to occur and hence causeslateral 
track shifting. Random irregularities in this instance have little additional 
effect because they do not on their own cause additional flange contact, and 
hence large dynamic forces, to occur. 
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6. SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
Various models of vehicle and track have been studied and their suitability 
for evaluating the loads due to dynamic vehicle/track interaction forces have 
been investigated. The problem, whether viewed in the lateral or the vertical 
plane consists of a vehicle, having multiple degree of freedom, which travels 
along an infinite elastic, resiliently supported beam having surface 
irregularities. The fact that the vehicle is moving along the beam has been 
shown to have little effect on the response of the system, other than of course to 
provide the forcing input. Other features which are shown to have little 
influence upon the response in a railway track situation are the shear and 
rotatory inertia effects, it is only at extremely high frequencies that the bending 
wavelengths in the rail are sufficiently small to require consideration of these 
terms. 
When considering the vertical response of the track, therefore, a model of 
an infinite beam on elastic support is considered. Resilience is provided by a rail 
pad layer between rail and sleepers, and by the ballast and foundation flexibility 
beneath the sleepers. When analysed in the frequency domain with a stationary 
harmonic load, such a model is shown to possess most of the features of a two 
degree of freedom system, displaying two resonant modes of vibration 
corresponding to an in phase and an out of phase response of rail and sleepers. 
Such a model appears to be capable of predicting the track response up to a 
frequency of around 200Hz, depending mainly upon the pad parameters. For 
many railway dynamics problems this is perfectly adequate, particularly when 
considering track foundation and component effects which are shown for typical 
track irregularities not to experience significant components of force with 
frequency higher than this level. For higher frequency considerations, however, 
such as wheel/rail noise and rail corrugation studies, models of the track 
including higher modes, for example of wheelsets and sleepers are likely to be 
required. 
A time domain solution of the whole vertical vehicle/track system has also 
been obtained which allows non-linearities in the wheel/rail contact conditions 
and vehicle suspension to be included. When considering the vertical wheel/rail 
forces at the discrete irregularity at a rail weld, significant forces due to the 
impact of the unsprung mass are found, in keeping with the discoveries of other 
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workers in this area. The high frequency (P1) component is strongly governed by 
the properties of the pad layer and with very soft pads is very nearly eliminated. 
Under these conditions good approximation to the wheel/rail forces can be 
obtained from equivalent lumped parameter models of the track which offer 
advantages in the computation of the results. Such simplified models are quite 
suited to the prediction of the forces from measured track profiles which is less 
easy with the more complex models. 
Aspects of the response of the vehicles have also been shown to be 
important in terms of forces on the track. Modes of vibration of the vehicle 
components such as body and bogies do result in significant contributions to 
wheel/rail forces. In the case of dipped rail welds vertical excitation of the body 
of a bogie vehicle usually results in larger impact forces at the trailing wheelset 
than at the leading. Pitching of the bogie also applies forces either side of the 
weld irregularity. Furthermore a particular feature of freight vehicles which 
causes significant forces on the track is damping by friction. This is used almost 
universally on freight vehicles in one form or another and has particular 
consequences when poor design or state of wear allows friction levels to become 
large. Under these conditions lightly damped oscillatory forces up to the friction 
level are shown to prevail almost continuously. Interestingly the forces on poor 
track or at discrete irregularities are generally not significantly larger than 
those due to vehicles with better quality suspensions but on good track there is a 
large difference. 
The predictions made from the vertical models developed have been used to 
study a particular track damage mechanism which is strongly governed by the 
vehicle/track interaction forces, namely the deterioration of geometry. By 
extending the modelling in a fairly simple manner to also predict the settlement 
from the track forces by the use of some empirical relationships it has been 
possible to indicate how some of the refinements of the modelling would affect a 
real railway problem. Predictions have been made once again for the differential 
settlement of a rail weld and also for a typical track profile. 
It was shown that the best results are obtained when the rail pad layer is 
included in the track model. The results showed that for track deterioration 
considerations at a dipped weld soft pads or very stiff pads both in fact resulted 
in a lower rate of deterioration of geometry than pads with an intermediate 
stiffness value. Essentially this was because dynamic response of the sleeper at 
higher frequencies was the least under these conditions. The vehicle modes of 
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vibration were once again shown to be important and to make a significant 
contribution to the rate of deterioration. These modes could actually produce 
discrete peaks in the spectrum of track profile which would be most likely to 
occur in practise on sites where large numbers of similar vehicles run at the 
same speed. Certainly such apparent effects can be seen in some measured track 
spectra. 
The non-linear additive effect of the settlement mechanism also tends to 
result in a component of wheel spacing appearing in the spectrum of the track 
profile. The interesting fact being that this wavelength becomes slightly 
corrupted due to the non-linear effects. As a large number of freight vehicles 
have 2m bogie centres this might be expected to appear also in measured track 
spectra. Such discrete wavelengths have in fact been noticed, but these have 
normally been attributed in the past to rail rolling defects. 
There is little doubt, therefore, that although simpler models of the vehicle 
and track can give some useful results, the most important features of the 
dynamic vehicle/track interaction problem can only be considered fully with the 
more elaborate models. 
The track models developed for the lateral case have certain essential 
similarities with those used for the vertical modelling. The track can be 
considered to behave as a beam on elastic foundation laterally supported by the 
ballast resilience as in the vertical case, but the rail pad layer is replaced by a 
lateral flexibility of the rail head relative to the foot. In fact it is shown that the 
flexibility of the rail in this mode can be replaced quite simply by a lumped 
spring without any apparent loss of accuracy in the modelling, due to the low 
inertia and damping in the rail layer. Analysis of lateral models of the track 
have also suggested that the higher frequency response need not be as good as in 
the vertical case, the reason for this being that the higher mode of the track in 
which sleepers and rail head move in anti-phase is in practise very heavily 
damped. Very good representation of wheel/rail forces in plain track situations 
can therefore be obtained by the use of lumped parameter track models. 
Non-linearities of the vehicle and wheel/rail contact conditions also exist 
in the lateral case and for this reason a time stepping integration method of 
solution has also been used for the lateral vehicle/track interaction modelling. 
When using such methods to consider the response of vehicle and track to 
discrete lateral irregularities certain similarities are found to the vertical case, 
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the most noticeable being that impact of the wheelset upon the lateral resilience 
of the track causes a decaying oscillatory dynamic force. This is somewhat 
similar in character to the vertical P2 force but depending upon track conditions 
has a natural frequency of around 15 Hz in contrast to the vertical case which 
occurs around 40-50 Hz. Damping of this particular mode can come from the 
track, but also from creepage forces on the non flange contacting wheel, the 
influence of which becomes small if the lateral creepages are sufficiently large 
for sliding to take place. 
The special case of a switch has been modelled by means of a finite element 
representation of the track, in order to reasonably accurately represent the 
variation of the parameters which would occur at such a complicated structure. 
The effects of assumed variations in these parameters are generally shown to be 
small for design case geometry. Where flange contact generally only occurs at 
the switch toe the anticipated force levels were also shown to be small when 
based upon design case geometry but the forces increased rapidly when errors of 
alignment were assumed. This was particularly true of the higher speed 
switches. 
The work performed in this area would particularly benefit from 
measurement of parameters and geometry at a variety of switches. Dynamic 
parameters are very difficult to measure under realistic excitation conditions 
but static stiffness measurements would be a useful beginning. The geometry is 
also an important aspect, it is obviously not easy to install and maintain such 
components to fine tolerances, but it is anticipated that the methods developed 
can give a good indication of the likely benefits of improved geometry. 
The models have also been extended in the lateral case to model 
deterioration of geometry in a fairly simple manner. The results obtained, 
however, give some useful pointers to the causes of unacceptable lateral track 
geometry. Essentially the steering ability of the vehicle is important to avoid 
lateral flange contact of the wheels. However, at discrete or short wavelength 
irregularities flange contact cannot be avoided and the steering ability of the 
vehicle has little effect. Under these conditions the dynamic impact forces, and 
hence the permanent lateral movement of the track is strongly influenced by the 
wheelset mass and track parameters. Under flange contact conditions the rate of 
track deterioration increases rapidly with irregularity size. This would occur of 
course at discrete irregularities in straight track and also most likely at 
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irregularities in curves negotiated at high cant de! ficiency in which case the 
outer wheels would already be in partial flange contact. 
To study more thoroughly the lateral deterioration of geometry, and 
particularly the effect upon passenger ride, the model should be modified to 
handle bogie vehicles also. The connection between standard deviation of 
alignment and ride is also both difficult to define and not clear. The model offers 
the possibility to analyse accelerations of vehicle body and hence predict 
passenger ride quality more directly by defining a ride index for a given profile. 
Suggestions for Further Work: Having gathered knowledge on the 
importance of some of the input parameters to the model, work is now required 
to establish more accurately some of these properties as they appear in railway 
vehicles and track. The properties of the pads for example are shown be quite 
important but little data actually exists on the characteristics of these materials 
as used in track. These are very difficult to measure of course because 
temperature, pre-load, frequency and amplitude of excitation can all effect the 
stiffness and damping properties of rubber and synthetic materials. On the 
vehicle side measurements are required of the friction levels in freight vehicle 
suspensions, as the limited amount of experimental data suggests that in 
practise the levels may be too high. This is shown theoretically to have an 
important effect on the track forces and track damage. 
_ 
Validation exercises should also be performed to study some of the aspects 
of deterioration of geometry which have been discovered. The dynamic force 
model has in fact also been combined with a more complex deterioration model 
which includes effects of rail straightness, void generation beneath sleepers and 
change of dynamic loads with traffic. Although the amount of settlement 
predicted is expected to be more accurate with this model the general 
conclusions which can be drawn from the more complex model are the same as 
with the simpler model. 
The vertical modelling of track forces and deterioration are also being used 
in financial models of track damage, not just for deterioration of geometry but 
also to predict the forces influencing rail and rail weld failures and sleeper 
damage which are other sources of track maintenance costs. The models were 
used to establish likely track maintenance cost changes of future traffic and 
speed options on the East Coast and West Coast Main Lines on which traction 
policy decisions have now been made. 
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There is no doubt that in the past more work has been performed on the 
vertical vehicle/track interaction than on the lateral. The work described has, 
however, gone some way towards redressing this balance. This modelling is also 
in need now of measurements of the track and vehicle parameters, particularly 
track geometry measurements at discrete irregularities and switches. 
Furthermore a part of the switch structure has been neglected up to now, 
namely the crossing at the intersection of the two rails. This is a combined 
vertical and lateral problem which would be a complex problem to approach, but 
again would offer potential benefits from improved design. 
The model as developed can hopefully be used to influence the future 
design of switch and crossing works, particularly with respect to specifying 
tolerances on geometry. An experiment to measure parameters and forces at a 
switch with measured geometry would now be a worthwhile exercise. 
A more thorough model of lateral deterioration may be useful. The present 
model does tend to agree in broad terms with measurements of subjective 
passenger ride (58) in that it appears to be an occasional large irregularity as 
opposed to the general continuous random irregularities which passengers 
object to. The model could therefore indicate, in the case of increased vertical 
maintenance intervals, how many more discrete irregularities are likely to 
increase to an unacceptable size. This type of occasional discrete irregularity 
would not be clearly detected by the present track measurement system (i. e. the 
measurement of filtered PSDs of 200 m sections) and it is therefore questionable 
whether such a method is an ideal measure of lateral track quality. Again this 
could be investigated by modelling. 
It is clear, therefore, that there are plenty of potential applications for the 
work performed, and some have already been demonstrated. The annual 
maintenance and renewal costs for permanent way in 1984 on the BR network 
were over £350m, it is apparent from this, therefore, that there is plenty of scope 
for cost savings as a result of such improved knowledge. For this reason some of 
the developments of the modelling methods outlined are under way, but more 
importantly the results are now being used to influence vehicle and track design 
and maintenance policy for the future. 
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APPENDIX I 
DERIVATION OF PARAMETERS FOR LUMPED PARAMETER 
TRACK MODELS 
I. 1 Beam on Winkler Foundation 
Equivalent lumped parameters can be obtained by comparing the solution 
for a beam on Winkler foundation to that for a single degree of freedom 
oscillator. For the former the differential equation is: - 
a4z a2a az 
El- +mt 
ate 
+cf 
at 
+kil = PoetcatS(x) -I. 
1 
for which the particular solution can be assumed to be of the form: - 
z(x, t) = z(x)eiwt 
Therefore substituting in I. 1 gives: - 
EI 
dx 
4 
+(k f-mtw2+iwcf)i = 
P0S(x) 
This is recognised as being equivalent to the equation of a static beam on 
Winkler foundation for which the standard solution can be used viz: - 
Fß 
2h e- 
(cos ßx+sin ßx) 
Where k=k f- miw2+ iwcf 
0.25 
and(4E1) 
from which it is possible to derive the receptance of the system H1(w) as follows: - 
1 F. 0Qiwt 
2k 
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21 
)1/4 
H (ca) 
1 4EI(k j-mtw2+i(jcf)3 
3/ 4 m w2 iwcf Y 
-I. 2 2k kf 
+kf 
where p is the static equivalent of ß usually known as the characteristic 
wavelength. The expression 1.2 is now compared to what would be obtained for a 
single degree of freedom oscillator for which the equation of motion is given by: - 
Mii+C? +Krz = poei'e 
The receptance for this system is easily derived and is given by: - 
1 
H2((0) =2 
(K1-M, w +iwCf) 
Equivalent parameters can therefore be obtained by expanding equation 1.2 in 
Maclaurin series form to give: - 
H1(co) = 
ß 
2k -1.3 
1_3 
mtw2 
+3 
iwcf 
- 
mtw2 
+ 
iwcf 2 
.... . 4k4k 32\ k k/ ffff 
If terms higher than cat are neglected and the respective receptances are 
equated the following relationships can be established: - 
2kf 
. I. 4 
fß 
3 m1 
-I. 5 
2(3 
c 
3cj 
-1.6 
f 2ß 
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It can be shown for typical parameters (by comparing expressions 1.2 and 
1.3) that at frequencies up to 100 Hz the agreement is better than 10% in both 
the real (dynamic stiffness) and imaginary (damping) terms. 
1.2 Two Layer Beam on Winkler Foundation 
In the case of the two layer model applied to the vertical case, derivation of 
equivalent parameters is not so straightforward. Equivalent parameters can be 
derived but explicit expressions such as those above cannot. An alternative 
approach can be taken, however, as the lumped model is only required to 
represent the fundamental mode of vibration of the track, which can be assumed 
to be approximated by the static deflected shape. Expression 1.4 is also valid 
under static conditions and it is reasonable to assume that expressions I. 4 to 1.6 
could be used to calculate lumped parameters if equivalent distributed 
parameters could be obtained for the two layer and single layer infinite models. 
EI, mr 
kp, ci 
MS 
k1, c 
Fig. 1.1 Equivalent Single Layer and Two Layer Models 
ke, ce 
Considering the two models shown in Fig I. 1 equivalent expressions can be 
derived by considerations of the energy in the components of each system while 
undergoing simple harmonic motion. The strain energy in the springs over an 
elemental width 8x is given by: - 
k Sx z2 E= 
2 
El, me 
ke Sx z2 kP Sx (z 1- z2)2 
kf Sx z22 
222 
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Now (z 
k1z 
l-z2) _ (ký+k 
kz 
and zp = 2 ckr+ kp 
ke6xz2 kfz2 k1Sxkpz2 
=k 6x + 2p (kf+kp)2 (kr+kp)2 
1 
giving ke = 
11 
kf 
+k 
P 
It is clear that this expression also satisfies static considerations. In the 
viscous damping case the energy dissipated per unit time, E=c. 8x. i2 
k1i2 c SxkZi2 
:. c Sxi2 = cSx 
f+fP 
e° (kf +kp)2 (kf+kp)2 
cpk f2 +c fk2 
giving c= e (kr+kp)2 
similarly by considering the kinetic energy of the masses: - 
.2 mz 
E= - 2 
mrk2+m8 k2 
giving rn = e (kj+kp)Z 
These values can be substituted into expressions 1.4,1.5 and 1.6 to give the 
equivalent lumped mass, stiffness and damping for the two layer system. 
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APPENDIX II 
AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE THE VERTICAL DYNAMIC FORCES 
AT A RANGE OF DIPPED WELDS 
11.1 Introduction 
The experiment was originally conceived to compare the track forces from 
a range of 25t axle load freight vehicles in order to establish if any particular 
vehicle was significantly worse than any other. This work was therefore 
performed by members of the Track Research Unit of the BR Research 
Department and the required results were obtained from the forces measured by 
load measuring baseplates installed in the vicinity of the rail welds. 
Measurements were also taken, however, of vehicle component displacements 
and accelerations which offered the opportunity to learn more about the way in 
which the vehicle/track forces are produced. For this reason the analysis 
presented below was performed by the author on the results obtained and a 
theoretical model developed which is described in the main text. 
The tests basically consisted of a series of four dipped welds for which the 
geometry was measured and load measuring baseplates installed, over which 
four different types of freight vehicles were run at a range of speeds. The 
vehicles were nominally similar being 100t gross weight four axle bogie vehicles 
but having different bogie and suspension types. All the vehicles, however, were 
damped by friction. 
11.2 Test Site 
A site was found at which four consecutive welds were found to be dipped, 
and the range of angles was considered to be typical of those which might be 
found on the BR network in general. The vertical geometry in the region of each 
weld was measured using a straight edge and dial gauge system at a 
longitudinal spacing of 0.1m. The welds were referenced A, B, C and D in the 
direction of running and the dip angles at the welds were found to be 2 mrad, 4 
mrad, 4 mrad and 7 mrad respectively. 
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11.3 Track Based Instruments 
The track in the area of each weld was fitted with load measuring 
baseplates (55) which measure the load between rail and sleeper. 
Potentiometers were also installed at selected locations between the sleeper and 
a pile driven into the ballast in order to measure vertical displacement. This in 
conjuction with the force measurements enabled estimates of the vertical ballast 
stiffness to be made. 
The measurements from the track based instruments were recorded onto 
digital tape by sampling at 500 scans/sec on site. 
11.4 Test Train 
The test train consisted of two freight locomotives hauling a range of 100t 
bogie vehicles (Fig 11.1) which were grouped together into suspension types as 
follows: - 
Secondary suspension bogies with primary rubber pads (Si) - Oil tankers 
Measuring Car. 
Primary suspension bogies (P1) - Iron Ore. 
Primary suspension bogies (P2) - Steel carrier 
Measuring Car. 
Secondary suspension bogies (S2) - Oil tanker 
The vehicles were all laden to their design axle loads, the axle spacings on 
the bogies were all identical but the bogie spacings were not necessarily the 
same. The design maximum speed of all of the vehicles was 60 mph. 
11.5 Vehicle Based Instruments 
One of the bogies of each of the different vehicle types was instrumented 
with accelerometers and displacement potentiometers. The layout of the 
instrumentation is shown in Fig 11.1. 
Recording of the vehicle based data was made onto analogue magnetic tape 
and digitised at a later date with a low pass filter at 80 Hz applied. In order to 
relate the measurements to locations on the track a signal from the track based 
  Accelerometer 
Displacement 
Measurement 
Rubber pad 
primary 
Primary/Secondary suspension vehicle (Si) 
Fig. II. 1 Test Vehicle Suspension Configurations and 
Instrumentation Layout 
Primary suspension vehicle (P1, P2) 
Secondary suspension vehicle (S2) 
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instruments was also recorded by means of a radio link. Additionally the train 
speed was recorded as a function of time. 
11.6 Test Procedure 
The test train was run through the site at a range of speeds, these being in 
nominally 10 mph increments up to the maximum of 60 mph. A run was also 
included at crawl speed. Over most of the speed range four runs were carried out 
at each speed and the whole train was turned at the half way point. Due to some 
problems with availability of vehicles and also instrumentation problems all of 
the runs were not necessarily available at every speed. 
11.7 Analysis of Test Results 
It was required to compare the wheel/rail forces predicted by the 
theoretical model with those measured by the experiments. On first inspection it 
may appear that the results from the load measuring baseplates would enable 
this, however that is not the case. The load measuring baseplates measure the 
load between rail and sleeper, and for a single axle, or for a vehicle with widely 
spaced axles, adjacent sleeper forces can be summed to give the dynamic wheel 
or axle load. In this experiment, however, the axles were only 2m apart thus 
meaning that such an exercise would not be valid, meaning that the load 
measuring baseplates were only useful for evaluating the relative track forces 
from each vehicle. 
In order to obtain a reasonable estimate of the wheel/rail forces, therefore, 
the vehicle based measurements were used. The measured accelerations of 
masses and displacements of springs were used to calculate the forces which 
would have been produced at the wheel/rail contact. This required a knowledge 
of the spring stiffnesses and masses of each vehicle which were taken to be the 
design values with friction forces being neglected. This is likely to produce an 
error if the values used were incorrect, but reasonable accuracy can be expected 
from such a calculation for the following reasons: - 
i) The largest component of the wheel/rail force at dipped welds is shown 
to be the Mz term (unsprung mass x acceleration), the unsprung mass 
of each vehicle was known quite accurately. 
ii) The effect of friction damping is to modify the response of the vehicle 
at the approach to the dip, but the friction does not significantly affect 
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the impact force as the wheelset is de-coupled at the impact response 
frequency. The error to be anticipated from neglecting the friction 
forces does not therefore exceed the effective amount of friction per 
axle which based upon design values is less than 10 kN/axle for each 
vehicle. 
Thus the wheel/rail force can be calculated by strightforward application of 
Newton's second law of motion, and by equilibrium considerations. 
The neglecting of the friction forces is obviously a restriction to the 
analysis, and it is anticipated that this would introduce an error into the re- 
constructed track forces. For the reason described in (i) above the friction force is 
generally not large at dipped weld impacts unless the track before the weld 
causes significant amounts of vertical body motion resulting in a pre-existing 
vertical force when the wheel hits the weld. 
zs (comp +ve) 
zt 
Fig. 11.2 Forces on Primary Suspension Vehicle 
The wheel/rail forces can therefore be calculated as shown below. For a 
primary suspension vehicle as illustrated in Fig 11.2, resolving vertical forces on 
the wheelset gives: - 
P, = -Mw'+kz8 
Pt Pi 
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with the trailing wheelset similar. 
Il 
Fig. 11.3 Forces on Secondary Suspension Vehicle 
For a secondary suspension vehicle as shown in Fig 11.3, resolving vertical 
forces gives: - 
(zt+zt) 
PI+Pt = -Mb 2 
+kz 
By taking moments about the centre of the bogie frame: - 
(äff -; ) 
(Pl-Pg)a = -76 2a 
from which by elimination gives: - 
P= -(6+ 
b )z 
-(Mb- 
Il+ kz 
14 4a2 J 
_(Mb_ 
4a2 
Jt2 
For the vehicle with rubber pad primary suspension it is desirable to 
eliminate the pad force due to the anticipated non-linearity of the pad material. 
This is illustrated in Fig II. 4 
2a 
Pt Pl 
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Zbt Zbl 
Mw Zwt Mw Zwl 
Pt PI 
Fig. 11.4 Forces on Primary and Secondary Suspension Vehicle 
From the equations for a secondary suspension vehicle the pad force Q is given 
by: - 
if r 
QI _ -(I 4+ a2)Zbl-(4f 
4j2)Zbt+k 2 4a a 
therefore by resolving forces on the wheelset: - 
MIMI kz 
Pt = -( 
!+j )z 
-( 
j- f )Fbt+ 8-Mzwt 
4 4a2 4 4a2 2w 
and similarly Pt 
11.8 Discussion of Results 
The results obtained from the analysis of the vehicle based data were used 
to compare with the predictions made by the vehicle/track model. The 
parameters used for the modelling being design case ones for each of the four 
vehicles. The track stiffness was obtained by cross plotting sleeper vertical force 
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and displacement for samples of the instrumented sleepers, a typical example of 
such an exercise is shown in Fig 11.5. The stiffness taken to be applicable for 
dynamic calculations was the tangent stiffness at the highest point of the curve 
as shown. The average value obtained was also verified by studying natural 
frequencies of response of locomotive wheelsets at the dipped joint impacts 
which also gave an indication of the damping present. The values obtained were 
used to calculate equivalent lumped track parameters by the methods of 
Appendix I. 
'Y CZ 
DISPLACEMENT Cam) 
'Fib. 11.5 Typical Cross Plot of Vertical Sleeper Force and Displacement 
An example of the time histories obtained from the predictions and from 
the experimental results is shown in Fig 11.6 for the largest dip at the maximum 
speed. The results show the characteristic decaying oscillatory force due to the 
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VEHICLE S2 AT 60 mph 
TRACK PROFILE 
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Fig. 11.6 Experimental and Theoretical Force Histories 
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impact, with reasonable agreement in this case of the amplitude, frequency and 
rate of damping. No high frequency vibration is noticed but it would not be 
anticipated that the method used would detect high frequency forces at the 
wheel/rail contact as these are quickly dissipated by inertia effects. Some longer 
wavelength oscillation away from the dip is predicted by the theory due to the 
locking of the friction dampers. Because forces in these are not measured in the 
experimental data these are not present in the experimental results. The 
agreement of the experimental and theoretical results is considered further in 
the following section. 
11.9 Comparison with the Theoretical Results 
The peak dynamic forces which were measured at each of the dips- are 
presented and compared with the theoretical predictions in Figs 11.7 to 11.10, one 
of the medium sized dips and the largest dip are considered. The first thing that 
is apparent about the vehicle based results is the large amount of scatter, 
probably reflecting the rather variable and unrepeatable nature of friction 
damping. 
A further consideration of the magnitude of the errors was made by 
calculating the percentage difference between experimental values and 
theoretically predicted values as shown in Table 11.1. The analysis was also 
restricted to the highest three speeds (40,50,60 mph) to minimise the effect of 
the non-linear trend with speed. The errors tabulated represent the ratio of the 
difference in values to the measured value, a negative error indicating that the 
theoretical value was the smaller. An average percentage error was calculated 
over the range of speeds considered as well as the average of the absolute 
magnitude of the errors regardless of sign. Where the two numbers are the same 
this indicates that all the errors were of the same sign. 
Table 11.1 shows that some of the differences were quite large, particularly 
at the smallest dip angle. This tends to suggest, therefore, that the differences 
in the forces were a constant value, or at least not proportional to the speed, and 
this could well have been due to the unknown friction force. In fact the overall 
average of the absolute errors was 25% which, when considered with the overall 
average peak force of 49 kN suggests an average error of 12 kN, this being very 
close to the 10 kN error anticipated for design case friction levels. 
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Vehicle Si Vehicle P1 Vehicle P2 Vehicle S2 
Mean Mean abs. Mean Mean abs. Mean can abs. Mean Mean abs. ot. abs. 
Dip A 
(2 mrad) 
Leading -16 17 -32 32 -9 12 -62 62 31 
Trailing -15 15 -59 59 -35 35 -43 43 38 
Dip B 
(4 d) 
Leading -43 47 -6 10 44 44 -19 19 30 
mra 
Trailing -1 18 -3 9 -9 14 -46 46 22 
Dip C 
(4 d 
Leading -19 19 -5 14 37 37 -25 25 24 
mra ) 
Trailing -14 25 -22 22 -3 13 -33 33 23 
Dip D Leading 5 11 15 19 36 36 -17 17 21 
(7 mrad) 
Trailing -4 11 12 12 -2 11 -27 27 15 
Totals abs. 20 22 25 34 25 
Table 11.1 Differences Between Experimental and Theoretical Results 
The results obtained from the largest dip give the smallest differences 
between theory and experiment (18% average) which suggests that when the P2 
component of force at the dip is significant, and the component due to friction 
effects proportionately smaller, the agreement is somewhat better. 
The theoretical predictions generally produce a lower force than was measured, 
as indicated by the large number of negative errors in Table 11.1. When 
studying the theoretical force histories as for example in Fig. 11.6 it is apparent 
that the theoretical forces are generally unlnnding at the approach to the welds 
and that this would represent a negative force in the friction damper which 
would not be apparent in the experimental results. The resulting difference 
would, therefore, be in the direction measured. 
In terms of variation between vehicles the differences between theory and 
experiment are generally the same, except that the vehicles with primary 
rubber pad suspension (S2) showed larger differences. This could indicate that 
either the friction levels were higher for this vehicle or that the rubber pad 
stiffness value used for the theoretical calculations was incorrect, or not valid for 
the range of loads experienced 
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II. 10 Conclusions 
The experiment performed represented an opportunity to study the 
response of freight vehicles with friction damped suspensions to track 
irregularities, and compare the forces resulting. The impact of the unsprung 
mass of the vehicles at the weld irregularities investigated was shown to 
represent a significant part of the response as has been suggested by railway 
engineers for some time. It is also clear, however, that the dynamics of the 
vehicle can also have an effect upon the track forces and in this case the friction 
damping also appears to make a significant contribution. 
The modelling of the track by a single degree of freedom lumped parameter 
oscillator at each wheel seems to be reasonable for predicting the response of the 
system at the frequencies at which the unsprung mass bounces, and those below, 
which include all the vehicle frequencies. Prediction of the higher frequency 
(P1), type response would certainly require a better track model but the 
experimental measurement of these forces would also be much more 
complicated. 
The agreement obtained with the theoretical predictions was reasonable 
but could have been improved with better knowledge of the characteristics of the 
friction dampers and their performance in the test. As a result of what was 
learnt in the experiment described here subsequent experiments are now 
planned to improve this knowledge. 
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APPENDIX III 
AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE THE VEHICLE/TRACK RESPONSE 
TO A DISCRETE LATERAL IRREGULARITY. 
111.1. Introduction 
This work was planned in order to obtain experimental data on the 
response of a vehicle negotiating a discrete lateral irregularity of the type which 
might be found at a switch toe. Wheel/rail forces and wheel and track 
displacements were measured in the vicinity of a kink formed in plain rail. The 
experiment was performed on plain track as opposed to at a real switch in order 
to simplify the necessary instrumentation, but also to gain an idea of the 
fundamental features of the interaction which takes place between vehicle and 
track without the complicated structure which would be apparent at a switch. 
The experiment was carried out in the initial stages of theoretical 
modelling of the lateral vehicle/track interaction problem in order to provide 
experimental data and also to isolate the important features of the track 
response which needed to be modelled. 
111.2. Test Site 
The tests were performed on a BR Research Dept. test track where the 
geometry of an existing transition curve was changed to match the geometry of a 
type 'E' straight planed switch, having a design speed of 40 mph. The essential 
feature of this type of switch being that the geometry at the switch toe 
essentially consists of two straight rails forming a kink. This was achieved in 
plain rail by bending the rails beyond yielding to form a knuckle using 
hydraulic bending equipment. The entry angle of this type of switch is 15.6 
mrad, followed by. a straight length of 4.47m running tangentially in to a curve 
of 746m radius (Fig III. 1). Adopting this particular shape meant therefore that 
the forces obtained from this test could be subsequently compared with results 
obtained from real switches. The track at the site was on granite ballast having 
timber sleepers with 109 lb/yd flat bottomed rail with BR1 type cast baseplates 
held by elastic spikes. The cant was removed throughout the site and the final 
geometry was obtained with the assistance of a tamping and lining machine. 
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111.3 Track Based Instruments 
The instruments mounted on the track were as follows: - 
i) O. R. E load measuring baseplates (55) on each rail on the sleeper 
preceeding the kink and the subsequent four sleepers giving ten 
stations in all. These devices use a configuration of strain gauges 
which give a linear response to vertical and lateral load and can be 
calibrated in the laboratory before installation. A quite rigid 
connection between rail and sleeper is expected with these devices, 
however this is equally to be expected at a switch toe where rigid 
baseplates are also used. 
ii) Displacement transducers mounted laterally on consecutive 
sleepers two before and seven following the kink. A hollow steel 
beam rigidly fastened to piles in the ballast formed the datum point 
to which the transducers were fastened. (Fig III. 2) 
iii) Displacement transducers mounted laterally between the rail head 
(on a glued bracket) and brackets rigidly attached to the sleepers. 
Three of these were mounted on the outer rail side and one on the 
inner rail side on the sleepers following the kink. (Fig III. 2) 
The output from the instruments was recorded continuously onto analogue 
tape during each pass of_the test train and the data was subsequently digitized 
for analysis at a rate of 1000 scans/sec. Track switches were used to detect the 
approaching train and start and stop the tape recorders, an electronic timer 
being used in conjunction with the track switches to calculate train speed. A 
plan of the instrument'layout is shown in Fig 111.3. 
1114 Test Vehicle 
The vehicle used for the test was a prototype two axle high. speed freight 
vehicle described previously (Vehicle B) for which the suspension parameters 
had been measured. It was used laden resulting in an axle load of 17 tonnes. A 
list of the vehicle parameters applicable to the vehicle has already presented in 
Table 4.2. The configuration of the test train is also shown in Fig III. 4. 
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111.5 Vehicle Based Instruments 
The test vehicle was fitted with one load measuring wheelset (56) to give 
dynamic records of vertical, longitudinal and lateral forces. Three lateral 
proximity probes were also fitted to the same wheelset. These devices give 
continuous records of wheel position relative to the rail by means of a small disc 
wheel which contacts the gauge face of the rail at a small distance from the 
wheelset. Use of three proximity probes enables wheelset position, angle of 
attack relative to the track and dynamic gauge to be calculated. 
The data from these devices was also recorded onto analogue tape with the 
exception of the load measuring wheel data which was processed into force 
records in real time and stored directly onto digital tape. 
111.6 Test Procedure 
The test train ran over the site at speeds increasing in nominal 5 mph 
intervals up to a maximum speed of 45 mph, in one direction only. Tests were 
carried out with the load measuring wheel in both the leading and trailing 
positions. Also the effect of having the rails dry or wet was studied in order to 
vary the coefficent of friction. Tests were therefore performed on four seperate 
days as follows: - 
Day 1- LMW trailing, rails dry 
Day 2- LMW trailing, rails wet 
Day 3- LMW leading, rails wet 
Day 4- LMW leading. rails dry 
111.7 Results 
Measurements Of Track Geometry: A survey of the track geometry was made 
in order to establish the true alignment of the test site. This showed that 
although the net change of angle of the kink was 15.6 mrad as required, some 
local curvature of the rails was also present increasing the effective angle to 
nearer 18.5 mrad. The straight length and curve radius were both found to be 
close to the required values. 
Some slight variation in the gauge of the track was discovered and also a 
small degree of cant, but neither of these was considered large enough to be 
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significant, the measured geometry used for theoretical predictions was that of 
the outer rail. 
Load Measuring Baseplates: The results of the baseplates are capable of 
being used in two ways. One way is to produce a continuous sum of the lateral 
forces of all the baseplates on each rail. This sum is equal to the wheel/rail 
lateral force (neglecting inertia effects of the rail) provided that no other wheel 
is over or close to the row of base plates when the chosen wheel is being studied. 
This was in fact the case for the long wheelbase vehicle used in the test and the 
results obtained in this way were used firstly as a check against the load 
measuring wheel results, where they agreed very well, and also to provide the 
forces from the wheelýet where vehicle based forces were not measured. 
The second way in which the load measuring baseplate output can be used 
is to give individual sleeper loads. This was used in this instance to obtain a 
measure of lateral stiffness and damping associated with the lateral 
displacements, the way in which this was approached is described later. Longer 
time histories were available from the load measuring wheelset output so the 
summed baseplate outputs were used to obtain the peak lateral forces which 
occured locally at the kink. Figs III. 5-III. 8 show the maximum forces on each 
rail as a function of speed with the convention that a positive force is outward on 
each rail. 
Load Measuring Wheelset: As mentioned above this gave the history of forces 
on each wheel throughout the site and was provided partly as a back up for the 
load measuring baseplate measurements. The results of each were compared in 
fact and found to agree very closely. Vertical forces were also obtained from the 
load measuring wheelsets, which were shown to vary very little due to the 
absence of significant vertical irregularities and minimal vehicle roll. Typical 
examples of the lateral force histories from the load measuring wheels are 
shown in figs I1I. 9 and I1.10. 
Lateral Proximity Probes: The two most interesting parameters which can be 
obtained from these devices are the lateral position of the wheelset relative to 
the track, and the angle of attack, which were of use in forming the comparisons 
with the theoretical results. 
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It should be noted that in the immediate vicinity of the kink (±0.61m) the 
probes do not give a correct reading due to the fact that they are mounted away 
from the wheel/rail contact point. 
Lateral Track and Rail Head Displacements: Samples of the maximum 
values of track lateral displacement and left hand rail head lateral displacement 
(relative to sleeper) which occured are plotted in Figs HIM and 11112, 
respectively as functions of speed. Small outward displacements were measured 
on the inner rail, however these were neglected for analysis purposes due to the 
limited number of measuring transducers on the inner rail. The displacements 
are shown to be approximately proportional to the lateral forces as might be 
anticipated. 
Cross Plots of Sleeper Force and Displacements to obtain Ballast 
Stiffness: The summation of the forces from two load measuring baseplates on 
the same sleeper gives the total lateral sleeper force. This can be cross plotted 
against lateral sleeper displacement which results in a hysteresis loop as the 
load comes onto the sleeper and is removed. The records from individual 
baseplates consisted in practise of a single cycle of load application and removal. 
Experimentation with a mathematical model of a simple oscillator, however, 
suggested that for the parameters applicable in this case, there would be little 
error in assuming that this cycle of force was equivalent to one cycle of a 
continuous harmonic force. A typical example of the result of doing this is shown 
in Fig HIM. 
If the history of the applied force is therefore considered to be of the form 
P= Po sinwt then the displacement response (for viscous damping) will be of the 
form: - 
x= x0sin(Wt-(P) 
Where xO = 
Po 
x/((h - mw2)2+(cw)2 ) 
and tan4 = 
cw 
h-mw 2 
If force is now plotted against displacement an ellipse is produced (Fig 
111.14) havingy intercept cwxo and slope (between points of maximum x) equal to 
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k-m& 2. The parameter m in this case would be the mass of the sleeper including 
two baseplates. The results obtained from a range of such cross plots are 
presented in Table III. 1. 
PEAK PEAK SLOPE TRUE DAMPING 
FORCE DISP. STIFF. 
(kN) (mm) (MN/m) (MN/m) (MNs/m) 
21.6 0.72 18.8 20.9 0.104 
19.2 0.92 19.6 20.4 0.165 
16.3 0.73 18.3 20.4 0.164 
10.4 0.64 13.7 15.8 0.112 
14.1 0.48 22.2 24.3 0.140 
11.4 0.79 13.4 15.5 0.105 
16.3 0.62 24.6 26.7 0.126 
11.9 0.72 9.8 11.9 0.098 
16.3 0.88 18.2 20.3 0.103 
21.0 0.72 17.7 19.8 0.129 
24.2 0.97 17.0 19.1 0.110 
19.5 0.62 22.6 24.7 0.208 
M EAN VALUES 20.1 0.130 
Table 111.1 Experimental Measurements of 
Ballast Stiffness and Damping 
Rail Head Lateral Stiffness: It is not possible to cross plot force against rail 
head displacement in the same way as for the sleeper motion as the load is 
moving and the measuring point is stationary. A reasonable approximation can 
be made, however, by dividing the maximum wheel/rail force by the maximum 
rail head displacement occring at any of the measuring locations. This gives 
directly the lumped lateral stiffness subject to the assumption that the 
maximum spring force occurs at the same time as the maximum displacement 
(ie that the damping and rail inertia are both small). 
The results of carrying out this exercise are presented in Fig 111.15 where it 
can be seen that a reasonably linear relationship between force and 
displacements is obtained. This yielded an effective stiffness value of 43 MN/m. 
Coefficient of Friction between Wheel and Rail: The effective coefficient of 
friction between wheel and rail can be calculated from the measured forces 
where the contact normal is vertical (or nearly so) if the value of maximum force 
in the horizontal plane divided by the vertical contact force reaches a constant 
limiting value indicating that sliding was taking place. 
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This state appears to have been reached for most speeds on the leading 
right hand wheel as the vehicle passes the kink. This is evident from Fig 111.6 
and also from the force histories (Figs III. 9 and III. 10) where a 'flat topped' 
response is noticed. It has been assumed that the maximum lateral force divided 
by the static wheel load will reasonably accurately yield the coefficient of 
friction. This is subject to the assumptions that the longitudinal force is small 
and that the vertical contact force does not vary significantly from the static 
value. Both of these assumptions in fact are verified from the load measuring 
wheel records. 
The mean values of coefficient of friction calculated for each of the four 
days therefore were as follows: - 
Day I (dry) - 0.33 
Day 2 (wet) - 0.18 
Day 3 (wet) - 0.18 
Day 4 (dry) - 0.22 
111.8 Discussion of Results 
Lateral Wheel/Rail Forces: The maximum lateral forces encountered at the 
leading wheelset appear to vary reasonably linearly with speed. Hard flange 
contact seems to take place throughout the speed range on the outer wheel while 
the lateral force on the right hand wheel reaches a limiting value governed by 
the coefficient of friction. Both forces are in an outward direction on the rails 
(gauge spreading) which is generally the case for steady state curving conditions 
also. 
The maximum lateral forces at the trailing wheelset were found not to 
vary linearly with speed, this was because flange contact did not occur at the 
lower speeds. This can be expected due to the fact that the front end of the 
vehicle produces an element of steering for the rear. At speeds above 10 m/sec 
however, flange impacts do occur and the maximum force rises quickly with 
speed giving higher forces than at the leading wheelset at 20 m/sec. It is also 
interesting to note that at the higher speeds the forces on the inner rail are 
inward as opposed to outward in the case of the leading wheelset. 
Looking at the force history records for the leading left hand wheel (Figs 
M. 9 and III. 10) an oscillatory response is noticed as a result of the impact, which 
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was shown to have a frequency of approximately 15 Hz. This is qualitatively 
very similar to the theoretical predictions where the wheelset is caused to 
oscillate on the lateral track resilience. 
At the trailing wheelset, where flange impact occurs, the response seems to 
be very heavily damped with only one peak visible in the force history. Clearly 
the amount of damping in the wheelset oscillation will be dependant upon the 
track damping but also upon the forces on the inner wheel. If the inner wheel is 
sliding laterally on the rail then oscillation may take place without altering the 
forces on the inner rail and will thus not provide damping for the oscillation. 
However, if the forces on the inner wheel are below the friction limit lateral 
movements will result in additional forces opposing the motion and will provide 
damping. As the lateral forces on the inner wheel of the trailing wheelset are 
quite small this is a likely reason for the apparently large damping. 
It is noticed that the coefficient of friction had a slight effect on the forces, 
these were greater on both rails when the coefficient of friction was large. This is 
to be expected as a component of the lateral force on the outer rail is the lateral 
creep force, being equal to the lateral creep force on the inner rail. This also 
explains why the peak lateral force on the outer rail does not tend to zero at zero 
speed. 
It is also noticeable that turning the vehicle had a small effect on the force 
levels, particularly at the trailing wheelset. This would most likely have been 
caused by misalignments of the vehicle wheelsets. 
Lateral Track and Rail Displacements: The maximum track displacement 
measured was 1.0 mm and the maximum individual rail head displacement 1.3 
mm. It is suggested therefore that both these sources of resilience would need to 
be included in a theoretical model. 
No significant evidence was found in the experimental. results of a higher 
mode of vibration which would be anticipated from a track with two major 
degrees of freedom subjected to an impact. This is also the case in the theoretical 
modelling and is presumably due to the high damping levels present. 
All of the displacements measured were found to be apparently elastic, ie 
no residual displacement occured. The track geometry was also measured again 
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after the experiment and found not to have changed, although in railway terms 
the amount of traffic passing the kink was very small. 
Coefficient of Friction: The coefficient of friction was found to be lower when 
the rails were wet, as might be expected. The coefficient of friction on the two 
wet days was constant at 0.18, whereas the coefficient of friction on the two dry 
days varied significantly (0.33 and 0.22). This is quite a normal result, however, 
as coefficient of friction is strongly governed by atmospheric conditions and level 
of contamination of the rail head surface whch may have been lightly rusted at 
the beginning of the tests. 
111.9 Comparison with the Theoretical Results 
The comparisons were achieved by using the lumped parameter lateral 
model described in Chapter 3. Certain refinements were also made to the model 
as a result of the discoveries made in order to improve the predictions mode, 
these are described in section 4.11. 
A typical time history comparison is shown in Fig 111.16 which was made 
for a test run at 45 mph (20.1m/sec) in wet conditions. The time histories 
presented were all derived from vehicle based (load measuring wheel) data. The 
agreement obtained is generally shown to be good, the lateral impact of the 
leading wheelset appears to be modelled quite well with apparently the correct 
frequency and damping rate. The longer wavelength body response also appears 
to be reasonably well represented with possibly slightly too little damping. 
A feature which is not modelled particularly well, however is the 
longitudinal forces at the wheelsets. In fact this tends also to be a deficiency of 
steady state curving predictions and is therefore probably not attributable to 
errors in the dynamic model itself. A solution to this particular problem has not 
yet been found, however. 
A summary of the peak force which occu`red on each wheel at the kink is 
shown in Fig 111.17 from the results of the third day when the rails were in a wet 
condition and a consistent set of results were obtained. These are shown to agree 
quite well also. 
An analysis similar to the one used for the vertical force experiment was 
performed in that the difference between experimental and theoretical : =1 
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impact force was described as a ratio of the measured force. The result of this is 
shown in Table III. 2. In this case individual speeds were considered and once 
again a negative error indicates that the theoretical value was smaller. 
Speed (mph) 10 20 30 40 45 Totals (abs. ) 
Leading Error (kN) 2.1 -2.15 -7.0 -1.4 0.2 
Left Error % 12 -9 17 -3 0 8 
Leading Error (kN) 1.6 2.0 -0.5 2.5 2.8 
Right Error % 11 14 3 18 20 13 
Trailing Error (kN) -3.3 -3.7 0.6 8.7 -8.4 
Left Error % -39 -38 6 37 16 27 
Trailing Error (kN) -0.1 -4.7 4 1.9 -1 
Right Error % -1 -63 -59 -22 14 32 
Totals (abs. ) 16 31 21 20 13 20 
Table III. 1 Differences Between Experimental and Theoretical Results 
The agreement obtained is generally good, particularly at the higher 
speeds. In fact the largest errors in percentage terms were found at the trailing 
right hand wheel where the forces were extremely small, (always less than 8kN) 
and thus the errors were not large in absolute force terms. The best agreement 
was obtained at the leading wheelset where the response is governed by a 
straightforward impact, in contrast to the trailing wheelset where the response 
is more complicated. The trend in the trailing left hand wheel peak force to rise 
rapidly with speed at the higher speeds is reflected well in the theoretical 
results, however, and the magnitude of impacts at the trailing wheelset is shown 
both theoretically and experimentally to be sensitive to the input parameters. 
The force on this particular wheel was also altered quite noticeably when the 
vehicle was turned, although the coefficient of friction was essentially identical 
on days two and three, the peak force measured at the trailing left hand wheel 
increased from around 39 kN to around 67 kN as a result of turning the vehicle. 
The overall error obtained in absolute percentage terms was 20%, which 
considering the contribution of the errors in the very small forces represents 
quite acceptable agreement for an experiment of this kind. 
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111.10 Conclusions 
The experiment performed was able to identify the main characteristics of 
a vehicle negotiating a large lateral kink in the track. The results showed that 
at such lateral irregularities impacts of the wheelset on the rails cause large 
dynamic loads to occur, an important feature of which is the lateral oscillation of 
the wheelset on the track resilience at a frequency of around 15 Hz for the 
conditions studied. The resilience of the track appears to come partly from 
lateral movement of the rail head relative to its foot, and partly due to lateral 
movement of the sleepers in the ballast. 
The damping provided by the track to lateral vibration was quite high at 
the site studied, providing approximately 20% of critical damping levels in the 
predominant wheelset vibration mode. Damping of this mode is also apparently 
increased significantly if the forces in the plane of contact on the inner wheel are 
below the friction limit. The assumption that little damping is provided by 
lateral displacement of the rails relative to the sleeper seems to be a reasonable 
one as the theoretical predictions are certainly not under damped. 
The predictions made by the theoretical model generally agree well with 
the experimental results showing the same main characteristics and reasonable 
accuracy. For the case studied a lumped spring, mass, damper model of the 
track system, with modelling of the rail deformation by a simple spring seems to 
be adequate. 
